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T
oday’s engineering students are 
often referred to as the “Maker 
Generation.” They are accustomed to 
applying their knowledge to hands-on 
projects even while still in high 

school, let alone when they enter college 
as freshmen. But the knowledge they 
need now and in the workplace is rapidly 
expanding beyond the scope of any single 
engineering major. As we move into the 
world of interconnected products, we have 
an obligation to give our students the tools 
and skills they will need to be successful in 
moving society forward.

That’s why I believe the days of the 
single-discipline engineering degree have 
passed. While we will and should continue to 
award discipline-specifi c bachelor’s degrees, 
we need to be sure all of our students are 
exposed to multiple engineering fi elds, 
regardless of their major.

When the College opened the Singh 
Imagineering Lab several years ago as a 
setting for extracurricular innovation, it 

was instantly popular and continues to be 
a place where our highly talented students 
can fi nd an outlet for their impressive cre-
ativity. Later, we opened our extraordinary 
20,000-square-foot Engineering Product 
Innovation Center (EPIC), a state-of-the-art 
facility where students could experience 
the entire concept-to-product process. 
Moreover, recognizing that the major-
ity of real products integrate electrical, 
mechanical, computer and even biomedical 
engineering, we made knowledge of this 
product-design-to-distribution cycle part of 
every student’s undergraduate curriculum. 

It quickly became apparent that students 
are engaging multiple disciplines as they 
pursue innovation. Mechanical engineer-
ing students, for example, are delving into 
computer engineering, and vice versa. We 
responded to this by creating a suite of 
interdisciplinary concentrations accessible to 
all students. Today, fully half of our graduates 
add a minor or concentration—including 
Technology Innovation, Nanotechnology and 
Energy Technologies, among others—to their 
foundational degree. And while that number 
continues to grow, we are working on ways 
to ensure that every student has exposure 
to the skills engineers will need in the 
coming years. 

For one, we want all freshmen to have 
the experience of making something, either 
in the Singh Imagineering Lab or in EPIC. By 
doing so, they will see how the challenging 
foundational coursework they are taking 
applies to actually engineering something. 
They will also get an initial look at how multi-
ple engineering fi elds are integrated into the 
process of designing and making a product. 

Programming and software are used 
in virtually all modern product design and 
manufacturing and are becoming increasingly 
relevant in our interconnected world, not 

to mention increasingly popular among our 
students. We require that all freshmen take a 
foundational course in programming and are 
modifying our curriculum to attract 75–100 
percent of them to take more advanced 
programming courses later on. 

Data science and analytics are rapidly 
emerging to drive virtually all future innova-
tion in any fi eld imaginable, from medicine 
to manufacturing to retail to organizational 
and urban function. Divining meaning from 
large data sets applies to all engineering 
fi elds and we are fi nalizing a transformation 
of our undergraduate curriculum to insure all 
students, regardless of major, take a course 
that provides some data science foundation, 
inclusive of statistics for large data sets and 
machine learning.

In addition to these requirements, we 
plan to off er an array of more advanced elec-
tives in areas like smart and connected sys-
tems, engineering data science and analytics, 
and robotics and automated systems. All will 
engage multiple disciplines and we believe 
they will be very popular. Adding these to 
our existing minors and concentrations will 
ensure that our students are prepared for 
the new economy, where virtually every new 
product interacts with the digital world in 
some way.

Several engineering schools have also 
begun to off er these kinds of courses and 
experiences, but, from what I have seen, 
most have done so at the individual depart-
ment levels rather than as a broad founda-
tion necessary for any engineering major. 
By this time next year, we will have fully 
designed and approved a more holistic and 
unique approach that opens all of these 
areas up to all undergraduates and will 
transform how we educate engineers to give 
them the depth they will need to innovate in 
the digital economy. 

Educating the Maker Generation 
for the Digital Economy 
BY DEAN KENNETH R. LUTCHEN

 Today, fully half of our 
graduates add a minor or 
concentration—including 
Technology Innovation, 
Nanotechnology and 
Energy Technologies, 
among others—to their 
foundational degree.
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Symposium Celebrates 
Grand Opening of 
Biological Design Center
KICKOFF EVENT HIGHLIGHTS MULTIDISCIPLINARY WORK 
IN BIOLOGICAL DESIGN

The new home 
of the Biological 
Design Center. 

 M
ore than 200 researchers from industry, academia and health-
care gathered on campus June 1 to celebrate the formal launch 
of the Biological Design Center (BDC) and its new home, 
the just-completed, nine-story Rajen Kilachand Center for 

Integrated Life Sciences & Engineering.
According to Professor Christopher Chen (BME, MSE), founding 

director of the BDC, bringing together the community to explore syn-

thetic biology—the engineering of living systems to understand, control 
and reengineer how biological components work—is a key portion of 
the mission.

“The purpose of the center is to build a new community, not just of 
faculty working on individual projects, but all of us working together,” 
says Chen. “While not every BDC faculty member will be located there, 
having a central location acts as a catalyst for everybody to interact with 
each other and establish new collaborations.”

The kickoff  symposium, titled “Engineering the Future,” featured 
an array of speakers from academia and industry who gave presen-
tations on biological science and technology, as well as on their work 
with diverse aspects of biological design, ranging from molecular-scale 
investigations to tissue-level engineering and multicellular communities 
and communication. The community gathered in the Hariri Auditorium 
at Questrom School of Business to listen to the speakers before heading 
over to two poster sessions in the center’s lobby, one at lunch and one in 
the evening, showcasing some of the research projects that BDC mem-
bers have been developing.

BY SARA CODY
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“Our vision is to use the center to branch 
out and make strong connections across 
the community, both in academia and in 
industry,” said Chen in his opening remarks. 
“Connectivity across engineering, biology, 
physics, chemistry, medicine will be needed to 
make the vision a meaningful reality.”

Deboki Chakravarti, a PhD student in the 
laboratory of Assistant Professor Wilson Wong 
(BME), was among the lineup of presenters 
during the morning session. She spoke to the 
audience about her research project focused on 
engineering T cells—an important component 
in the body’s immune response—to provide the 
ability to tune the cells’ behavior in the body. 
This would enable doctors to enlist the patient’s 
own cells to fight against diseases like cancer.

“I’ve been in graduate school for a few years 
and the kickoff event was an exciting opportunity 
for me to have my first experience presenting 
my work in a formal setting,” says Chakravarti. 
“It was great to interact with people outside of 
academia and in other industries, which I think is 
a key component of the mission of the BDC.”

Biological Design Center OpensCON
T I N
UED

Professor Bonnie Bassler, chair of the 
Microbiology Department at Princeton 
University, presented the Charles Cantor 
Lecture, named in honor of Professor Emeritus 
Charles Cantor (BME), who pioneered a 
method for separating large DNA molecules, 
an important tool for biological research. 
Bassler’s presentation focused on bacterial 
quorum sensing—the “languages” that bac-
teria use to communicate with each other to 
perform group tasks—and how to synthetically 
manipulate those systems to combat disease 
and improve human health.

“Charles’ contributions to science are 
significant and his early support of synthetic 
biology helped to cultivate an environment 
of creativity, tinkering, unconventional 
thinking that we still maintain today and 
really helped put BU on the map,” says 
Assistant Professor Ahmad “Mo” Khalil 
(BME), associate director of the BDC. 
“Bonnie’s research spans everything from 
the science of a complex biological system to 
inspiring new tools that synthetic biologists 

 T
he College of Engineering and several of 
its programs advanced and saw improved 
peer assessment scores in the latest 
U.S. News & World Report rankings of the 

nation’s graduate engineering programs.
U.S. News now places the College 34th among 

the 198 engineering schools—all with graduate 
programs—that the publication ranked. This 
represents an 18-place advancement since 2006, 
the largest of any top-50 engineering school. The 
College’s subjective assessment score among 
the nation’s engineering deans climbed, as did its 
assessment by employers, both heavily weighted 
factors in U.S. News & World Report’s ranking 
methodology of engineering schools. 

Among private engineering schools, the 
College ranks 15th nationally.

“The excellence of our faculty and their 
research continues to gain increasing recog-
nition among our peers,” Dean Kenneth R. 
Lutchen said. “This recognition is helping to 
fuel a virtuous cycle that attracts high-quality 
graduate students, who, in turn, help propel the 
College’s research to ever-greater heights.”

At 12th among 120 graduate BME pro-
grams and 6th among private schools, the 
Biomedical Engineering program continues to 
be ranked among the elite nationally. Its peer 
assessment score was the seventh-highest; a 
number of ties among higher-ranked schools 
edged it out of a top-10 spot. At the program 
level, subjective assessment by the respective 
department chairs nationally is the only factor 
used in ranking.

Other graduate programs significantly 
gained in this year’s rankings. The Computer 
and Electrical Engineering programs recorded 
their highest-ever assessment scores and 
rankings—both placed 36th in their large 
categories—which represented jumps of six 
and seven places, respectively, over last year. 
The Mechanical Engineering program also 
notched a substantial advance—six places to 
42nd in a field of 170 programs. 

The relatively new Materials Science & 
Engineering program also recorded its highest 
score and rank since it started getting rated seven 
years ago with an 11-place jump into the 46th spot.  

When comparing private universities only, 
every one of the College’s programs is in the  
top 20.—michael seele  

use that she elucidated and all the way to 
human health implications. Her work speaks 
to the importance of team-based efforts and 
that synergizes well with the BDC.”

Other presenters at the symposium 
included BDC faculty Associate Professor 
Douglas Densmore (ECE), Assistant 
Professor Allyson Sgro (BME), Associate 
Professor Pankaj Mehta (CAS), Assistant 
Professor Mary Dunlop (BME) and BDC 
laboratory team members, as well as distin-
guished speakers from academia  
and industry. 

The Kilachand Center, which recently 
completed construction, boasts 170,000 
square feet of space that brings together 
investigators in life science, engineering and 
medicine from both the Charles River and 
Medical Campuses. The BDC headquarters 
is located on the fourth and fifth floors of the 
center, which hosts six laboratories and the 
administrative offices, as well as collabora-
tive space available to all BDC investigators.
—sara cody  

U.S. News Rankings
ENG EARNS HIGHEST-EVER RANKING IN U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT’S 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS LIST

How to Hack  
a Cell
WONG’S NEW PLATFORM MAKES IT 
EASIER TO PROGRAM LIVING CELLS

 T
he human body is made up of trillions of 
cells, microscopic computers that carry 
out complex behaviors according to the 
signals they receive from each other 

and their environment. Synthetic biologists 
engineer living cells to control how they behave 
by converting their genes into programmable 
circuits. A new study published by Assistant 
Professor Wilson Wong (BME), and co- 
authored by Research Assistant Professor 
Swapnil Bhatia (ECE), in Nature Biotechnology 
outlines a new simplified platform to target 
and program mammalian cells as genetic 
circuits, even complex ones, more quickly  
and efficiently.

“The problem synthetic biologists are trying 
to solve is how we ask cells to make decisions 
and try to design a strategy to make the decision 
we want it to,” says Wong. “With these circuits, 
we took a completely different design approach 
and have created a framework for researchers 
to target specific cell types and make them per-
form different types of computations, which will 
be useful for developing new methods for tissue 
engineering, stem cell research and diagnostic 
applications, just to name a few.”

Historically, engineered genetic circuits 
were inspired by circuit design in electronics, 
following a similar approach using tran-
scription factors—proteins that induce DNA 
conversion to RNA—which are tricky to work 
with because it’s hard to predict an entirely 
new strand of genetic code. Mammalian cells 
are especially difficult because they are a much 
more variable environment and express highly 
complex behaviors, rendering the electronics 
approach to circuit design time-consuming at 
best and unreliable at worst. 

Wong’s approach uses DNA recombi-
nases, enzymes that cut and paste pieces of 
DNA sequences, allowing for more targeted 
manipulation of cells and their behavior. The 
result is a platform named BLADE, or “Boolean 

logic and arithmetic through DNA excision,” 
referring to the computer language the cells are 
programmed with and the computations they 
can be programmed to carry out. BLADE will 
allow researchers to use different signals, or 
inputs, in one streamlined device to control the 
outputs, or behaviors, of the cells they target. 

“The idea was to build a system simple 
and flexible enough that it can be customized 
in the field to get any desired outcome using 
one simple design, instead of having to rebuild 
and retry a new design every time,” explains 
Benjamin Weinberg, graduate student in 
Wong’s laboratory and first author on the 
paper. “Essentially, with BLADE, you can 
implement any combination of computa-
tions you want in mammalian cells. For this 
particular paper, we might not have built the 
particular behavior you need, but we wanted 
to illustrate that by using BLADE, you should 
be able to build the circuit you need to fulfill 
the behavior you are looking for.”

The paper published in Nature 
Biotechnology outlines over one hundred 
examples of circuits that were successfully 

built using the BLADE platform. Weinberg 
notes that the researchers intentionally built 
complex circuits with complicated functions 
to illustrate the possibilities using their design, 
including some that program human cells 
to add or subtract numbers. He uploaded 
the design plans to an open-source online 
repository so that other researchers could 
begin downloading the tools to use in their 
projects immediately. Weinberg will continue 
to refine the technology and incorporate it into 
a software program to make it even easier to 
use, while Wong plans on using the platform to 
explore medical diagnostic applications. 

“Before BLADE, any one of these circuits 
would have taken several years to build and 
make functional, and then you would have to 
use trial-and-error to make it work the way 
you want it to,” Wong says. “I have been doing 
synthetic biology research for 15 years and I’ve 
never seen such complex circuits work on the 
first try like with this platform. We’re excited to 
get it out there so people can start using it, and 
we’re excited to see what they come up with.”
—sara cody

BLADE, or “Boolean logic and arithmetic through DNA excision,” will allow researchers to use different signals in 
one streamlined device to control the behaviors of the cells they target. Photo provided by Wilson Wong
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 T
he road to commercializing medical tech-
nology is usually long, requiring the work of 
basic scientists, clinical researchers, engi-
neers and eventually industry partners, 

with one group passing along knowledge to the 
next until a marketable version of the tech-
nology is finally realized. But what if the work 
of these groups could be combined, with each 
working toward a common goal simultane-
ously? Team science has the potential to make 
the process more efficient and bring medical 
innovations to the patient faster.

Professor Catherine Klapperich (BME, 
ME, MSE) hopes that the new Precision 
Diagnostics Center (PDC) she directs will 
do just that. She saw the potential that BU’s 
diverse research portfolio offers and estab-
lished the new interdisciplinary initiative 
that will capitalize on the synergy among 
faculty researchers to invent new medical 
diagnostic tools.

The PDC builds on the success, momentum 
and infrastructure of the NIH Center for Future 
Technologies in Cancer Care (CFTCC), which 
Klapperich also directs at BU and which will 
now fall under the umbrella of the new center. 
The PDC’s mission will expand to include 
cancer and innovations that leverage point-of-
care technologies to enable precision medicine 
across a wider swath of diseases. Researchers 
from the College of Engineering in collabora-
tion with the BU schools of Medicine, Dental 
Medicine and Public Health will collaborate in 
the new center.

“This center comprises faculty across 
many departments of the University who are 
working on new ways to collect, measure and 
use patient data. We want to take the power of 
that data and put it into applications that can 
be patient facing either during an office visit or 
at home,” says Klapperich. “After working on 
building the CFTCC for five years, a common 
refrain was ‘Can we do this for other health-
care areas?’ We see the PDC as being one way 

College Creates 
New Precision 
Diagnostics 
Center

to bring the engineering innovations we have 
developed in point-of-care diagnostics to the 
clinic earlier in the design process. Patient and 
provider input and acceptance are essential to 
the success of these technologies.”

Point-of-care diagnostics allow clinicians, 
pharmacists and even patients themselves to 
conduct sophisticated molecular tests—like 
rapid strep throat tests, home pregnancy 
tests or blood-glucose monitoring in diabetes 
patients—in clinics and at home. The PDC 
aims to apply these innovations across 
a variety of areas using a three-pronged 
approach: developing new reagents and tests 
to make advanced patient monitoring pos-
sible; designing and creating the algorithms 
and devices that would house these tech-
nologies; and partnering with industry and 
government to translate innovations into  
the marketplace.

According to Klapperich, while there are 
other organizations and institutions that 
explore point-of-care diagnostics, this center 
is unlike any other effort in this space due to 
its unique research approaches. In addition 
to leveraging expertise from the Medical 
Campus, the PDC will also tap into the 
Photonics Center to explore using light-based 
technologies for noninvasive diagnostics  
and monitoring.

“The center will play to BU’s unique 
strengths as a research university, including 
capabilities in infectious disease, expertise 
addressing healthcare disparities in under-
served communities and our Photonics Center. 
We’re excited to access those resources and 
expertise to make a global impact where it is 
most needed,” she says.

Next steps for the PDC include hosting 
networking and professional development 
opportunities for faculty, students, post-
docs and residents—such as workshops, 
seminars and symposia—to attract new 
members and continue building community. 
The other founding core faculty members of 
the PDC include: Professor Edward Damiano 
(BME), Professor Muhammad Zaman 
(BME, MSE), Professor Thomas Bifano 
(ME, MSE), Professor Mark Grinstaff (BME, 
Chemistry), Professor Thomas Little (ECE, SE), 
Professor Ioannis Paschalidis (ECE, BME, SE), 
Associate Professor James Galagan (BME, 
Microbiology), Assistant Professor Allison 
Dennis (BME, MSE) and Professor Avrum 
Spira (MED, SE).—sara cody  

 E
fforts to understand the workings of the 
human brain have taken quantum leaps 
forward in recent years as researchers 
have developed noninvasive, light-based 

methods to observe its functioning in real 
time. Now, the College of Engineering is 
capitalizing on Boston University’s inter-
disciplinary expertise in neuroscience and 
photonics to create the Neurophotonics 
Center, led by one of the nation’s preeminent 
researchers in the field. 

Professor David Boas (BME) is joining 
the faculty from Massachusetts General 
Hospital, where he has pioneered new 
technologies to see deep into the brain, 

Neurophotonics 
Center Aims 
to Advance 
Understanding  
of the Brain

in order to improve our understanding of 
the organ’s healthy functioning and offer 
new pathways to understand how strokes, 
migraines, Alzheimer’s disease and other 
neurologic maladies affect it. Boas, the cen-
ter’s founding director, is recruiting faculty 
from throughout the College of Engineering 
and across Boston University to pool exper-
tise and further accelerate neurophotonics 
technologies.

“There are tremendous advantages 
to biomedical and photonics engineers 
working with neuroscientists,” Boas says. 
“Neuroscientists have questions and prob-
lems that engineers want to solve. Those solu-
tions advance the field and lead to new ques-
tions and new solutions. Boston University 
has a wealth of expertise in photonics, bio-
medical engineering and neuroscience that is 
excellent fuel for this virtuous cycle.” 

Many of the center’s efforts will utilize 
multi-photon microscopy, a method that even 
25 years after its advent is still accelerating in 
terms of its technological advances and impact 
in the neurosciences. In addition, the center will 
be developing and applying novel approaches to 
measuring human brain function with light.

Human functional brain imaging has been 
done for several years using fMRI scans, 
which produce sharp images of brain blood 
oxygenation and flow, key to seeing which 
areas of the organ are being stimulated at a 
given time. But fMRI scans require the subject 
to lay perfectly still in a confining machine for 
an extended period, not a natural state and a 
difficult procedure to use with infants, small 
children and others. They are also expensive.  

Instead, Boas uses functional near-infrared 
spectroscopy, which penetrates through the 
scalp and skull as much as a centimeter into 

the brain, where it detects blood oxygenation, 
ultimately enabling the imaging of brain func-
tion. The images aren’t as crisp as fMRI scans, 
but the wearable device allows the subject to 
move around naturally, engage socially and 
perform any number of activities while blood 
flow and oxygenation changes in the brain 
are observed in real time at a far lower cost. 
Furthering this research is expected to be one 
of the Neurophotonics Center’s initial projects. 

The Neurophotonics Center is expected 
to draw on the efforts of doctoral students 
through the new $2.9 million National Science 
Foundation Research Traineeship grant for 
neurophotonics, which awarded its first fellow-
ships in summer 2017. 

An array of faculty from the College of Arts 
& Sciences, Sargent College and the School 
of Medicine will join College of Engineering 
faculty in the center.—michael seele

 M
ore and more products—from 
custom-made orthodontic braces to 
hearing aids—are commonly made 
using 3D printing, and nearly every 

engineering school has 3D printers on which 
students can work. But virtually all of them 
print some form of plastic. With the addi-
tion of a metal-printing machine donated 
recently by General Electric (GE), the College 
of Engineering and the Engineering Product 
Innovation Center (EPIC) will remain on the 
cutting edge of education and research in this 
rapidly evolving field.

GE considered applications from 250 
colleges and universities around the world 
before selecting just eight to receive a metals 
3D printer. Boston University is the only 
engineering school in the Boston area to 
receive one.

As the range of materials used in 3D 
printing—or additive manufacturing, as it’s 
known in industry—expands from plastics 

New 3D Metals Printer Keeps EPIC on Cutting 
Edge of Product Design & Manufacture
GE DONATION GIVES STUDENTS, RESEARCHERS AN EDGE

to metals, the commercial possibilities 
are expanding as well, says EPIC Director 
and Professor of the Practice Gerald Fine 
(ME, MSE). Students, as well as materials 
researchers and employers like GE, are eager 
to master the associated design and manu-
facturing challenges. Fine says the College’s 
new Product Design & Manufacture master’s 
degree program will particularly benefit from 
the addition of a metals printer, one of only 
about two dozen or so to be housed in engi-
neering schools nationally.

“This will ensure that our new degree 
program is working with state-of-the-art tools 
in a rapidly evolving field,” Fine says, adding 
that the machine will be integrated into the 
College’s first graduate course in additive 
manufacturing.

“Adding metals to 3D printing changes the 
whole paradigm in design and manufacturing,” 
he says. “The design rules are different. You 
are designing products differently.” He notes 

that GE has begun 3D printing jet engine fuel 
nozzles. The nozzles used to be manufactured 
by assembling approximately 40 individual 
parts, but 3D printing reduces the part count 
to one.

The addition of metals to additive manu-
facturing also poses challenges for materials 
researchers, he says, noting that professors 
Soumendra Basu and Uday Pal (both ME, 
MSE) were involved in the effort to acquire the 
new machine.

“In additive manufacturing, the properties 
of metals can be different from what mate-
rials scientists are accustomed to. Also, the 
range of metals that can be 3D printed now is 
small, so there is interest in developing new 
materials.”

The donation marks a further deepening 
of the relationship between the College, 
EPIC and GE. The company has been on 
EPIC’s Industrial Advisory Board since EPIC’s 
inception.

“They understand what we are trying to do 
and they’ve given us an understanding of their 
needs, which includes hiring more students 
who understand additive manufacturing and 
digital design. It’s a win-win,” Fine says.
—michael seele

David Boas, founding director of the 
Neurophotonics Center and an ENG professor, 
comes to BU from Mass General Hospital. 
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schemia results when narrowed, hardened 
or blocked blood vessels starve tissue, often 
resulting in heart attack, stroke, gangrene 
and other serious conditions. Surgery can 

correct the problem in large vessels, but treat-
ment is much more complex in vessels that 
are smaller or damaged by prior treatment. 
Professor Christopher Chen (BME, MSE), 
director of BU’s Biological Design Center, is 
developing a method using 3D-printed patches 
infused with cells that offers a promising new 
approach to growing healthy blood vessels.

Chen—together with clinical partners C. 
Keith Ozaki, MD, FACS, a surgeon at Brigham 
and Women’s Hospital who has expertise in 
leg ischemia, and Joseph Woo, MD, the head of 
cardiothoracic surgery at Stanford University—
has developed a patch that fosters the growth 
of new vessels while avoiding some of the 
problems of other approaches. Their research 
is published in Nature Biomedical Engineering.

“Therapeutic angiogenesis, when growth 
factors are injected to encourage new vessels 
to grow, is a promising experimental method to 

3D-Printed Patch Helps 
Guide Growing Blood 
Vessels
NOVEL METHOD PROVIDES POTENTIAL 
TREATMENT FOR ISCHEMIA

treat ischemia,” says Chen. “But in practice, the 
new branches that sprout form a disorganized 
and tortuous network that looks like sort of a 
hairball and doesn’t allow blood to flow effi-
ciently through it. We wanted to see if we could 
solve this problem by organizing them.”

Chen and his colleagues designed two 
patches with endothelial cells—one where 
the cells were pre-organized into a specific 
architecture and another where the cells were 
simply injected without any organizational 
structure. In vivo results demonstrated the 
patches with pre-organized structure reflected 
a marked improvement in reducing the prev-
alence of ischemia, while the patches with no 
organization resulted in the “hairball” situation 
as described by Chen.

“This preclinical work presents a novel 
approach to guide enhanced blood flow to 
specific areas of the body,” says Ozaki. “The 
augmented blood nourishment provides 
valuable oxygen to heal and functionally 
preserve vital organs such as the heart  
and limbs.”

To 3D print vessels on such a small 
scale—100 microns, small enough for tiny 
blood vessels—Chen leveraged his connection 
to Innolign, a Boston biomedical technology 
company he helped found. The 3D-printing 
approach allowed researchers at Innolign and 
Chen’s group to quickly change and test their 
designs, which helped them discern which pat-
terns worked well. In addition, the 3D-printing 

technology allows for scalability, which will be 
helpful going forward as they move to test their 
designs in larger, more complex organisms and 
tissue environments.

“One of the questions we were trying 
to answer is whether or not architecture of 
the implant mattered, and this showed us 
that yes, it does, which is why our unique 
approach using a 3D printer was important,” 
Chen explains. “The pre-organized archi-
tecture of the patch helped to guide the 
formation of new blood vessels that seemed 
to deliver sufficient blood to the downstream 
tissue. While it wasn’t a full recovery, we 
observed functional recovery of function in 
the ischemic tissue.”

Chen notes that while the results of this 
project are promising, this approach is still 
in early stages. Going forward, his team will 
continue working on the scalability of the 
patches, while experimenting with different 
architectures to see if there is a structure that 
works even better than what they have tried 
so far.

“This project has been long in the making, 
and our clinical collaborators have been indis-
pensable to the success of the project,” he says. 
“As bioengineers, we were focused on how to 
actually build the patch itself, while the clinical 
perspective was critical to the design process. 
We look forward to continuing our partner-
ships as we move forward.”
—sara cody

Dean Lutchen Visits 
Fifth-Grade Class to 
Inspire Students

 D
ean Kenneth Lutchen took a hands-on 
approach when he made a presentation to 
a fifth-grade class at the Joseph R. Dawe, 
Jr. Elementary School in Stoughton, MA. 

He’s made the trip before—his daughter is the 
fifth-grade teacher there. He spent his visit 
showing the students how engineers invent new 
technologies that improve society and walked 
them through the invention process—from idea 
to patents to commercialization—that brings 
technologies into use, hopefully inspiring some 
of them to think about their future careers.
—michael seele

Nanoscale 3D Printing 
Enables Bioelectric 
Medicine Research

 W
hen Professor Alice White (ME, MSE, 
Physics, BME) came to BU in 2013 
as chair of Mechanical Engineering, 
she was keen to encourage the sort of 

cross-disciplinary research she had experienced 
as chief scientist at the storied Bell Labs. For her 
own research, she set up a powerful 3D-printing 
tool with nanoscale resolution—at the time, one 
of only three labs in the country with this tool. In 
addition to her personal projects, she hoped to 
attract collaborators whose research could be 
advanced using this capability.

An early realization of this hope came 
when, at the invitation of BU President Robert 
A. Brown, she gave a presentation to visitors 
from Singapore about her laboratory’s ability 
to design and print on such a small scale. 
Afterward, she was approached by Professor 
Timothy Gardner (Biology, BME), who had 
also presented, about his research challenge 
in measuring nerve activity in songbirds. Their 
collaboration blossomed quickly. The fruit 
of their partnership, a nanoclip just twice the 
width of a human hair, is the focus of the cover 
article in the June issue of the Journal of Neural 
Engineering.

Gardner’s research team was working 
on experiments to stimulate and measure 
electrical activity in tiny nerves in zebra finches, 
but they found the attachment they used was 
too big and stiff for the delicate nerve, causing 
damage that led to inaccurate measurements.

“Professor Gardner mentioned how the cur-
rent technology for attaching to the peripheral 
nerve in a zebra finch was cumbersome and 
caused damage and scarring,” White says. “We 
had a conversation in the morning about that 
challenge, came up with a solution, designed 
it that afternoon, printed it overnight and, the 
next morning, had the first version in Professor 
Gardner’s hands.”

“The nerve interface devices that are 
required to advance this emerging field must 
be very small but also must be very securely 
attached to a nerve for prolonged periods of 
time,” Research Assistant Professor Timothy 
Otchy explains. “Though our lab had quite a bit 
of experience developing microelectrodes, we 
found that reliably making devices at that small 
a scale was extremely challenging.” Otchy is 
managing Gardner’s laboratory while Gardner 
spends a year as one of the first employees in 
Elon Musk’s headline-grabbing new start-up in 
this field, Neuralink.

Birdsong is not only an important avian 
communication tool, it also provides a reliable 
platform to study nerve damage because of 
its high sensitivity to change and the easily 
quantifiable outputs it produces. One of the 
areas Gardner focuses his research on is the 
emerging field of bioelectronic medicine, or 
controlling nerves by blocking or stimulating 
signals, which could provide a better alter-
native to treat a variety of diseases, such as 
rheumatoid arthritis and chronic pain.

Charles Lissandrello (ME’09,’12,’15), 
working as a postdoctoral associate in White’s 
laboratory, spearheaded the design of the 
device, working in tandem with Gardner’s 
research team. Two initial designs proved 

ineffective or unwieldy, but the third design 
was successful.

“The design described in our paper had 
two ‘trapdoors’ with flexible hinges that would 
allow the nerve to pass through and lock the 
nerve inside, with a semi-cylindrical interior 
where the nerve could rest. Using our device, 
we were able to both stimulate and record 
neural activity successfully,” says Lissandrello. 
“Ultimately, the nanoclip is a tool which 
addresses many challenges associated with 
interfacing with small-diameter nerves in the 
peripheral nervous system, and we hope it will 
enable others to conduct studies which would 
not have been previously possible.”

According to White, while this technique 
may not lend itself to mass produce large 
batches of these tools, the fast turnaround time 
between design, production and implemen-
tation made it a great option for conducting 
science experiments, because they happen on 
a much smaller scale. White will continue to 
work with Gardner’s research group to speed 
up the printing process so it could become 
scalable for manufacturing. She also intends 
on extending the nanoclip design to include 
optical sensing, where optical fibers are incor-
porated into the sensor for use in areas such as 
optogenetics.

“The feedback from the surgeon about the 
ease of use was quickly incorporated in the 
design, which had several iterations. Because 
we could run through the iterations quickly, 
it made this a successful experiment,” says 
White. “It’s a simple thing, but it fulfilled a need 
to move the science forward, and I look forward 
to more opportunities to collaborate with other 
faculty researchers in the future.”—sara cody

The nanoclip printing process. a) The base is printed first and b) two CNTf conducting electrodes are manually inserted. c) The top half of the clip is printed. d) The final device 
contains two “trapdoors” on flexible hinges that allow the nerve to pass through and rest on the interior, locking it inside. Image from the Journal of Neural Engineering.
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ROBOTS LEARN  
TO WORK TOGETHER

B Y  S A R A  C O D Y

NUMBERS
STRENGTH IN  

A
griculture. Automotive. Medicine. 
Biotechnology. Name an industry, 
and Professor Calin Belta (ME, SE, 
ECE) can tell you how the field of 
robotics will impact it—if it hasn’t 
already. Robots are going to signifi-

cantly aid in allaying some of society’s greatest 
problems and stressors in a variety of ways, from 
performing automated tasks, to helping with 
housework to preventing dangerous situations. 
As they grow smarter, robots will also become 
more autonomous. 

Many of the largest, resource-rich companies 
in the country—including Google, Amazon and 
Uber—are now investing in creating autonomous 
robots. Since it doesn’t make sense for an aca-
demic institution to compete with these deeply 
resourced companies financially, BU researchers 
are taking a number of unique approaches to 
advance the field, namely, improving the systems 
to make them work better.

Calin Belta
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BELTA USES MOTION CAPTURE 
TECHNOLOGY AND FLOOR PROJECTIONS 
IN THE ROBOTICS LAB TO RUN DISASTER 
RELIEF SCENARIOS, WHERE THE GOAL IS 
TO SEND A ROBOT INTO A DISASTER ZONE 
AND HAVE IT FIND ITS WAY THROUGH 
COLLAPSED BUILDINGS AND DEBRIS.

“My group brings in this kind of rigorous thinking that people use 
from computer science so we can use these platforms in dynamical 
systems and robotics to come up with smarter ways to control them,” 
Belta explains. “We do this by bringing together two fi elds; one is 
machine learning and the other is formal methods, which is highly 
theoretical and seeks to prove the correctness of systems by devel-
oping mathematical algorithms to ensure what you make does what 
it’s supposed to do.”

The College of Engineering supports interdisciplinary 
research with resources like the Belta-directed Robotics Lab, 
located behind the Engineering Product Innovation Center 
(EPIC). His research group, the Hybrid and Networked Systems 
(HyNeSs) lab, focuses on making robots smarter and able to per-
form tasks autonomously. Improving upon machine learning—the 
mechanism that allows robots to become smarter as researchers 
track their progress—off ers valuable insight that in turn helps to 
answer other questions. 

Compared to developing an algorithm that predicts outcomes 
neatly, machine learning is messy because it does the exact opposite. 
Machine learning happens through trial and error, through which the 
robot learns from the data that is immediately available to it without 
any background or context. However, the process provides important 
insight into how neural connections are made as the machine learns, 
which can improve systems going forward. Belta seeks to improve 
this process by cleaning up the process of machine learning and 
making it more rigorous, or, as the industry refers to it, explainable. 

“Understanding the ‘how’ of an idea working is crucial to 
improving it and making it smarter,” Belta says. “It’s one thing if 
an image algorithm that classifi es between cats and dogs makes a 
mistake, and another thing entirely if a safety-critical system fails, 
like in a space application where lives depend on it working the way 
it’s supposed to.”

Funded by the Department of Defense, one of Belta’s projects con-
centrates on persistent surveillance, where teams of robots are sent 
out to survey an area. Belta uses motion capture technology and fl oor 
projections in the Robotics Lab to run disaster relief scenarios, where 
the goal is to send a robot into a disaster zone and have it fi nd its way 
through collapsed buildings and debris. 

“The idea is to create heterogeneous robots both in the air and 
the ground that can go into an unknown or hostile environment,” he 
says. “Instead of sending in people to survey an area, you can send 
in a robot to identify enemies, collect and interpret data, and move 
around this unknown environment so they don’t collide into things.”

Belta and his team plan to use robots to build a map, identify areas 
of interest and locate survivors. They want the robot to not only be 

able to gather important data about disaster zones, but also demon-
strate self-awareness in terms of knowing when it has to return to 
recharge. In addition to disaster relief and military applications, the 
technology could be used agriculturally to survey crops. 

“Right now, we are working to address technical questions like 
how we track movement outside of a controlled environment, or even 
without GPS, which would be useful in military situations where acti-
vating GPS is dangerous,” Belta notes. “Answering those fundamental 
questions about localization is important and helps answer other 
important questions like how we have the robots actually move around 
and collect data, or even recognize survivors in a disaster scenario.” 

Other engineering disciplines are also exploring this exciting 
fi eld—faculty members in electronic and computer engineering, 
as well as biomedical engineering, are looking into ways we can use 
robotics and autonomous systems to benefi t society in a variety 
of applications.  

CONNECTED CARS
The driest period in California history began in 2011 with a drought 
that lasted until April of 2017. Prolonged, rainless periods resulted 
in vast expanses of forest land becoming kindling for fi res, as the 
Los Angeles Times reported that fi refi ghters were battling “larger 
and more aggressive wildfi res as drought conditions [continued].” 
Unless caught quickly, in many cases the fi res would grow so large and 
unwieldy by the time help arrived that they could not be contained. 
Fire does not discriminate in its path of destruction, and countless 
wildlife and human homes alike were destroyed.

Imagine a fl eet of robots—hundreds of small, inexpensive 
machines equipped with sensors that survey a given area for inci-
dents of extreme heat and temperature—deployed in a dried-out 
national forest. If one robot picks up on a major temperature 
fl uctuation, it can call on two or three of its comrades to come and 
assess the situation (if the robots are mobile rather than stationary, 
and the collective data accurately representing the situation can 
be relayed back). And perhaps the robots can act on the informa-
tion and begin the process of quenching the fl ames if the fi re has 
already begun. According to Professor Christos Cassandras (SE, 
ECE), when it comes to autonomous systems, there is strength 
in numbers. 

“Autonomy means that a device has the ability to not only guide 
itself without the continuing participation of an operator, but also to 
make decisions and change its behavior accordingly,” he says. “Intel-
ligence is part of autonomy, the ability to sense the environment and 
react to diff erent conditions, above all to communicate and coop-
erate. But cooperation is also integral to autonomy as well. 

What you don’t want is one robot or one big computer to control 
everything. That leaves the system vulnerable to security breaches, 
it’s expensive and it has a single point of failure. If that computer or 
robot goes down, you’re done.”

Cassandras and his research group, the Control of Discrete 
Event Systems (CODES) laboratory, are interested in Smart Cities; 
much of their research focuses on making teams of robots work 
together in order to address problems in society. One such project 
involves connecting autonomous vehicles wirelessly to create an 
“internet of cars” that can communicate with each other and their 
surroundings. Cassandras points out that humans are terrible 
drivers—we drive when we are tired and stressed; we can’t see 
all around us at any given time; we get distracted; we don’t react 
quickly enough to environmental stimuli. But computers thrive in 
this type of environment, which is why he seeks to create what is 
essentially an internet of autonomous cars to make driving safer, 
more effi  cient and less stressful.

“Most of the time when you develop new technology, there are a 
number of tradeoff s, but with autonomous cars, once the technology 
is in place, the result is a win-win-win,” he explains. “You win because 
you cut down congestion and shorten travel times. You win because 
you save energy. You win by protecting the environment more by 
decreasing the amount of toxic emissions.”

Working with researchers at the University of Delaware, the Uni-
versity of Michigan and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and with 
Bosch as a corporate partner, the group received a $4.4 million grant 
from the Energy Department’s Advanced Research Projects Agency- 
Energy NEXTCAR program. The project goal is to design a control 
technology that enables a plug-in hybrid car to communicate with 
other cars and city infrastructure, and act on that information. Cars 

with situational self-awareness will be able to effi  ciently calculate the 
best possible route, accelerate and decelerate as needed and manage 
their powertrain.

“My vision is not the Google car, which is full of expensive hard-
ware and software, because you don’t need expensive computers to 
make autonomy possible,” Cassandras says. “It’s connectivity that 
we need to make it happen, GPS that can tell us where we are and 
our relative distance towards one another and our goals—and that’s 
where it’s really going to pay off . That will require new hardware, but 
not necessarily expensive hardware.”

Currently, obstacles like stoplights, heavy volume and poorly 
designed infrastructure that causes bottlenecking contribute to 
heavy traffi  c. The constant stopping and starting not only wastes 
energy, but also expels the most harmful emissions into the atmo-

THE PROJECT GOAL IS TO DESIGN A CONTROL 
TECHNOLOGY THAT ENABLES A PLUG-IN 
HYBRID CAR TO COMMUNICATE WITH OTHER 
CARS AND CITY INFRASTRUCTURE, AND ACT 
ON THAT INFORMATION.

Flying and ground-based autonomous vehicles of many types are being developed and tested in the Robotics Lab (left). Professor Christos Cassandras (ECE, SE) and research 
team members from a collaborative grant awarded by the Energy Department’s Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy NEXTCAR program display the vehicle they will 
turn into an autonomous smart car (right).

Christos Cassandras
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sphere. Traffi  c has a signifi cant impact on lifestyle as well, as a long, 
rush-hour journey to work is hugely stressful for many commuters; 
anyone who has commuted to or around Boston can attest to the need 
for a new mode of transportation. 

“Five years ago, this could have been considered science fi ction, 
but we are already starting the culture shift towards acceptance,” 
Cassandras notes. “And it will take work to address certain challenges, 
like the technology, security, privacy and other social challenges, like 
legal aspects of accountability. But it’s an exciting time to be doing 
this work because BU is approaching this from every angle. It’s very 
interdisciplinary, and that is a key takeaway.”

HARNESSING AUTONOMOUS MICROBES
While robots and cars might seem obvious candidates for auton-
omous systems, Professor James Galagan (BME, CAS) envisions 
systems that can monitor our health on a much smaller scale. He 
is working toward harnessing the power of microbes, which he 
believes can be designed to home in on specifi c biological signals 
autonomously, off ering a portable and inexpensive method to 
sense biology.

“Right now, our autonomous technology in biology is blind to a big 
chunk of the world because when it comes to being able to sense other 
biology with the level of specifi city and sensitivity needed, we just 
aren’t there yet,” Galagan says. “When it comes to sensing things like 
biochemicals, the sensors themselves are the key because they are 
essentially the eyes for the entire system.”

A biomedical engineer who spent 12 years working in genomics at 
the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard mapping genomes, Galagan 
determined that since bacteria have been exposed to a diverse set 
of stimuli over millions of years, they have evolved a vast number of 
molecular mechanisms to sense and respond to their environment. 
Knowing that, he saw an opportunity not only to learn from microbes, 
but also to salvage them for parts to use in our technologies.

 “We want to identify those parts, pull them out of the bacteria 
and embed them in our own devices by converting biological parts 
into electronic parts,” he explains. “But how do we go into nature 
and essentially shop from nature’s shopping list of parts that is 
written in a language we don’t understand yet? The genes that we 
get from a microbe gives us access to the best recipe that three bil-
lion years of evolution has come up with and once we have the sche-
matic of the microbe, we can tweak the recipe in order to improve it 
for our purposes.”

While today’s portable sensors are biased to physical and electro-
magnetic stimuli, Galagan wants to create sensors sensitive enough 
to pick up on biochemistry such as enzymes, proteins, DNA and 
other biochemicals that can be used to monitor health. His idea has 
precedent in the single most successful biological sensor available: 
the glucose monitor, used by diabetic patients to monitor blood sugar. 
The glucometer employs an enzyme, glucose oxidase, which evolved 
in microbes to help digest glucose. Much later, the enzyme was incor-
porated into a machine to do work for us. Galagan points out that this 
singular success is just the tip of the iceberg. 

Current eff orts to develop biological sensors depend on a lim-
ited number of molecular parts available in biochemical catalogs. 
“Our goal is to cut out the middle man and head straight into nature 
to identify parts of bacteria that would work well in sensors. We 
don’t want to use the bacteria themselves because it would require 
keeping a living cell alive, which is hard to do, and I don’t know 

THE CENTER WILL BRING TOGETHER A 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY GROUP OF ENGINEERS, 
SCIENTISTS AND MEDICAL PROVIDERS TO 
IDENTIFY NEW OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE 
UPON DIAGNOSTIC PROTOCOLS.  
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His name is Baxter and today he’s learning to make toast. 
Three feet tall and featuring red robotic arms and an animated 
face, the humanoid robot stands in front of the toaster in the 
experimental arena of the Robotics Laboratory, where he 
will teach himself—through trial and error—how to pick up a 
slice of bread, insert it into a toaster, turn the toaster on and 
remove the toast once it’s done. This seemingly simple task 
is performed by the 300-pound, $30,000 robot from Rethink 
Robotics to demonstrate the process of machine learning. 

“Baxter demonstrates machine learning with the toast 
experiment because he is going into an environment where he 
knows nothing about making toast, and after a long process 
of trying and failing, he learns how to do it,” explains Robotics 
Lab Director Professor Calin Belta (ME, SE, ECE). “He is just 
one of many robots in the lab, and we are making him smarter 
by having him interact with his environment. It’s one of many 
ways we work with robots in here.”

Assistant Professor Roberto Tron’s research in computer 
vision—a mathematical fi eld that aims to enable computers 
to interpret and understand real-world images—also puts 
Baxter to work. Baxter allows Tron, who works in the Robotics 
Laboratory located behind the Engineering Product Innovation 
Center (EPIC), to research ways of making manufacturing and 
industrial processes more e�  cient using computer vision. 

“Right now, there’s a change occurring in industrial robotics,” 
Tron says. “In the eighties, there was a big development wave 

of robots in industry, where you had really large robots in a long 
assembly line. The new wave is small-batch operations.”

The Robotics Lab features an experimental arena that looks 
like a cross between a hockey arena and BattleBots ring and 
consists of a motion capture system containing more than 
50 infrared cameras and several short-throw projectors that 
can create dynamic images on the fl oor. Refl ective balls on 
the robots allow researchers to track their movements with 
infrared as the robots perform various tasks in the arena.

The BU Robotics Lab is also home to a workshop where lab 
members design and construct robots, an open-concept 
student workspace, and a soundproof, wireless conference 
room that makes it easy to work with colleagues o�  campus. 
Numerous whiteboards adorned with scribbled notes from 
brainstorming sessions are scattered throughout the lab, 
attesting to the collaboration that takes place within. The 
facilities also host graduate students conducting research in 
robotics, and three new faculty members will join the lab later 
this year. 

“BU is really investing in this area and that is easy to see 
because we are attracting faculty members from prestigious 
institutions to join up with us,” Belta says. “Robotics is set to 
impact many areas that involve repetitive tasks because they 
can do it better, cheaper, faster and with fewer safety limita-
tions. The area is only growing hotter.”

Rachel Riley also contributed information to this story. 

MAKING TOAST BY TRIAL AND ERROR           BY SARA CODY
many people who would want to attach diff erent bacteria to our 
bodies,” Galagan says. “Taking the parts out of microbes avoids 
this problem.  And thanks to the glucometer, we know this idea 
can work. There is no reason to believe that glucose oxidase is 
the only enzyme that would work well in our sensors. It would be 
highly unlikely that we have hit the only jackpot on the fi rst try.”

Galagan is a founding member of the Precision Diagnostics 
Center (PDC), a research center that seeks to leverage point-of-
care technologies to enable precision medicine across a wider 
swath of disease areas, building upon the success of the Center for 
Future Technologies in Cancer Care (which will now fall under the 
umbrella of the PDC). The center will bring together a multidis-
ciplinary group of engineers, scientists and medical providers to 
identify new opportunities to improve upon diagnostic proto-
cols. While this technology is poised to signifi cantly impact the 
healthcare industry with the advent of surgical robotics and other 
healthcare-related systems, Galagan’s vision is to incorporate a 
cultural paradigm shift that empowers people to think about their 
health before they get sick.

“These sensors are great for health applications, but I am keen 
on empowering the average Joe in terms of wellness. There will be 
a time in our lives when our technology will be able to beam much 
information about your biology at you, and this accessible infor-
mation will impact how people make informed decisions about 
their lifestyles,” he says. “It’s not only about disease and only 
checking under the hood when you’re sick. It’s about enhancing 
overall wellness and lives.”  

James Galagan
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hen Assistant Professor Darren Roblyer 
(BME) set up his Biomedical Optical Tech-
nologies Lab (BOTLab) at BU after arriving 
in 2012, he immediately started cold-calling 
doctors. He told them about a device he’d 
made, a new way of imaging tumors that 

could help cancer patients. It’s worth your time, he told them.
His device uses diff use optical spectroscopic imaging (DOSI) 

and Roblyer helped develop the technology while a postdoctoral 
fellow at the University of California, Irvine. The technology sends 
near-infrared light into tissue and measures what is refl ected back, 
allowing doctors to peer several centimeters under the skin into 
breast cancer tumors and see their response to chemotherapy. Read-
outs are instantaneous, and preliminary studies off er hope that the 
technology may someday provide doctors with information that cur-
rently eludes them: an immediate alert when drugs aren’t working.

“It’s a window into the tumor. You can actually see what’s going 
on biologically without taking a biopsy,” says Professor Catherine 
Klapperich (BME, ME, MSE), associate dean for research and tech-
nology development.

Breast cancer is typically diagnosed with a biopsy after an 
abnormal mammogram; doctors rarely do additional imaging or 
biopsies to track progress. Rather, they prescribe a treatment plan, 
and for the most part, stick with it. The plan varies depending on the 
genetic makeup of the tumor, the tissue structure and the size. For 
some women, particularly those with large tumors that would be dif-
fi cult to remove without taking the entire breast, doctors prescribe 
medicine to shrink the tumor fi rst.

The medicine typically includes chemotherapy, which has a range 
of debilitating side eff ects. But most women respond extremely well 
to this therapy—fi ve years later, 75 to 90 percent are cancer-free, 
according to Naomi Ko, a School of Medicine assistant professor of 
hematology and medical oncology and a breast oncologist at Boston 
Medical Center (BMC).

It’s the remaining 10 to 25 percent Roblyer hopes his device will 
help. These women don’t respond to the chemotherapy and spend 
months suff ering its side eff ects without any benefi t. Currently, says 
Ko, the best tool she has to determine if a patient is responding is to 
feel the tumor with her fi ngers and get a rough measure of its size 
using a ruler. “What you don’t want is the tumor to grow, meaning 
the chemo is not working,” she says. “That happens. I’ve had to send a 
patient emergently to the operating room for surgery.”

If clinical tests over the coming years confi rm his early results, 
Roblyer hopes his device will provide doctors with better informa-
tion more quickly, so they can change a patient’s treatment plan and 

avoid wasted time and emergency surgeries. “We’d like to prevent 
patients from undergoing months of ineff ective treatment,” he says. 
“The idea is to use optical feedback to personalize and improve treat-
ment for each patient.”

At UC-Irvine, Roblyer and his colleagues used DOSI to mea-
sure several dozen breast cancer patients, all of them treated with 
chemotherapy to shrink tumors prior to surgery. Roblyer analyzed 
the data, looking for signals that might be connected with a good 
outcome—and he found one. In women whose tumors responded 
to chemotherapy, the DOSI images revealed a fl are, a data spike that 
occurred early in treatment. The fl are appeared within 24 hours of 
infusion with chemotherapy and represented an infl ux of oxygen-
ated red blood cells into the tumor. 

It isn’t clear yet exactly how the fl are contributes to tumor 
shrinkage. When Roblyer came to BU, his priority was to start larger 
studies to validate his fi ndings about the fl are. He had reduced the 
size of the DOSI equipment needed to take measurements and 
wanted to get his new technology into a clinical trial. Earlier versions 
of the back end of the device, the part that produces the laser light, 
were the size of a refrigerator, but his current versions can be carried 
like a briefcase. “It gives us access to patients in new places, like the 
infusion suite at a cancer center,” he says.

His phone calls and emails to BMC oncologists led him to Ko, who 
agreed to run a clinical trial with him to test his technology. At this 
point, the tests involve collecting data from patients as they undergo 
chemotherapy prior to surgery. Roblyer and Ko will analyze that 
data to determine if his earlier fi ndings hold up in a larger group of 
women. If so, it will add to the evidence that the device could help 
doctors improve care for patients who don’t respond to chemo.

The probe used in the study with Ko is handheld and about the 
size of a brick. To get a full set of measures requires a few hours with 
the patient, and for this reason, it has been hard to convince patients 
to sign up. “A lot of these patients are already anxious about their 
fi rst chemo, so to ask more of them is a lot,” she says.

DARREN ROBLYER IS DEVELOPING 
TECHNOLOGY TO HELP DOCTORS 
CHOOSE THE BEST THERAPIES

BY ELIZABETH DOUGHERTY

WEARABLE WINDOWS   
INTO BREAST CANCER

BREAST CANCER IS TYPICALLY 
DIAGNOSED WITH A BIOPSY AFTER 
AN ABNORMAL MAMMOGRAM; 
DOCTORS RARELY DO ADDITIONAL 
IMAGING OR BIOPSIES TO TRACK 
PROGRESS. 
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But she does ask, and she is grateful when they agree. “We do it 
because we believe that this will further our understanding of breast 
cancer and how it responds to chemo,” Ko says. “I don’t know what 
doors it will open, but there’s great potential to learn.”

Until now, cancer researchers could see only snapshots of tumors 
from mammograms or examine tumor tissue after it’s removed 
from the body. “With this device, we can see a living tumor reacting 
to the medicine being infused,” says Klapperich. “The technology 
is opening up the potential to answer new biological questions that 
couldn’t have been answered before.”

The ability to see dynamic changes is one thing. But to under-
stand how that biological process might be linked to the shrinking of 
tumors requires more extensive digging, the kind of digging that isn’t 
possible to do in human patients.

So Roblyer also studies mouse models of breast cancer using the 
BOTLab’s imaging technologies. To launch this eff ort, fi fth-year 
graduate student Syeda Tabassum (ENG’18), who works in the lab, 
confi rmed that it was possible to use a form of imaging called spatial 
frequency domain imaging, or SFDI, to image breast tumors in 
mice. SFDI uses near-infrared light and measures oxygen satura-
tion, water and fat content. SFDI also allows imaging of the tumors 
at multiple depths, so it is possible to create, for example, a map of 
oxygen saturation across the entire tumor.

In new studies, graduate student Kavon Karrobi (ENG’19) is 
using SFDI in combination with another form of imaging, called 
multiphoton microscopy (MPM), which creates images of much 
higher resolution. Using MPM, Karrobi can image a cross section of 
the tumor and get a detailed look at the blood vessels, tumor cells and 
structure of the tissue. It’s a bit like taking a slice of the tumor and 
inspecting it under a microscope, but without touching the tumor.

Combining these tools, Roblyer’s team can image the tumor 
throughout a course of treatment and see how it changes. The work 
is just beginning, but one observation so far is that tumors don’t 
change uniformly in response to treatment. “There are pockets 
within a tumor and we’re trying to understand how they relate to 
growth or resistance to therapy,” Karrobi says.

Such heterogeneity within a tumor is common and well known, 
but Roblyer’s tools are allowing his team to visualize them in a 
completely new way. For instance, Karrobi plans to overlay detailed 
images of tumor vasculature onto maps of oxygenation. “One 
provides context for the other and could give us an idea of what is 
happening inside,” he says. “We’re still very much in the exploration 
phase.”

This research is helping Roblyer’s team learn more about how 
tumors behave and also what the signals they see with the imaging 
tools they are testing mean. The more Roblyer understands about 
the cellular and molecular processes his device detects, the more 
valuable those signals become. “We’re interested in what’s going on 
in a tumor over time,” he says. “We can image things other people 
can’t, so we’re learning a lot. It could go in many diff erent directions.”

Meanwhile, Roblyer’s lab continues to advance the DOSI 
technology. Last year, they created the fi rst wearable DOSI device, 
improving upon the brick-sized probe. The wearable device is fl at, 
star-shaped and fl exible so it can conform to the shape of the breast 
and be worn during a chemotherapy infusion, making it more conve-
nient for patients.

To shrink the technology, however, Roblyer had to alter its 
function. His older probe collects absolute measures, but the new 
one detects only relative changes. It’s a bit like having a heart rate 
monitor that shows how much faster the heart beats during exercise 
but cannot tell the starting or maximum heart rate.

Roblyer is also improving speed and resolution. For instance, he 
recently completed a second wearable design that has many more 
light sources and sensors, allowing it to probe more deeply and take 
a series of images at diff erent depths throughout the tumor tissue, 
potentially revealing pockets of response or nonresponse to therapy 
in a patient’s tumor.

He and his team of two postdoctoral fellows and seven graduate 
students have managed to create these new designs in less than two 
years. The seed money to create the fi rst wearable probe came from 
the BU Center for Future Technologies in Cancer Care, directed by 
Klapperich. Roblyer also received a grant to support collaboration 
with the Fraunhofer Center for Manufacturing Innovation at BU, 
which helped create the fl exible circuit board and skin-safe material 
in the wearable device. In addition, he has received funding from the 
American Cancer Society as well as a $4 million, fi ve-year grant from 
the US Department of Defense Breast Cancer Research Program.

He wants to take these newer devices to the clinic. He’s already at 
work on his next version: a wearable design that can collect absolute 
measures of oxygenated blood, fat and lipids. All of his eff orts must 
move forward in parallel, with his team learning from studies of 
patients and laboratory animals and adjusting their technology each 
step of the way.

“The most important thing,” says Roblyer, “is to fi gure out if this 
is the right technology and if it will help people.”  

Darren Roblyer’s wearable sensors conform to 
the breast and use an array of LEDs and optical 
sensors that can noninvasively monitor a breast 
cancer patient’s response to chemotherapy over 
time. Photo by Jackie Ricciardi

Biomedical engineer Darren Roblyer set up his 
Biomedical Optical Technologies Lab with the 
goal of making new devices that not only shine 
a light on cancer biology, but also help improve 
treatment for patients. Photo by Janice Checchio

A team of graduate students in the BOTLab, 
Fei Teng (ENG’18) (from left), Kavon Karrobi 
(ENG’19) and Syeda Tabassum (ENG’18), is 
continually developing smaller and more sensitive 
optical devices and testing them in the lab. Photo 
by Jackie Ricciardi

Before testing the wearable sensors on patients, 
Roblyer tests early designs of his devices on the 
wrists of healthy volunteers to see how well it 
measures blood flow and water and fat content. 
Photo courtesy of Darren Roblyer

THE MORE ROBLYER 
UNDERSTANDS ABOUT THE 
CELLULAR AND MOLECULAR 
PROCESSES HIS DEVICE 
DETECTS, THE MORE VALUABLE 
THOSE SIGNALS BECOME. 
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THE LIGHT STUFF
   ALUMNA’S START-UP AIMS TO IMPROVE HEALTH THROUGH LIGHTING

   BY SARA CODY

T
he invention of the lightbulb paved the way for 
humans to conquer the darkness, eff ectively 
severing dependence on the sun to provide produc-
tive working hours. Recent advances in materials 
research are now providing new ways to render light 

that are healthier, more satisfying and more energy effi  cient. Jessica 
Morrison (PhD’16) aims to change how people use light with her new 
start-up company, Helux Lighting, by using these materials advances 
to tailor light color, intensity and direction to meet personal needs. 

“Light is something we take for granted and generally ignore 
because it seems like a fi xed resource instead of something we can 
shape our lives around,” says Morrison. “What I want to do with the 
company is move forward with state-of-the-art light technology that 
will allow for more personalized environments by directing it where 
it is needed.” Adding directional controls to a light source would 
provide users with the option to redesign workspaces to align with 
their personal preferences, inherently improving productivity and 
reducing energy consumption with targeted task lighting. 

Morrison fi rst learned about microelectromechanical systems 
(MEMS) working as a PhD student under Professor David Bishop 
(ECE, MSE). As a postdoctoral researcher in Professor Thomas 
Little’s (ECE, SE) laboratory, and as part of the NSF Engineering 
Research Center for Lighting Enabled Systems & Applications 
(LESA), she integrated MEMS with advanced light sources. Her 
company, Helux Lighting, has created an innovative system using 
next-generation light sources, including LEDs and laser diodes, and 
a deformable mirror, a device that uses microscopic actuators to 
change the mirror’s shape. She applied this technology to lighting by 
creating a device that electronically adjusts light position, brightness 
and illumination with the goal of creating healthy, energy-effi  cient 
environments.  

“Dr. Morrison has been at the center of eff orts to enable the direc-
tional control of lighting using MEMS within LESA and is the lead 
inventor of this enabling technology,” says Little. “Her technology 
involves a variable focus, lotus-shaped mirror that can tilt, tip, focus 
and ‘piston.’ These degrees of freedom can be computer controlled 
and thus allow integration into low-cost steerable lighting devices.”

Today’s typical offi  ce building is fi lled with rows of cubicles 
illuminated by fl uorescent light, computer screens glaring. With 

Morrison’s technology, she envisions a work environment that 
incorporates task lights that disperse light where it’s needed 
automatically. This could decrease the cost for consumers, save 
energy, increase consumer well-being and productivity and alle-
viate light pollution that is harmful to plants and animals in 
the environment. 

“Currently, people are willing to put on a coat when they are 
cold but wouldn’t necessarily be willing to shell out extra money for 
a special light, even though it could improve their health or their 
environment, because they aren’t aware of the signifi cant role that it 
plays,” she says. “Ultimately, we want to shift the conversation to get 
people thinking about the overall impact of light and provide options 
to improve their consumption of it.”

It wasn’t until she attended the Advanced Research Projects 
Agency-Energy Innovation Student Summit, a career opportunities 
and professional development summit, that Morrison realized com-
mercialization would be the best path to get her technology out into 
society, and there were resources that would help her do that.

“After completing my PhD, I was looking for alternatives to a 
career in academia, and after talking to a few people at this event, 
it was suggested to me that I keep going because I had something 
that could really help people’s lives,” she says. “I was hesitant at fi rst, 

HER COMPANY, HELUX 
LIGHTING, HAS CREATED 
AN INNOVATIVE SYSTEM 
USING NEXT-GENERATION 
LIGHT SOURCES, 
INCLUDING LEDS AND 
LASER DIODES, AND A 
DEFORMABLE MIRROR, 
A DEVICE THAT USES 
MICROSCOPIC ACTUATORS 
TO CHANGE THE MIRROR’S 
SHAPE. 

because I never imagined myself starting a company, but once that 
seed of an idea was planted, it grew and now I can’t wait to dive in.”

Last spring, Morrison headed to Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory to join Cyclotron Road, a highly selective incubator pro-
gram focused on hard science innovation. The two-year fellowship, 
located in the heart of Silicon Valley, provides fi nancial and logistical 
resources—like laboratory and offi  ce space, staff  scientists and pro-
gram mentors—for new technology companies, as well as opportuni-
ties to attend industry conferences and other networking events. 

“The Cyclotron Road program is such an incredible program 
that is such a perfect resource for me, at fi rst I wondered if it was too 
good to be true,” she says. “But their goal is to invest in technologies 
that are in the gap between blue-sky research and the ones that are 
‘shovel-ready.’ Helux is based on research foundations that will need 
eff ort and expertise to shape into products; this expertise will be 
available through specialized resources off ered at Cyclotron Road. 
I am very excited to get started.”

Helux Lighting is still in the research application phase, which 
means Morrison will continue to refi ne the technology in the 
Cyclotron Road program to make it more effi  cient as she learns the 
business side of running a company. Initially, she plans on focusing 
on the architectural and artistic lighting industry to gather informa-
tion about market needs, which will shape her approach in terms of 
research and development.  

Jessica Morrison (PhD’16)

Right: Combining a 
deformable mirror with 
a lighting system will 
allow the user to control 
light position, brightness 
and the illumination area 
electronically.
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or centuries, windows have remained largely and func-
tionally unchanged. But a BU alum saw the opportunity to 
improve something we see and use every day and formed his 
company, View, with the goal of reengineering the window 
to make it smarter.

“We have this everyday object, the window, that was completely 
under-optimized and we’ve just been living with problems like heat 
and glare while missing out on highly desirable things like natural 
light and a beautiful view,” View CEO Rao Mulpuri (’92, ’96) says. 
“Light is required to live a healthy, happy and productive life. We 
aren’t using windows well and because of it, we are also losing a lot 
of energy. It was a compelling idea for us to build a business around 
redesigning the window from the ground up.”

Natural light is important to health and wellness, and a well-
placed window can go a long way in improving the environment 
both at home and at work. Blinds and shades can help manage the 
discomfort caused by the glare of direct sunlight, but we use them at 
the expense of the natural light and views that add to our well-being. 
View has completely reengineered the window by being the fi rst 
company to commercialize large-scale, dynamic glass. The company 
uses semiconductors and software that automatically eliminate 
glare while letting in natural light and allowing access to views—it’s 
like putting sunglasses on buildings. Windows with View Dynamic 
Glass also lower building energy consumption by about 20 percent, 
and adjust themselves automatically (though users can also control 
them from a smart phone app).

“People spend 90 percent of their time indoors, so fi rst and 
foremost we want to help create better, healthier, more productive 
spaces for those who live and work inside buildings,” Mulpuri notes. 
“Our goal wasn’t so much to create this beautiful piece of technology, 
glass, sensors or software; it was to use these as a mechanism to 
create delightful human environments.”

From an early age growing up in India, Mulpuri knew he wanted 
to be in the business world. Inspired by his father’s steel fabrica-
tion business—which he built from the ground up as a mechanical 
engineer—Mulpuri became an engineer with the expectation that 
he would eventually take it over. But after he decided to pursue his 
 master’s degree at Boston University in the manufacturing engi-
neering program, these plans changed.

During his time at BU, Mulpuri worked closely with Professor 
Vinod Sarin (ME, MSE) who had come to academia from industry and 
was using his real-world experience to do a lot of applied work in his 
laboratory. Mulpuri decided to stay at BU to complete his PhD, where 
he continued to work with Sarin as well as Professor Soumendra Basu 
(ME, MSE) and Associate Professor Michael Gevelber (ME, MSE, SE), 
who advised him on his graduate thesis. In a twist of fate, Mulpuri even 
met View’s current Chief Technology Offi  cer, Robert Rozbicki (’92, 
‘99), a teaching assistant at the time; they’ve now worked together for 
more than 27 years. 

“I never thought I would pursue a PhD because I never consid-
ered myself a traditional academic—I’m not a lab guy, I’m a business 
man. But I came to BU for my master’s degree and stayed for my 
PhD—and I’m so glad I did,” Mulpuri refl ects. “While nanomaterials 
and materials science is a fascinating fi eld and you become sort of an 
expert while solving original problems, what I really learned at BU is 
how to learn, which prepared me well for my career.”

After graduating from BU, Mulpuri worked for 12 years at 
Novellus, a semiconductor equipment company. Beginning as 

a technologist and working his way up to an executive role, he 
eventually moved his family to Japan to oversee operations. As the 
company grew, so did he.

“The semiconductor industry taught me how to do rapid 
development and use technology to quickly advance outcomes in a 
disciplined fashion, which allows you to sort through and address 
technical challenges that ultimately lead to success,” he explains. 
“That approach created a natural segue to look at other areas in the 
world that were untapped opportunities so we could fundamentally 
change for the better something that people take for granted every 
day. And that is what led me to View.”

Not only has View changed the functionality of glass, but also the 
form. Multiple nano-scale layers of metal oxide form the electro-
chromic ceramic coating on the inside of a window, and when a small 
electric voltage is applied, the ions move between the layers, causing 
the tint that is automatically controlled by software that con-
nects to sensors located in the building. So far, this technology has 
been implemented in more than 350 buildings in North America, 
including commercial offi  ces, healthcare facilities, universities, 
airports, hotels, government buildings and multi-family residential 
complexes (while View has not tackled single-family homes yet, that 
is certainly on the horizon as the company continues to expand). 

Mulpuri says that building the company—from the technology to 
the business plan—from the ground up and scaling it to mainstream 
has been the most rewarding part of his career. “As a business leader, 
at the end of the day you have to deliver results, and as an engineer 
you apply what you have learned to something that is real and useful 
and benefi ts society,” he says. “When you peel everything back, I 
am a family business guy at heart and that is the mindset that has 
governed the way I built this company.”

He remains actively involved in the BU community as a member 
of Dean Kenneth Lutchen’s Advisory Board and received the Distin-
guished Alumnus Award in 2012.  

• MORE THAN 500 
PATENTS FILED

• MORE THAN 100 
PATENTS ISSUED

• MORE THAN 
$600 MILLION 
DOLLARS 
INVESTED

• 600 EMPLOYEES

• MORE THAN 
500 BUILDINGS 
ACROSS NORTH 
AMERICA, 
EUROPE, MIDDLE 
EAST,  AND 
INDIA, WITH 
350 ALREADY 
COMPLETED AND 
ANOTHER 150 IN 
PROGRESS

• MORE THAN 20 
MILLION SQUARE 
FEET OF REAL 
ESTATE USING 
VIEW DYNAMIC 
GLASS

• 20,000 
BUILDING OCCU-
PANTS ENJOY 
THE BENEFITS OF 
DYNAMIC GLASS 
EVERY DAY

VIEW BY THE
NUMBERS

ENG ALUM SHAKES UP THE 
COMMON WINDOW

RAO MULPURI (’92,’96) CREATES 
BETTER, HEALTHIER SPACES

BY SARA CODY

A ROOM
      WITH A

VIEW

View CEO Roa Mulpuri (’92,’96) 
says his company’s dynamic glass 
can lower a building’s energy 
consumption by about 20 percent 
and can be controlled from an app.
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NEW SENSORS FOR 
SMART LIGHTING

Professor Joyce 
Wong delivers the 

DeLisi Distinguished 
Lecture. 

Joyce Wong Presents 
DeLisi Distinguished 
Lecture

S
tanding before a packed ballroom of colleagues and friends on 
April 25, Professor Joyce Y. Wong (BME, MSE), recipient of the 
2016 Charles DeLisi Award and Distinguished Lecture, presented 
“Biomaterials to Detect and Treat Disease.” The award recognizes 

faculty members with extraordinary records of well-cited scholarship 
and outstanding alumni who have invented and mentored transforma-
tive technologies that impact quality of life.

Wong recounted the experiences in her life that informed her career, 
from her parents—both chemists—inspiring her at an early age to 

HIGHLIGHTS COLLABORATION AND RESEARCH IN 
BIOMATERIALS TO TREAT DISEASE

pursue a career in science to a sabbatical she took in 2011, when she 
participated in a surgical observership in the cardiology department 
at Boston Children’s Hospital.

“There is a high, unmet clinical need because eight out of every 
thousand infants are born with congenital heart defects, and the current 
solutions have a lot of problems,” she says. “Multiple surgeries result 
in scarring, limiting the tissue surgeons can work with and biological 
implants calcify over time. More importantly, synthetic grafts can’t grow 
with a child, so that’s why multiple surgeries throughout a patient’s 
lifetime are needed.”

After observing the herringbone pattern of collagen under a micro-
scope, Wong thought she could create a patch that would grow with 
the child by patterning and layering the collagen into sheets. Working 
in tandem with BU’s Center for Regenerative Medicine and a labora-
tory in Japan, she developed a patch made of collagen sheets derived 
from induced pluripotent stem cells—adult stem cells that have been 
reverted to undiff erentiated stem cells so they can be induced into any 
cell type.

“The environment at BU presents a lot of opportunities for collab-
oration and provides resources to push your research forward,” says 
Wong. “Next, we want to transition to translation to get this into a clinic. 

We recently incorporated into a company where we will produce these 
patches as ‘Band-Aids’ that can help restore blood vessels that have 
been damaged from procedures like angioplasty or stenting.”

Wong also discussed her latest project, which focuses on fi nding 
a better way to locate and treat the fi brin adhesions that sometimes 
develop after surgery. The adhesions stick internal organs together, 
causing abdominal and pelvic pain, as well as infertility in women. 
Wong is working on a noninvasive approach that uses ultrasound and 
tiny bubbles that can both enhance the ultrasound image and deliver 
drugs to the adhesion sites.

“Using ultrasound, we want to be able to image using one frequency 
and to destroy them (the adhesions) with another, so we can essen-
tially ‘see and treat’ surgical adhesions,” she says. “Currently, we are 
collaborating with a laboratory in France to use their multichannel 
microfl uidics technology to streamline the delivery of microbubbles, 
which would allow us to move forward with the technology.”

The importance of collaboration—particularly on an international 
scale—was a common thread throughout Wong’s lecture. She noted, 
and thanked, her collaborators, mentors and family who hail from a wide 
array of countries.

“Science is global and the projects like the ones I have highlighted 
today are possible because of the collaborators from all over the world,” 
she says. “Working together allows research to move from basic science 
to applied research and provides a foundation for innovation. It’s critical 
that we keep this in mind as we move forward.”

The DeLisi Lecture continues the College’s annual Distinguished 
Lecture Series, initiated in 2008, which has honored several senior 
faculty members. The previous recipients are professors John Baillieul, 
(ME, SE), Malvin Teich (ECE) (Emeritus), Irving Bigio (BME), Theodore 
Moustakas (ECE, MSE), H. Steven Colburn (BME), Thomas Bifano 
(ME, MSE), Christos Cassandras (ECE, SE), Mark Grinstaff  (BME, MSE, 
Chemistry, MED) and M. Selim Ünlü (ECE, BME, MSE). —SARA CODY

Getting Power to 
the People

 W
hile the use of clean, renewable energy is rising nationally, its 
growth is being restrained by an imbalance between the con-
sumption and generation of power. Wind and solar power are 
clean and cheap, but their availability varies widely depending 

on location, season and time of day. Fossil fuel–generated power 
is available anytime but is expensive and carbon-intensive. Utility 
companies average out the cost diff erence and charge consumers 
accordingly, leaving little economic incentive for consumers to adapt to 
cost diff erences and increase the use of renewable sources.

Professor Michael Caramanis (ME, SE) is working to change that by 
developing algorithms that will enable consumers to choose when and 
how they use electricity. Recognizing the potential of this approach, the 
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation has awarded Caramanis a $420,000 grant 
to pursue it.

“In a distribution network today, you pay an average price whether 
you consume in the morning or at night, on a hot or cold day, and 
regardless of the location of the grid that you are connected to,” says 
Caramanis. “This practice results in an electric power system that oper-
ates very ineffi  ciently and provides perverse incentives for ineffi  cient 
investments by all parties involved.”

He is developing algorithms that take a number of generation and 
usage factors into account and derive dynamic prices. Smartphone 
apps that incorporate these algorithms could enable users to take 
advantage of the emerging Internet of Things and pursue their prefer-
ences at the lowest cost or highest benefi t.

“Knowing how electricity prices will change over time, and in par-
ticular their locational granularity, will be very important information to 
consumers,” Caramanis adds. “For example, in midday, prices are high 

in commercial areas but low in residential areas where everyone is away 
at work; the opposite trend is true in the evening. We want to empower 
consumers by giving them information and fi nancial incentives to do the 
right thing.”

Consumers might, for instance, specify when they expect to plug 
in electric vehicles to charging outlets and when they expect to depart. 
The consumer’s smartphone would then monitor the cost of electricity 
at that charger’s location and implement a charging schedule that takes 
advantage of low-cost times and avoids high-cost times. Using price 
information sharing, a smart thermostat might precool or preheat a 
suburban home and a grid-friendly dishwasher could be run at a time 
of day when electricity prices are low. Micro-generators could even be 
used to provide reserves.

Such usage would allow utilities to optimize their distribution 
networks, reducing their costs and allowing them to pass along savings 
to consumers. It would also facilitate more effi  cient use of solar and 
wind power, much of which is underutilized in the current system. Taken 
together, Caramanis believes his proposed dynamic price discovery 
and sharing market will contribute to lower energy costs and increased 
adoption of clean, renewable energy sources.

Caramanis and his research group have already conducted com-
puter simulations that demonstrate the potential for signifi cant benefi ts 
of optimal spatiotemporal electricity pricing. The Sloan Foundation 
grant will facilitate pilot studies using actual networks to evaluate the 
impact of spatiotemporal pricing, and Caramanis expects the results to 
boost confi dence in the technology. A wide range of utilities, including 
National Grid, have expressed strong interest in participating.

“Building confi dence is the key prerequisite to establishing a new 
market. Although we have already simulated benefi ts in computer 
studies, demonstrating bilateral benefi ts for utilities companies and 
consumers in actual pilot studies can provide invaluable momentum,” 
says Caramanis. “The Sloan Foundation grant will allow us to verify 
these benefi ts by key participating stakeholders, including distribution 
companies, practitioners, regulators and consumer advocates. Should 
applicability and societal benefi ts be documented, barriers to the 
adoption of effi  cient distribution markets will have been signifi cantly 
overcome.”—sara cody

CARAMANIS AWARDED SLOAN FOUNDATION GRANT TO 
IMPROVE ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS
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Duan Receives 
NSF CAREER 
Award
RESEARCH AND OUTREACH WILL 
FOCUS ON CARBON NANOFLUIDICS

A
ssistant Professor Chuanhua Duan (ME, 
MSE) netted a prestigious National 
Science Foundation (NSF) Faculty Early 
Career Development (CAREER) award 

in recognition of his outstanding research and 
teaching capabilities. He will receive more than 
half a million dollars over the next five years 
to pursue high-impact projects that combine 
research and educational objectives.

Duan’s research will focus on developing an 
understanding of the fundamental mecha-
nisms that affect the flow of water and ions 
through nanoscale graphene conduits. 

“This exciting project is at the intersection 
of fluid mechanics, nanotechnology and mate-
rials science,” says Professor Alice White (ME, 
MSE), chair of Mechanical Engineering. “It will 
inform the design of novel nanoporous mem-
branes with impact on some of the world’s 
largest challenges.”  

Graphene, a flexible sheet of pure carbon 
one atom thick, is a material that allows 
surprisingly easy passage for liquids and ions 
with high selectivity. Graphene sheets can be 
stacked horizontally to form channels, called 
graphene nanochannels, or rolled into carbon 
nanotubes. These structures could potentially 
be used for water desalination, improving the 
efficiency of batteries and fuel cells, lab-on-
a-chip technologies and other biomedical 
applications. However, when researchers have 
tried to repeat experiments, large discrepan-
cies in the data attributed to variables such as 
curvature, ion density and membrane structure 
have resulted. 

To address this challenge, Duan will use 
his NSF CAREER award to study water and ion 
transport in single graphene nanochannels and 
single carbon nanotubes with different sizes, 
surface properties and substrate materials. 
He will also perform molecular dynamics sim-
ulations to elucidate underlying mechanisms 
revealed by his experimental studies. Using 

Duan will use animated characters to teach carbon nanofluidics to K–12 students. Image 
provided by Chuanhua Duan

this combined experimental-computational 
approach, he expects to achieve a complete 
understanding of mass transport in carbon 
nanofluidic conduits. 

“My lab has developed a novel technique, 
inspired by capillary flow, to accurately mea-
sure water and ion transport in a single carbon 
conduit,” says Duan. “To fully understand the 
affect that each variable has on the process 
and resolve discrepancies in previously 
reported results, this level of accuracy is key.”  

In addition to the research component 
of his CAREER project, Duan will fulfill the 
educational objectives by creating a module to 

teach carbon nanofluidics to K–12 students for 
the Technology Innovation Scholars Program. 
In addition, Duan will work with an animator 
to develop a cartoon that depicts fast-mass 
transport in carbon nanofluidics using anthro-
pomorphized molecules.   

“For example, in one scene we will show 
water molecules wearing ice skates to demon-
strate how easily they slip down the smooth 
walls of the carbon nanotubes,” says Duan. 
“Since I know the transport process well, if I can 
help them visualize that process with some-
thing that is familiar, it makes learning about it 
more accessible.”  —SARA CODY

Graphene sheets can be stacked horizontally to form channels, called graphene nanochannels, or rolled 
into carbon nanotubes. Image provided by Chuanhua Duan

New Sensors for 
Smart Lighting

 I
magine  a student sitting in a secluded corner of a college library, 
writing a last-minute paper. Just as she reaches the final paragraph 
summing up her argument, the lights go out, prompting her to get up 
and wave her arms around. In an energy-efficient room, these lights 

may be controlled by motion sensors that turn them on only when 
they detect that someone is moving. However, if everyone is quietly 
working, the lights can’t register their presence—which doesn’t always 
serve the students well.

Now, a team from the Lighting Enabled Systems & Applications 
Engineering Research Center (LESA ERC)—a collaboration including 
Boston University, the University of New Mexico, Thomas Jefferson 
University, and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) faculty and 
graduate students—is tackling the issue. Funded primarily by the 
National Science Foundation, the center researches and designs smart 
lighting: lights, sensors, and controls that can adapt to better support 
human productivity, energy efficiency and wellness. The team was 
awarded a US patent titled “Sensory Lighting System and Method for 
Characterizing an Illumination Space” for a system of LED lights and 
sensors that can detect the location and poses of occupants in a room 
without using cameras. (While occupancy sensing is not a new idea, it 
is novel to interpret the reflected light in a room using low-cost sensors 
built into the lights, without using cameras.)

“The lights in a space are strategically located,” says Professor 
Thomas Little (ECE, SE), associate director of the LESA ERC, referring 
to his office overhead lights. “They’re in a good position in these indoor 
environments to interact with us.” Rather than completely overhauling 

lighting design, Little wants to make what’s already there smarter. 
He and his colleagues have been working on a system of responsive 
LED lights called luminaires, which they have designed to be energy 
efficient, increase productivity and improve health by responding to 
the needs of people in the room. Sensors embedded in the luminaires, 
called “time-of-flight” sensors, can detect people and objects and 
change lighting intensity, turn lights on and off and even adjust color. 
For example, the system could change the balance of red and blue light 
to mimic sunlight in a room without windows, rather than relying on 
fluorescent bulbs.

The sensors measure location by emitting a brief pulse of light and 
timing how long it takes that light to reach the people and objects in 
the room, a process that is also used in some types of radar or sonar. 
By combining time-of-flight data from multiple sensors throughout a 
room, it is possible to differentiate between people, pets and furniture, 
and to classify actions such as sitting, standing, or writing on a white-
board. For example, a speaker at the front of a classroom could use arm 
movements to change the lighting settings in the room or to advance 
the pages of a PowerPoint presentation.

Researchers also hope that the luminaires can positively affect 
human health. According to the Mayo Clinic, certain types of depres-
sion, such as seasonal affective disorder and circadian rhythm disor-
ders, can improve with exposure to different levels of light. 

LESA ERC’s patented lighting system can potentially change the 
landscape of smart lighting, and the researchers are also exploring 
commercialization opportunities. Right now, most people rely on pas-
sive sensors that don’t respond to human needs. “If I sit at my desk and 
don’t move, after 15 minutes the lights go out. All the offices are like 
that,” Little says. But it’s good to know that in the near future, a “smart 
building” with responsive luminaires could turn on the lights for us, set 
themselves up for our school or work purposes, and maybe even make 
us healthier while they do it.—caitlin bird

Little (second from right) and his 
colleagues at LESA recently received a 
patent for a system of smart LED lights and 
sensors that can detect the location and 
poses of occupants in a room without using 
cameras.
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WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU! SEND 
YOUR CLASS NOTES SUBMISSIONS TO 
ENGALUM@BU.EDU OR VISIT  
WWW.BU.EDU/ENG/ALUMNI.

Remember Your Roots

All eyes were on the Class of 2017 as 364 graduates 

gathered at Agganis Arena for commencement exer-

cises on May 20 to celebrate their accomplishments as 

they begin the next chapter of their lives. Throughout the 

day, graduates were urged to remember their roots as 

they moved forward in their new careers.
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GRADS TOLD TO WORK HARD, ENGAGE WITH THE WORLD  M

any of the attributes that we attempt to begin instilling in 
you are beyond your degree so you can become successful 
Societal Engineers. But it turns out there is one attribute that 
may be the single most important ingredient to success in 

life. And that is the ability, the willingness, the desire, the passion to 
work really hard,” said Dean Kenneth R. Lutchen during the cere-
mony. “It’s difficult to become an engineer, and not everyone can do 
it. But you can.” 

Next, student speaker Lauren Etter (ME’17) shared her connec-
tion to the College’s mission of creating the Societal Engineer as she 
recounted her experience designing a water filtration system for 
a community in Zambia while participating in Engineers Without 
Borders. A majority of the system was built in Boston and brought 
to the developing country for implementation, however, when she 

“

arrived, she realized the tools that were so readily available in the United 
States were no longer at her disposal in the field, and she had to impro-
vise, using the limited resources available. With help from the commu-
nity elders, she and her classmates worked together to devise a simple 
solution that allowed the system to be implemented successfully.

“The Societal Engineer is the bold idea of having an awareness of your 
surroundings and being able to contribute positively through problem 
solving,” said Etter. “We have an obligation to engage with our world. We 
have the technical foundation and the moral obligation to make a differ-
ence. Through our education here at BU, we’ve come to realize that being 
Societal Engineers means being dynamic in our solutions.”

 Colin Angle, CEO and co-founder of iRobot Corp., gave the com-
mencement address, which focused on his experience building a com-
pany and advised graduates moving into the working world.

“Most of you are about to enter the workforce and you want a 
job that you will enjoy at an employer that will value you in return. 
Companies, like people, have personalities and there are ones that you 
will like and some that you will not,” he told the graduates. “Your lon-
ger-term happiness in any job and your career is based on being a part of 
something you believe in and that aligns well with who you are.”

Angle described the values and culture that he has built at iRobot 
and how his company provided aid to Japan to mitigate the Fukushima 
nuclear disaster after a tsunami-triggered meltdown. His company 
donated half a million dollars’ worth of robots and sent engineers 
to train the disaster team in how to operate them. The robots were 
deployed into the reactors to create radiation maps to seek out the 
safest pathway, and allow an operator wearing protective clothing to 
reach the control room and shut down the reactor without receiving a 
fatal dose of radiation. 

Lutchen presented Department Awards for Teaching Excellence 
to Associate Professor Michael Smith (BME), Senior Lecturer and 
Research Assistant Professor Tali Moreshet (ECE) and Senior Lecturer 
Caleb Farny (ME), who also received Outstanding Professor of the Year. 
Associate Professor Tyrone Porter (ME, MSE) was recognized with the 
Faculty Service Award. 

Later that afternoon, more than 280 master’s degree and 59 PhD 
graduates were celebrated in the Fitness & Recreation Center while their 
friends and families looked on. 

“When you go for a PhD or master’s degree, you have chosen your pro-
fession and that obligates you to continuously question the central tenents 
of your discipline and your field,” Lutchen told the graduates. “Therefore, 
you constantly advance the forefronts of knowledge and translate that new 
knowledge into discoveries and innovations for society.” 

Professor Daniel Beard (BME’93), Department of Molecular and 
Integrative Physiology and Carl J. Wiggers Collegiate Professor of 
Cardiovascular Physiology at the University of Michigan, addressed the 
crowd about his career and how it started when he was an undergrad-
uate at BU, crediting his experience with inspiring him to follow a career 
in academia.

“Having a career in academia means you get paid to learn. You get to 
think, to design, to try, to dream, to build things and break things and you 
fail and you learn, and I never knew this was possible until I came here,” 
said Beard. “Now, it’s time to follow your potential and get to work.”
—sara cody

ENG Alum Bob Hines 
Is a NASA Astronaut 
Candidate
ELITE GROUP OF 12 CHOSEN FROM 18,000-PLUS WHO APPLIED

 B
U has many alumni in high places, but 
Bob Hines is bound for even greater 
heights—he is one of only a dozen 
people chosen this year by NASA to be 

an astronaut candidate.
Hines (ENG’97) survived a selection 

process where the odds against making it 
were, well, astronomical: a record 18,300 
people applied for the astronaut slots. The 
Air Force combat veteran and lieutenant 
colonel in the Air Force Reserve has been a 
research pilot at the Johnson Space Center 
in Houston for five years.

Hines’ possible assignments range from the International Space 
Station to commercial spacecraft to journeying into deep space as part 
of NASA’s Orion project, which has an ultimate goal of reaching Mars.

“We are going to be thrilled to do whatever mission they put in front 
of us,” says Hines, adding that his generation of space explorers is surfing 
an expanding wave of opportunity. When he started working at NASA 
five years ago, the agency’s mission “was probably at the bottom of the 
bathtub,” as the space shuttle program ended. “The parking lots were 
pretty empty.”

But with the range of upcoming missions, he says, “The space world 
is our oyster right now.”

Hines’ course of study as an aspiring astronaut will combine a 
Trekkie’s wildest dreams with rigorous intellectual requirements. 
“Spacewalks are the hardest thing, physically and mentally,” NASA 
said in announcing its new class, so candidates must demonstrate their 
prowess in a giant pool that simulates weightlessness, training in space-
suits to master life support systems, handle emergencies and make 
space station repairs.

Learning the International Space Station’s advanced technological 
systems, including its robotic arm, as well as Russian (along with English, 
one of the station’s two international languages) are also part of the 
regimen.

Before he graduated, Hines had done independent research with 
Associate Professor Sheryl Grace (ME), who wrote him a recommenda-
tion for the Air Force. For his part, he credits BU, and particularly Grace, 
with teaching him the “foundation of engineering and engineering 
discipline” undergirding his career.

Born in North Carolina and raised in Pennsylvania, the 42-year-old 
Hines majored in aerospace engineering at ENG and earned a master’s 
degree from the US Air Force Test Pilot School. He also holds a master’s 
in aerospace engineering from the University of Alabama.
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IN MEMORIAM
Dear Friends,

Honor Roll of Supporters 

Commissioned in 1999 by the Air Force Officer Training School, he 
has served 18 years on active duty or in the reserves. In those capacities 
and as a research pilot, he has logged more than 3,500 hours of flight 
time in 41 types of aircraft, according to NASA.

Hines also flew 76 combat missions for the Air Force, most in Iraq 
and Afghanistan. Often assigned to suppress attacks on American 
ground forces, he recalls, he would be gratified to be in radio com-
munication with US soldiers after dropping a bomb and hear the 
background noise of enemy fire suddenly stop.

During the execution of deposed Iraq leader Saddam Hussein in 

Alum Is a NASA  
Astronaut Candidate

CON
T I N
UED

2006, he flew combat patrol over Baghdad, “a pretty bizarre thing,” he 
says, for a man who’d first heard of Saddam as a high school sophomore 
during the first Gulf War in 1991.

Hines has numerous NASA and military honors, including two Air 
Medals for meritorious achievement during aerial flight and Iraq and 
Afghanistan Campaign Medals. He and his wife, Kelli, have three children.

The astronaut candidates—seven men and five women—reported 
in August to begin two years of training. When they graduate, they will 
join an astronaut corps that currently stands at 44 and a tradition dating 
back to the first US astronauts 58 years ago. —RICH BARLOW

William K. Avery (’49) Rochester, NH

John L. Newcomb (’56) Brandon, FL

Joseph P. McGrady (’57) Leominster, MA

Ralph W. Burns, Jr. (’58) Port St. Lucie, FL

Thomas Papoulias (’60) Browns Summit, NC

Robert W. Locke (’61) Glastonbury, CT

James T. Fay, Jr. (’62) Sandwich, MA

Bernard P. Naughton (’62) Severna Park, MD

Paul S. Estabrook (’63,’57) Natural Bridge, VA

William R. Spence (’65) Mesquite, NV

Maurice F. Worth (’69) Bluffton, SC

Michael Sgrignari (’86) East Greenwich, RI

Timothy James Gaige (’02) Fairfax, VA

Patrick John Robinson (’11) Sandown, NH

PASSINGS

NEWS BYTES

 

Assistant Professor Ahmad “Mo” 
Khalil (BME) was elected to take 
part in the National Academy of 
Engineering’s 23rd Annual US 
Frontiers of Engineering sympo-
sium, which brings together young 
engineers nominated by their peers 
or organizations for performing 
exceptional engineering research. 
Khalil also received the College’s 
2017 Early Career Excellence Award 
and his research, which focuses on 
using synthetic biology to rapidly 
test for antibiotic resistance, was the 
subject of the National Institutes of 
Health Director’s blog in June. 

 
Assistant Professor Stormy Attaway 
(ME) received a 2017 Textbook 
Excellence Award (or “Texty”) for 
MATLAB: A Practical Introduction to 
Programming and Problem Solving, 
4th Edition from the Textbook and 
Academic Authors Association. The 
Texty awards recognize excellence 
in current textbook and learning 
materials each year.

Harvard Business Review  
published an article by Professor 

Yannis Paschalidis (ECE, BME, 
SE). Titled “How Machine 
Learning Is Helping Us Predict 
Heart Disease and Diabetes,” the 
article explores how machine-
learning algorithms can poten-
tially improve patient outcomes 
in chronic illnesses such as heart 
disease and diabetes.

 Francis O’Hearn (ENG’88) of 
Bethesda, MD, was named chief 
technology officer for the US 
Department of Treasury. 

Jane Kepros (ENG’03) of Boston 
was honored as one of Building Design 
+ Construction magazine’s “40 under 
40” in the publication’s October 2016 
issue. Jane is a lab planner at TRIA,  
a boutique architecture firm in 
Boston’s Innovation District. 

Timothy Wolfe (ENG’11) of 
Albuquerque, NM, writes that since 
graduating from BU and commis-
sioning from US Air Force ROTC 
Detachment 355 (BU’s AFROTC), 
he’s had an eventful US Air Force 
career. Timothy has served as a 

developmental engineer, earned a 
master’s in electrical engineering 
from the Air Force Institute of 
Technology in 2015, published 
journal papers in IEEE Transactions 
on Plasma Science and presented 
conference papers in IEEE and 
Directed Energy Professionals 
Society events. He’s currently a 
deputy program manager at the Air 
Force Research Laboratory Directed 
Energy Directorate and is working 
on a PhD in electrical engineering 
at the University of New Mexico. 
Recently, he briefed the Scientific 
Advisory Board on his program’s 
research portfolio. 

Qi Zhao (ENG’12,’16) of Long Island 
City, NY, is a research scientist at 
84.51°, a customer science and 
marketing analytics firm and a sub-
sidiary of the Kroger Company.

Lauren Ouellette (ENG’09,’11) 
and George Daaboul (ENG’09,’13) 
of Watertown, MA, married on 
October 1, 2016; they met freshman 
year on the engineering floor of 
Myles Standish Hall. Alums in the 
wedding party included bridesmaids 
Angela Giannopoulos (COM’09) 

and Megan Fessenden (ENG’09), 
and best man Rahul Vedula 
(ENG’09). Other Terriers in atten-
dance were Else Vedula (ENG’09), 
Brian Trautman (ENG’09), 
Roshan Kalghatgi (ENG’09), 
Dave Freedman (ENG’10), Julie 
Kulak (ENG’08), Kim (ENG’11) and 
Michael deMello (ENG’10), Cara 
(CAS’08) and Kyle Willis (ENG’08) 
and professor John Connor.

Summer Mundon (ME’17) won 
the grand prize in the College’s 
Sixth Annual Imagineering 
Competition with her modular 
hydroponics system that uses 
water reservoirs and UV light in a 
glass tank to grow organic vege-
tables. In addition to a cash prize, 
Mundon will receive assistance 
on patent submission and market 
analysis from College faculty 
members.  

FACULTY

$500,000–$999,999
Anonymous ■

$100,000–$249,999
Anonymous ■ 

Lawrence DePaulis (ENG’99)  
and Debra DePaulis (ENG’99) ■ ■

Ronald Garriques (ENG’86)  
and Karena Garriques ■

John Tegan (ENG’88) ■ ■

$50,000–$99,999
Edward Boesel (ENG’70) ■ ■

Joseph Healey (ENG’88) ■
David Hollowell (ENG’69,’72, 

Questrom’74) and Kathleen Hollowell 
(GRS’71, SED’77) ■ ■

David Kiersznowski (ENG’85)  
and Demi Lloyd ■ ■

Peter Levine (ENG’83) ■ ■

Daniel Tokar (ENG’62,’64, Questrom’64)  
and Taffy Pettit ■

Alan White ■ ■ 

$25,000–$49,999
John Abele and Mary Abele (CAS’60) ■ ■

Roger Dorf (ENG’70) and Sandra Dorf ■
Francis Harrington (ENG’70,’72,’77) ■
John Maccarone (ENG’66)  

and Young Maccarone ■ ■

Girish Navani (ENG’91) and Radhi 
Navani ■ ■

S. Rob Pierce ■ ■

$10,000–$24,999
Anonymous ■ ■

Anonymous ■ ■

Barbara Arsnow ■ ■

Greg Boyce and Kate Boyce ■ ■

Bettina Briz-Himes (ENG’86)  
and Peter Himes ■ ■

Charles Cantor ■ ■

Theo de Winter  ■ ■ ■

Thomas Duke and Gail Duke ■ ■

Hanna Evans ■ 
Gerald Fine and Victoria LeFevre ■ ■ ■

Reza Ghaffari (ENG’86)  
and Roudabeh Ghaffari ■ ■

Carlos Hakim and Luciana Haddad 
Hakim ■ ■

Alfred Hero (CAS’76, ENG’77,’80)  
and Therese Hero ■ ■

Christine Hunter (MED’80, CAS’80) ■ ■

Nicholas Lippis (ENG’84,’89)  
and Lillian Lippis ■ ■ ■

Daniel Maneval (ENG’82)  
and Edna Maneval ■ ■

Eric Meltzer (ENG’82)  
and Brooke Meltzer (CGS’80, 
MET’82) ■ ■

John Nachmann (CAS’89)  
and Catherine Nachmann ■ ■

Michael Salamone (ENG’84)  
and Pamela Salamone ■ ■ ■

Binoy Singh (ENG’89) ■ ■

Simon Strong (ENG’79, Questrom’91)  
and Sarah Strong ■

John Tapper and Linda Tapper ■ ■

$5,000–$9,999
Anonymous ■ ■ ■

Alexander Adam (ENG’92,’95,’03)  
and Davina Wong (Questrom’02) ■ ■

Stormy Attaway (GRS’84,’88) ■ ■ ■

Charles Bascom (ENG’64)  
and Christina Bascom ■ ■

Saad Buisier (ENG’03) and Rita Buisier ■ ■

Peter Cocolis (ENG’64)  
and Lorraine Cocolis (SAR’63) ■ ■ ■

Barbara Cohen ■ ■

Vanessa Feliberti (ENG’93) 
Jennifer Gruber (ENG’99,’99)  

and Ron Sostaric ■ ■

■ President’s Society (AFLGS) Member | ■ Young Alumni Giving Society Member | ■ Faculty/Staff Member | ■ Parent | ■ Three-year Consecutive Giving | ■ First-time Donor | ■ Deceased

STUDENTS

ALUMNI

As I look over the past nine months that I have been the assistant dean for development & alumni relations 
at the College of Engineering, I am inspired and grateful for the many wonderful relationships that have been 
built over the years between the College’s leadership and our alumni, parents and friends. These connections 
are essential resources to the dean, faculty and students, and include advisory boards, corporate partner-
ships, career networking opportunities, philanthropic support, mentorship roles and, importantly,  
a sense of community and purpose. 

Fiscal Year 2017 was another banner one for fundraising achievements. The College of Engineering’s Annual 
Fund and Societal Engineering Fund were at all-time highs, with increases in both dollars and donors. The College 
is well on the way to reaching its portion of the University’s Choose to Be Great Campaign: ENG’s fundraising 
goal is $100M by 2019, and we reached $80M by the close of the fiscal year. There were also a number of 
well-attended social and educational outreach events this year that took place on both coasts, as well as in 
London, where I had the opportunity to meet many of you. Perhaps the most noteworthy campaign achievement 
to recognize is the record number of ENG students who have benefitted from your philanthropy. Many have 
participated in “outside the classroom” experiential opportunities such as the Technology Innovation Scholars 
Program, as well as undergraduate research, or in student club experiences such as Engineers Without Borders. 
Highlights over the past several years include:

• 120 Technology Ambassadors have reached over 22,000 K–12 students, inspiring and educating them 
on the positive impact engineers can have on society.

• 30 ENG students participated in the Summer Term Alumni Research Scholars (STARS) program, working in 
faculty research labs and gaining hands-on engineering experience.

• 15 Distinguished Summer Research Fellowships were awarded to some of our top students, giving them 
an opportunity to work on cutting-edge research projects with faculty mentors.

Your ongoing generosity drives the College’s quantum leap in excellence and recognition. It is because of your 
leadership, support and engagement that the ENG student experience is enriched year after year and the College 
continues on its upward trajectory. On behalf of the Development & Alumni Relations team, we thank you  for 
your partnership and commitment to advancing the mission of the College of Engineering.

Best wishes,

Lisa Drake
ENG Assistant Dean for Development & Alumni Relations
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Raymond Han (CAS’98) ■ ■

Dean Kamen ■
Ezra Kucharz (ENG’90)  

and Jennifer Kucharz ■ ■

Andrew Marsh (ENG’83) 
and Heather Marsh (CAS’83) ■ ■ 

Kathleen McLaughlin (ENG’87)  
and Timothy Costigan ■ ■

Richard Mendes (ENG’86)  
and Catherine Mendes ■ ■

Theodore Moustakas  
and Elena Moustakas ■ ■ ■ ■

William Neifert (ENG’90,’92) ■ ■

Sanjay Patel (ENG’87)  
and Falguni Patel ■ ■ ■

Glenn Riedman (ENG’90)  
and Jill Riedman ■ ■

Denise Schier (ENG’81) and Karl Schier ■ ■

Gordon Walsh (ENG’67,’68, Questrom’71) 
and Irene Walsh ■ ■

Scott Weiss and Debbie Weiss ■ ■

William Weiss (ENG’83,’97)  
and Maria Weiss ■

$2,500–$4,999
Colleen Athans (ENG’89)  

and Dean Athans ■ ■

Christopher Brousseau (ENG’91)  
and Mary Lou Cronin ■ 

George Cimochowski ■ ■

Jason Colacchio (ENG’90)  
and Tracy Colacchio ■ ■

James Connors (ENG’97)  
and June Connors ■ ■

Martin DeMatteo and Judith DeMatteo ■ ■

Nicholas Doucette (ENG’09) ■ ■

Peter Fang (ENG’75) and Josephine Fang ■ ■

Patrick Foley (ENG’91,’94)  
and Kerry Foley (ENG’91) ■ ■

William Grigsby and Janace Grigsby ■ ■

Alireza Hakimi (ENG’82,’86) and  
Nazila Bidabadi (CAS’82, SDM’87) ■ ■

Kenneth Hancock (ENG’92,’01) and Hsi Pin 
Chen (CAS’89, SPH’91, MED’96,’96) ■ ■

Ruth Hunter (ENG’64, Questrom’86) ■ ■

Larry Leszczynski (ENG’85)  
and Anne Hines (ENG’87) ■ ■

Thomas Lisowski (ENG’95) ■ ■

Dean Kenneth Lutchen  
and Gayle Lutchen (SED’93) ■ ■ ■ ■

Carl Myers (ENG’65) and Jane Myers ■ ■

Samuel Oliva (CGS’89, Questrom’91, 
ENG’97) ■

Devan Padmanabhan  
and Suchita Padmanabhan ■ ■ ■

Thomas Pease (ENG’89) ■ ■

Anthony Reina (ENG’93)  
and Bryn Reina (SAR’92) ■ ■

George Savage (ENG’81)  
and Nancy Krakora Savage (COM’80) ■ ■

Richard Scully (Questrom’78, ENG’81)  
and Deborah Cobb (SAR’77) ■ 

Nimis Sheth (ENG’87, Questrom’87)  
and Geeta Thorat ■ ■

Alice White and Donald Monroe ■ ■ ■

$1,000–$2,499
Husain Al-Bustan (ENG’89,’91) ■ ■

Omar Ali (ENG’96) ■ ■

Robert Allen and Gayle Allen ■ ■

Victor Banjo (ENG’04) ■ ■

Lyle Barlyn and Betty Barlyn ■ ■

Roger Beaulieu and Jane Gagne ■ ■ ■

David Bishop ■ ■

Lori Bornstein (ENG’88) and  
Alan Rothman (MED’83,’83, CAS’83) ■ ■

David Brand (ENG’83)  
and Deborah Brand ■ ■

David Campbell and Claude Hobson ■ ■ ■

Regina Carolan (ENG’97,’03) ■ ■

Wesley Chedister (ENG’00) ■ ■

Brant Cheikes (ENG’84)  
and Janine Papesh ■ ■

Robert Clarke (ENG’90)  
and Erika Clarke (CAS’92) ■ ■

Gregory Cordrey (ENG’88)  
and Stephanie Cordrey ■ ■

Adam Crescenzi (ENG’64)  
and Linda Crescenzi ■

Susan Crockett (ENG’84)  
and David Crockett ■ ■

Wei Dai (ENG’99) and Sau Sim Lee ■ ■

Abdulrasul Damji (ENG’85,’90)  
and Amina Damji ■ ■ ■

Jeffrey Davis (ENG’85) ■ ■

David Dean (ENG’73) and Deborah Rata ■ ■

Frances Donahue (ENG’82)  
and Thomas Donahue (CAS’81) ■ ■

Michael Duchnowski (ENG’91,’93)  
and Magda Duchnowski ■ ■

Brian Dunkin (ENG’85) and Annie Dunkin ■
Dean Solomon Eisenberg  

and Terri Eisenberg ■ ■ ■ ■

Tahsin Ergin (ENG’81) and Colleen Ergin ■ ■

Paul Faustin (ENG’85,’88)  
and Myriam Faustin ■ ■

Edwin Fitzpatrick (CGS’70, CAS’72) ■ ■ ■

Christopher Frail (ENG’97)  
and Melissa Frail (ENG’97) ■ ■

Janet Fraser (ENG’81) and Gregory Fraser ■ ■

Timothy Ganley (ENG’91) ■ ■

Mary Garrett (ENG’80) ■ ■

John Garvey (ENG’86) and Kimberly Garvey ■
Lisa Gill ■ ■ ■

Patrick Gillooly (ENG’87)  
and Christin Gillooly (SAR’92) ■

Steven Girouard (ENG’89)  
and Cynthia Keim Girouard (SAR’89) ■ ■

Steven Goldman (ENG’91) ■ ■

Warren Grill (ENG’89) and Julie Grill ■ ■

William Hathaway (ENG’65)  
and Joan Hathaway ■ ■

Bader Hawary (ENG’01,’02) ■ ■

Mark Hilderbrand (ENG’87)  
and Rebecca Hilderbrand ■

Robert Howland (ENG’82)  
and Michele Howland ■ ■

Hui Huang (ENG’98) ■
Kent Hughes (ENG’79)  

and Debra Hughes ■ ■

Jennifer Jackson (ENG’96) ■
Micah Jacobs (ENG’99) and Beth Jacobs ■ ■

David Johnson (ENG’65,’66)  
and Rebecca Thompson ■ ■

Hideki Kaku (ENG’01) ■
Himansh Khanna (ENG’89)  

and Malti Raisinghani (ENG’93) ■
Lawrence Klein and Susanne Klein ■ ■ ■

Tyler Kohn (ENG’98) ■ ■

Kurukundi Murthy (ENG’90)  
and Barbara Kowack-Murthy (ENG’90) 

Karen Kullas (ENG’77)  
and Bruce Newcomb ■ ■

Tonie Leatherberry (ENG’85) ■ ■

Min-Chang Lee ■ ■ ■ ■

Robert Levin (ENG’87,’87) ■ 
Michael Louie (ENG’98, MED’02)  

and Jennifer Louie ■ ■

Martin Lynch (ENG’82) and Kelly Lynch ■ ■

Mark Margolis and Weezie Margolis ■ ■ ■

Marguerite Matson ■ 
William McClelland (ENG’84) ■
Robert McKinstry (ENG’84) ■ ■ ■

Shaun McManimon (ENG’83) ■ ■

Julie Melzak (ENG’87)  
and Jeffrey Melzak (CAS’84) ■ 

John Merikoski and Kimberly Merikoski ■ ■

Pamela Metz (ENG’81) ■ 

Jonathan Mooty (ENG’90) ■ ■

Matthew Murphy (ENG’85)  
and Teresa Weathersby-Murphy ■ ■

Mahesh Navani (ENG’90)  
and Asharani Navani ■

John O’Neil (ENG’62) and Mary O’Neil ■ ■

George Ouellette (ENG’81) ■ ■

Luis Pagan-Carlo (ENG’85) ■ ■

Kevin Parker (ENG’89) ■
Kimberly Parker ■
Sandip Patidar (ENG’90)  

and Malini Patidar ■ ■

James Paulsen (ENG’69,’72)  
and Susan Paulsen ■ ■

Edward Pohl (ENG’84) and Letitia Pohl ■ ■

Claus Pramer (ENG’88)  
and Patricia Machado (CAS’90) ■ ■

Sanjay Prasad (ENG’86,’87)  
and Suman Prasad (Questrom’89) ■

Andrew Quick (ENG’92,’95)  
and Tracy Quick (SED’93) ■ ■

Rashedur Rahman (ENG’06) ■
Sharad Rastogi (ENG’91) ■ ■

Sandra Rivas-Hall (ENG’81)  
and William Hall ■ ■

Frank Salamone (ENG’94)  
and Elizabeth Salamone ■ ■

John Scaramuzzo (ENG’87) ■
Gregory Seiden (ENG’80)  

and Robin Seiden ■ ■

Monica Slegar (ENG’02, Questrom’05) ■ ■

Mu-En Steeg (CAS’94)  
and Dylan Steeg (ENG’95) ■ ■

Frederic Syrjala (ENG’58,’60)  
and Mary Syrjala ■ ■

H. T. Than (ENG’85, LAW’93)  
and Kim Quyen Pham (ENG’91) ■

Francis Tiernan (ENG’70)  
and Barbara Tiernan ■ ■

Michelle Tortolani (ENG’82,’89) ■ ■

Elissa Warner (ENG’83)  
and William Warner ■

Ashley Weigand (ENG’98)  
and James Weigand ■ ■

John Welch (ENG’84) ■ ■

Richard Welch (Questrom’11)  
and Anne Welch ■ ■

Chengjian Weng (ENG’99) ■ ■

Berl Winston (ENG’64)  
and Alice Winston (SED’65) ■ ■

Gordon Yen (ENG’90) and Kam Ha ■
Janice Zika (ENG’84) ■ 

$500–$999
John Ackermann and Mary Ackermann ■ ■

Norma Anderson ■ 
Anthony Barksdale ■ 
Duane Barnes and Teresa Barnes ■
Kip Bodi (ENG’06, GRS’07) ■ ■

Andre Botelho (ENG’03,’08,’12) and Sayaka 
Koseki (CAS’07, Questrom’11, SPH’11) ■ ■

Alfred Brothers (ENG’64)  
and Sandra Brothers ■ ■

James Byrne (ENG’93) ■  
and Sarah Byrne (SAR’93) 

Stephen Campbell (ENG’97) ■ 
Jerry Chew (ENG’70) ■ 
Matt Chisholm (ENG’99) ■ 
Daniel Clancy (ENG’91) ■ 
Charles Clarke and Vanessa Clarke ■ ■

Susan Cleaver (Questrom’92) ■  ■  ■

Thyagaraju Damarla (GRS’87, ENG’93) 
and Bai Damarla ■ 

Hemang Dave and Theresa Dave ■ ■

Peter Dichiara (ENG’85, LAW’93)  
and Liz DiChiara ■ 

Thomas DiCicco (ENG’01) 
Lawrence Drasner (ENG’89)  

and Dawn Drasner ■ 

Paul Droar and Judith Droar ■ 
Deborah Dunklee (ENG’87, Questrom’98) 

and Jason Dunklee (ENG’05) ■ 
Howard Ehrlich (ENG’60) and Nina Ehrlich ■ 
Yuguang Fang (ENG’97) and Jennifer Lu ■ 
Brett Farmer and Alissa Farmer ■ 
Mark Ford (ENG’77,’83) and Priscilla Ford ■ 
Richard Fuller (ENG’88) and Tiffany Fuller ■ 
Peter Galindez (SAR’87)  

and Brenda Galindez  ■ ■ ■

Alison Graves-Calhoun (ENG’91)  
and Byron Calhoun ■ 

George Guerra (ENG’84) ■ 
Michael Gurr (ENG’13) ■ ■

Roger Hajjar (ENG’88) and Jeannette Hajjar ■
Ronald Halaby (ENG’62) ■ 
William Hauser ■ ■

Yue-shun Ho (ENG’89) ■ 
Bing Hou (ENG’95) and Gui-Hua Zhang ■
Ronald Hunter (ENG’80, Questrom’82) ■ 
Bryan Jimenez (ENG’16) ■ ■

Ronald Johnson (ENG’59)  
and Mary Johnson ■ 

Michael Keefe (ENG’89) and Ana Keefe ■ 
Thomas Keegan (ENG’94)  

and Beth Keegan ■ ■

Sooyoung Kim (ENG’06) 
Steven Kushnick (ENG’80)  

and Debra Kushnick ■ 
Michael Laiman (ENG’86) ■ 
Manuel Landa (ENG’66) ■ 
Robert Leonard (ENG’84)  

and Ilene Leonard ■ 
Huajun Liu (ENG’98,’99,’04) and Zhe Ren  
David Merer (ENG’86) and Michelle Merer ■ 
Eric Millard (ENG’07) ■ 
Cheryl Mills (STH’92) and Carey Spain ■ 
Jeffrey Moore (ENG’89) ■ 
Fiona Moran (ENG’17) ■ ■

Rachel Morgan ■ 
Alfred Muccini (ENG’62) ■ ■

Michael Norris (ENG’07) ■ 
Andrew Olney (ENG’90)  

and Katharine Olney (SSW’89) ■
Francisco Ortiz and Edith Ortiz ■ ■

Cristina Palumbo (ENG’95, MED’99) ■  
and Michael Palumbo (COM’95) ■ 

John Papadopoulos (ENG’60)  
and Mahi Papadopoulos ■ 

Devang Parikh (ENG’99) ■ 
Csaba Pazmany (ENG’96, Questrom’17) ■
Jay Penafiel (ENG’90) and Elise Penafiel ■ 
James Quinty (ENG’86)  

and Elizabeth Quinty ■ 
Agnes Rayome ■ 
Donald Reny (ENG’88) and Jennifer Reny ■ ■

Kenneth Rice (ENG’84, MET’96)  
and Christine Carter ■ 

Christopher Ring (ENG’95)  
and Jessica Ring (CAS’97) ■

Ethan Robbins (ENG’04)  
and Emily Shugarman (SED’03) ■ 

Lisa Rogers (ENG’00)  
and Robert Rogers (CAS’00) ■ 

David Royce (ENG’65) and Mary Royce ■ 
Anthony Sabidussi  

and Alfonsina Comune ■ ■

Crystal Sayles (CGS’75, ENG’78) ■ 
Maria Scardera (ENG’84)  

and Michael Scardera ■ 
David Smith (ENG’85) 
Jianyang Tai (ENG’99) ■
Victor Tan (ENG’85) and Toreh Wong 
Ann Tedford (ENG’78) ■ 
Lisa Tilley-Newman (ENG’98)  

and Brian Newman (CAS’95,’99) ■ 
Daniel Tyszka (ENG’94) and  

Gloria Sherman-Tyszka (Questrom’89) ■ 

Jason Ulberg (ENG’98)  
and Jaime Ulberg (Questrom’98) ■ 

Kevin Valent (ENG’02) and Anna Valent 
Greg VandeKerk (ENG’95)  

and Hollybeth Hakes (CAS’95) ■ 
Thomas Westbrook (ENG’91)  

and Mary Gibbs-Westbrook 
Lawrence Wight (ENG’65) ■
Siavash Yazdanfar (ENG’96) ■ 
Matthew Zahn (ENG’94) 

$250–$499
Scott Sherman and Marikay Ackman ■
Tunde Agboola (ENG’10) and Gabrielle Hajjar 

Agboola (CGS’07, Questrom’10, SED’12) ■ 
Farah Alabdulrazzaq (ENG’97)  

and Talal Alfozan ■ 
Marc Albanese (ENG’99,’03)  

and Rosanne Felicello (UNI’99, LAW’02) ■ 
William Alex (ENG’89) ■
Mark Allen (ENG’87) and Phyllis Allen ■ 
Sunita Babbar (ENG’89,’91) ■ 
Karen Bain (ENG’87) and Harold Bain ■
John Ballard (ENG’90) 
Eric Becker and Terri Becker ■
Peter Belmonte (BUA’06, ENG’10) ■ 
Neil Beneck (SPH’94)  

and Marie-Helene Saint-Hilaire ■ ■

Bryan Benesch (ENG’78)  
and Nancy Goldberg ■ 

Christopher Benoit (ENG’88) ■
James Bethune (ENG’64, Questrom’74, 

SED’91) ■ ■ ■ 

Paul Bierden (ENG’92,’94)  
and Sheryl Bierden (SAR’95,’97) 

Anastacia Bilek (ENG’96) 
John Bolton (ENG’89) and Colleen Bolton 
David Borchardt (CGS’80, ENG’83)  

and Priscillla Borchardt ■ 
Stephen Brennan ■
Charles Brown (ENG’68)  

and Martha Brown ■ 
Kevin Burek (ENG’08) ■ 
Brian Butler and Carolyn Butler ■ ■

Ezra Caplan (ENG’04) ■ 
James Caplan (ENG’79, Questrom’83)  

and Heather Caplan (Questrom’94) 
Jerald Chamberlain  

and Juliette Chamberlain ■ 
Tatiana Chapsky (ENG’81,’83) 
Ashley Chassar (ENG’06) ■ 
Jing Chen (ENG’04) and Kun Hu (GRS’05) ■ 
Peter Cirak (ENG’01,’07) and Erika Cirak ■ 
Joseph Coffey (ENG’72) and Sharon Coffey ■ 
Robert Connors (ENG’60) ■ 
Brittany Culpepper (ENG’13) 
Anthony Cuomo (ENG’93)  

and Gina Johnson-Cuomo ■ 
Ryan Davis and Allison Davis ■ 
Alexander Demusz (ENG’08) ■ 
Tina DePiero (ENG’88)  

and Douglas DePiero ■ 
Raymond Diaz (ENG’84) and Virginia Diaz ■ 
Edward Dochoda and Stacy Dochoda ■ ■ ■

Joshua Dochoda (ENG’20) ■
Allan Dolinski and Claudette Dolinski ■ ■

Curtis Doll and Donna Doll ■ 
Egem Eraslan (ENG’14) ■ 
Qun Fan (ENG’95) ■ 
Brian Farmer (ENG’97) ■ 
Sharon Fincher (ENG’82)  

and Thomas Fincher ■ 
Stephen Foraste (ENG’91,’94)  

and Alyssa Duffy ■
Raymond Gabriel (ENG’02) 
Michael Gavronsky (ENG’86,’88)  

and Jane Gavronsky ■ ■

Peter Renzi (ENG’85,’87) and Christine 
Giurdanella-Renzi (ENG’87,’89) ■ ■

Raymond Govotski (ENG’95) ■ 
Charles Green (ENG’79) and Kerin Green ■ 
Nejat Guzelsu and Isil Guzelsu ■ ■

Michel Bruehwiler (ENG’14)  
and Lynn Hallstein ■ ■

Robert Harrington (ENG’00) 
Tomohiko Hayashi (ENG’02)  

and Emily Waters Hayashi ■ 
John Hemenway (ENG’95) ■ 
William Heres (ENG’92,’97)  

and Kristin Heres ■ 
Ramon Hoch and Jung Hoch ■ ■

Ralph Holmberg (ENG’66,’70)  
and Carolyn Murphy ■ 

Jody Hoppe (ENG’82) ■ 
Gerard Irmer (CGS’63, ENG’64)  

and Lois Irmer ■
Scott Isabelle (ENG’88,’95)  

and Karen Isabelle ■ 
Shuiyu Lu and Hongfang Jin ■ ■

Yuan Jing (ENG’02,’05) ■ 
Donald Johnson (ENG’65)  

and Roberta Johnson ■
Peter Jones (ENG’96)  

and Julie Flaherty (COM’93, CAS’93) ■ 
Daniel Kallman (ENG’94) ■ 
Ashvin Kannan (ENG’92,’97)  

and Madhuri Ramanathan (ENG’94) ■
Paul Karger (ENG’00) and Pamela Vargas 
William Karlon (ENG’88,’91) ■ 
Michael Koan (ENG’09) ■ 
Georgi Korobanov (ENG’06) ■
Boissevain Kwan (ENG’83) ■ 
Margaret LaBrecque (ENG’86)  

and Jeff Einarson 
Paul Lachman (ENG’87) ■
Alan Larocque (ENG’72, GRS’79, MED’80) 

and Kathleen Larocque (CAS’74) ■ 
Wei Lee (ENG’88) and Amy Ong 
John Leonard (ENG’83) and Anne Leonard 
Bosheng Lin (ENG’98) 
Debra Luczkiewicz  

and Kenneth Luczkiewicz ■ ■

Fabio Malangone (ENG’09,’10) ■ 
Patrick Markel (ENG’97) and Jennifer Mack 

(COM’97) 
Justin Martin (ENG’09, Questrom’16) and 

Stephanie Martin (CGS’06, SAR’08) ■ ■ ■

Peter Martin (ENG’70) and Irene Martin ■ 
Ronald Maxwell (ENG’78)  

and Starr Maxwell ■ 
Conor Mccarron (ENG’14,’16) ■ ■

Steven McCarthy (ENG’85)  
and Miriam McCarthy ■ 

Michael McCullough (ENG’03)  
and Lindsey McCullough ■ 

Seth McKeen (ENG’10) ■ 
Marc Milgram (ENG’95) 
Danielle Miller (Questrom’01) ■ 
Arthur Milley (ENG’60)  

and Constance Milley ■ 
Carlos Moreira (ENG’99, MET’03) ■ 
Mitra Mujica-Margolis (CGS’95, ENG’99) 

and Michael Margolis ■ 
Adam Nadeau (ENG’08) ■
Dylan Neidorff (ENG’09, MET’12) ■ 
Stephen Niemi (ENG’68,’80,’82) ■ 
Daniel Niles (ENG’89)  

and Jennifer Niles (CAS’89) 
Kevin O’Brien (ENG’93) and Elizabeth O’Brien 

(ENG’93) 
David Opalsky (ENG’83,’92) ■ 
Umur Ozal (ENG’96) and Sanem Ozal ■ 
Christos Panidis (ENG’07) ■
George Papadopoulos (ENG’01) and Ashley 

Papadopoulos (CGS’99, SED’01) 
Gerassimos Papathanassiou (ENG’95) ■ 
Ajan Patel (ENG’06) ■ 
David Perreault (ENG’89) ■ 

Kathleen Plovnick (CAS’68, ENG’89) and 
Herbert Plovnick (CAS’67, MED’71) ■ 

Peter Presel (ENG’61) ■ 
William Quirk (ENG’62) ■ 
James Reed (CGS’85, ENG’88) ■ 
Alejandro Restrepo (ENG’02)  

and Melina Restrepo ■ 
Paul Rohr and Rita Rohr ■ ■

Geoffrey Rowland (ENG’05,’05)  
and Erin Rowland (CAS’05) ■ 

William Salzer (ENG’72) ■ 
Wanda Sams (ENG’85) ■
Bertram Schmitz (ENG’62) ■ 
Adil Seddiq (ENG’02) ■
Susan Shaheen ■ 
Craig Sherman ■
Myrna Sherman ■
Robert Shimkus (ENG’68)  

and Linda Shimkus ■
John Shynk (ENG’79)  

and Tokie Shynk (SON’79) ■ 
Colin Smith and Kathleen Wong ■ ■

Patricia Speelman (ENG’74) 
Mark Spoto (ENG’90) and Elizabeth Spoto ■ 
Eric Stutman (ENG’93)  

and Andrea Stutman ■ 
Paul Sueno (ENG’02, MED’06) ■
Vinaya Sujan (ENG’96, MET’00) ■ 
Anna Swan (GRS’94)  

and James Kaufman ■ ■

Alexander Thomson (ENG’85) ■ 
Fernando Trindade (ENG’06) ■ ■ 
Cristian-Ioan Vasile (ENG’16) ■ ■

Christopher Verplaetse (ENG’94)  
and Michelle Verplaetse (SAR’01) ■ 

Paul Vizzio (ENG’10,’15) ■ ■

Duc Vo (ENG’93) ■ 
Timothy Wadlow (ENG’97) and Erin Largay ■ 
Thomas Warzeka (ENG’91) ■ 
Philip Winterson (ENG’62)  

and Barbara Winterson ■ 
Ling Yen ■ ■

Diane Zanca (ENG’85) ■ 
Qian Zhang (ENG’99) ■ 
Yudan Zhao ■ ■

Todd Zive (ENG’98) and Mindy Zive ■ 

$1–$249
Anonymous (5) ■
Ryan Aaron (ENG’95)  

and Sarah Aaron (COM’95) 
Daniel Abernathy  

and Dolores Abernathy ■ ■

Rommel Acuna (ENG’93) and Jennifer Acuna 
Kaya Adelzadeh (ENG’20) ■
Elizabeth Afanasewicz (ENG’05) 
Joseph Aftring (ENG’15) ■ ■

Mufutau Agboola and Sandra Agboola ■
Ashlyn Aiello (CAS’18, ENG’18) ■ 
Mohammad Alaghband (ENG’17) ■
Leena Mofeed Alawami (ENG’18) ■ 
Jessica Alberto (ENG’18) ■ 
Talal Alfakhri (ENG’18) ■
Mahmood Alhusseini (ENG’11) ■ 
Syed Ali and Amanda Ali ■ ■

Mustafa Alkhabbaz (ENG’11) ■ 
David Allen (CAS’85, GRS’87, ENG’90)  

and Sheila Allen (SAR’88) ■ 
James Alman (ENG’87) ■ 
Nourin Alsharif (ENG’15,’20,’20) 
Roberto Alvarado (ENG’17) ■
Rajul Amin (ENG’92, Questrom’99)  

and Jyoti Amin ■
Luke Anderson (ENG’11) ■
Shannon Anderson (ENG’16) ■ 
Julian Anding (ENG’12) ■
Joe Andrade (ENG’85)  

and Corinne Andrade ■ 
Robert Andrews (ENG’14,’17) ■ ■

Daniel Andronov (CAS’17, ENG’17) 
Susan Angell (ENG’86) ■ 
Joseph Angelo (ENG’17,’17) ■
Alqi Angjeli and Rozeta Angjeli ■ ■

Laura Anhalt (ENG’18) ■ 
Stuart Anness (ENG’17) ■
Anonymous (4) 
Javier Araque and Yaneth Araque ■
Cheryl Armstrong (ENG’70) ■ 
Kevin Arseneault (ENG’20) ■
Jennifer Asaro (ENG’17) ■
Michael Ashenuga (ENG’92)  

and Elizabeth Vondrak ■ 
Asad Ashraf (ENG’17) ■
Majed Ashy (CAS’94, GRS’97,’03) ■
Laura Askew-Crawford (ENG’86)  

and Alex Crawford ■ 
Anish Asthana (ENG’17) 
Yasmin Atefi (ENG’12) 
Pantases Athanasiou (ENG’67,’69)  

and Linda Athanasiou ■ 
Michael Stein and Sharon Atlas ■ ■

Josef Atmaz Al-Sibaie (ENG’17) ■
John Avioli and Jerry Avioli ■ ■

Nidhi Azar (ENG’00, GRS’01) 
Christopher Babinec (ENG’16) ■ 
Zachary Bachrach (ENG’20) ■
Albert Backus and Kimberly K. Backus ■ ■

Alexander Backus (ENG’17) ■
Norman L. Bailis (ENG’65)  

and Joyce M. Bailis ■ 
Stanley Baker (ENG’69) and Marilyn Baker ■ 
Raymond Ball (ENG’72) ■ 
Justin Ballou and Christine Blair ■ ■

Alejandro Bancalari (ENG’13) ■ 
Jared Bancroft (ENG’06, MET’14) ■ 
Michelle Baquie (ENG’03) ■ 
Alejandro Barba Quiroga (ENG’17, CAS’17) ■
Nuno Barbosa (ENG’04) 
Ariel Barbouth (ENG’95, MET’96) ■
Sherry Barrett ■
Ernest Moy and Barbara Bartman ■ ■

David Barton (ENG’17, CAS’17) ■
Michael Basile (ENG’15) 
Mark Bassotti (ENG’03,’05)  

and Kimberly Bassotti (CAS’04, GRS’04) ■ 
Soumendra Basu and Alokparna Basu ■ ■ ■

Lance Batson (ENG’85) and Ibera Batson ■
George Bauer (ENG’91) 
Beatrice Baumberger (ENG’17) ■ 
Amber Baurley (ENG’17) ■
Joshua Beaulieu (ENG’17) ■
Samuel Beaulieu (ENG’17) ■ 
George Beaupre ■ ■

Andrew Beck (ENG’14) ■ 
Connor Beck (ENG’17) ■
Constance Beliveau (ENG’89)  

and Paul Beliveau ■  
Roberto Bello and Rute Bello ■ ■

Santiago Beltran Miranda (ENG’17)  
Ronald Benius (ENG’66) and Rita Benius ■ 
Kenneth Benson (ENG’63)  

and Janet Benson ■ 
Bradley Berk (ENG’13) 
Leonard Bernstein (ENG’72)  

and Barbara Bernstein ■ 
David Berry (ENG’12) ■ 
Simon Bertocci (ENG’16) ■ ■

Genevieve Betro (ENG’07) ■ 
Ali Beyzavi (ENG’16) 
Laura Bickmeier (ENG’98)  

and Jeffrey Bickmeier 
Jason Biesma (ENG’18) ■ 
George Bill (ENG’17) ■
Irma Black (ENG’82) and Dennis Black 
Nicole Black (ENG’14) ■ 
Kim Blackwell (ENG’81)  

and Mont Blackwell ■ 

■ President’s Society (AFLGS) Member | ■ Young Alumni Giving Society Member | ■ Faculty/Staff Member | ■ Parent | ■ Three-year Consecutive Giving | ■ First-time Donor | ■ Deceased
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Gregory Blanchard (ENG’96)  
and Melissa Jendzejec-Blanchard ■ 

Jo-Ann Blatchford (ENG’84)  
and Robert Halliburton 

Alex Vilalta (ENG’17) ■
Frederick Blount (ENG’66)  

and Judith Blount ■
Julia Blount ■ 
Daniel Blum (ENG’95, Questrom’95)  

and Anne Krisel ■ 
Aaron Bockmiller (CAS’17, ENG’17) ■
Roman Bokhenik (ENG’10) 
Margaret Bolick (ENG’17) ■
Lucas Bombonatti (ENG’17) ■ 
Mark Bonadies (ENG’95)  

and Marybeth Bonadies 
Emily Bonazelli (ENG’13) ■ 
Anoli Borad (ENG’98) ■
Joseph Bosco (ENG’88)  

and Susan Lane-Bosco ■ 
Mina Botros (ENG’17) ■
Dennis Bougher (ENG’87)  

and Genei Bougher ■ ■

Nicholas Boukis (ENG’17) ■
Daniel Boyle ■ 
Leonard Boyle (ENG’61) and Kathleen Boyle ■ 
Thomas Boyle and Anita Boyle ■ ■

Thomas Brashears and Julie Brashears ■ 
Dennis Breen (ENG’93)  

and Anita Breen (CAS’91) 
Richard Bresnahan (ENG’16) ■ ■

Mary Breton ■
Andrew Breuder (ENG’68, MED’77)  

and Elizabeth Breuder ■ ■

Harry Breul (ENG’55) and Doris Breul ■ 
Todd Brewton ■
Claire Bridges (ENG’15) 
William Brizzee (SDM’93)  

and Sheryl Brizzee ■
John Broderick (ENG’70,’77) ■ 
Sean Broderick (ENG’89) ■ 
Kara Brotman (ENG’00) ■ 
Elizabeth Browne (ENG’91, Questrom’96) 

and Edmond Browne 
Nancy Browning (ENG’09) 
Natalie Brunette (ENG’19) ■
Nicholas Brusco and Lucy Brusco ■ ■

Nicolas Brusco (ENG’17) ■ 
Joanne Bryanos (SON’78) 
Kim Bryant (ENG’87) and George Bryant ■ 
Teresa Buday (ENG’86)  

and Keith Buday (MET’85) ■ ■

Ronald Buell (ENG’97) ■ 

Adam Bulakowski (ENG’99)  
and Lauren Bulakowski ■

Michael Bulzomi ■
Cheryl Burgess (ENG’97) 
Chandler Burke (ENG’17) ■ 
Edward Burke (ENG’68) and Donna Burke ■ 
Thomas Burke (ENG’17) ■
James Burkhart ■ ■

Zachary Burkhart (CAS’19, ENG’19) ■ 
Andrea Burns (CAS’83, ENG’83,’88)  

and Kenneth Burns ■ ■

Albert Busk and Gayle Busk ■ ■

Samantha Busk (ENG’16) ■ 
Ana Bustin and Denis Bustin ■ ■ ■

Brendan Butler (ENG’17) 
Pamela Cabahug-Zuckerman (ENG’96) ■ 
Charlene Cain (SON’68) and Michael Cain ■ 
Natasha Callender (ENG’01,’06) ■
Cara Cantwell (ENG’04, CAS’04)  

and Patrick Cantwell ■
Ruojin Cao (ENG’17) ■
Francis Capone (ENG’59)  

and Diane Capone ■ 
Rafael Cappuccio (ENG’85) ■
Rachel Carande (ENG’13) ■ 
Mark Cardono (ENG’91) and Tracy Sioussat ■ 

Rogelio Careaga and Rebecca Westwood ■ ■

Brianna Carges (ENG’09) 
Eric Carlson (ENG’12) 
Lindsay Carlson (ENG’11) ■ 
Anibal Carrillo and Matilde Carrillo ■ ■

Audrey Casavant (ENG’79)  
and Richard Casavant ■ 

Brian Cassell (ENG’04,’05) ■
Marco Castelli (ENG’82) and Elvira Perez ■ 
Douglas Caswell (ENG’85,’93) 
Charlotte Cathcart (ENG’19) ■
James Cavanaugh (ENG’88)  

and Lisa Cavanaugh ■ 
Miguel Cepeda (ENG’17) ■ 
Lisa Cerqueira (CAS’17) ■
Victor Cervantes (ENG’14) ■ 
Lisa Cervia (ENG’12) 
Christian Chabaneix (ENG’14) 
Jonathan Chamberlain (CAS’12, ENG’18) ■ 
Thomas Chamberlain (ENG’61)  

and Mary Chamberlain ■ 
Matthew Chan (ENG’05) ■ 
William Chan (ENG’79,’85)  

and Pearl Chan ■ ■

Yuk Yu Chan (ENG’17) ■ ■

Nirmalya Chanda (Questrom’17, ENG’17) ■ 
Alexander Chang (ENG’17) ■ 
Erin Chang (CAS’17, ENG’17) ■ 
Jackson Chang (SAR’04, ENG’12) ■ ■

Shey-Sheen Chang (ENG’06,’09) ■
Wei-Hsiang Chang (ENG’12) ■ 
Thomas Chapasko and Kathleen Sell ■ ■

Zachary Chapasko (ENG’17) ■
Jason Bean and Tracy Chaponis ■
Jimmy Chau (ENG’11,’16) 
Bokai Chen and Danyang Chen ■
Diana Chen (ENG’16) ■ 
Geguo George Chen (ENG’88)  

and Lihua Zhang-Chen 
Jeffrey Chen (ENG’16) ■ 
Jong Chen (ENG’96) ■ 
Rosy Chen (ENG’17) ■
Samuel Chen (ENG’16) ■ 
Xiaoyan Chen (ENG’07) 
Yingxi Chen (ENG’17) ■ ■

Phillips Tsao and Wai Yin Cheng ■
Steve Cheng and Margaret Wang ■ ■

Lynne Cherchia (ENG’17, CAS’17) ■
Peter Cherry and Brenda Cherry ■ ■

Anthony Cheung (ENG’17, CAS’17) ■
Honchun Cheung (ENG’86,’88) 
Lawrence Cheung (ENG’19) ■ 
Vera Cheung (ENG’17) ■
Bryan Chiakpo (ENG’17) ■
Stephanie Chiao (ENG’17, CAS’17) ■
Alexia Chiclana (ENG’18) ■
John Chierici (ENG’11) ■ ■

Edmond Chin (ENG’74, Questrom’75)  
and Susan Chin (SED’75) ■

Robert Chin (ENG’70) and Diana Chin ■ 
Shashank Chitti (ENG’16) ■ ■

Thomas Chiu and Ziao Mei ■ ■

Peter Cho (ENG’17) ■
SunKyung Choi and JeongJa Yang ■ ■

Hsin-Fu Chou (ENG’17) ■
Kevin Chrones (ENG’18) ■ 
Kengyeh Chu (ENG’11) ■ 
Ting-Chang Chu and Miranda Hu ■ ■

Samantha Chua (ENG’17) ■
Jan Chudzik and Malgorzata Chudzik ■ ■

Rupendra Chulyadyo (MET’17)  
and Junu Hada ■

Howard Chun (ENG’83) ■ 
Carol Cicco ■ ■

Christopher Cimento (ENG’84, 
Questrom’91) ■ 

David Clark (ENG’61) and Ann Clark ■ 
Mary Cleaver ■ 
Richard Clemence (ENG’84) ■ 

Richard Coco (ENG’62) ■ 
Mitchell Coirin (ENG’13) 
Dennis Colannino (ENG’84)  

and Amy Colannino 
Maureen Colbert (ENG’92)  

and Timothy Colbert ■ ■

Alan Colburn (ENG’79) 
Richard Colby and Blythe Colby ■ ■

Kevin Colelli (ENG’15) 
Paul Collegio (ENG’82)  

and Susan Collegio (ENG’81,’88) 
Barbara Moran (COM’96)  

and Brian Collins (ENG’96) ■ 
Christopher Collins (ENG’18) 
James Collins (ENG’20) ■
Nat Collins (ENG’91,’91)  

and Misako Matsuoka (ENG’90) 
Sean Collins (ENG’93) 
Huntley Myrie (ENG’95)  

and Carolyn Collins-Myrie (ENG’94,’00) ■ 
Vicente Nicolas Colmenares Colantuoni 

(ENG’14) 
Caridad Coloma ■ ■

Brian Colozzi (ENG’77) and Susan Colozzi ■ 
Michael Condakes (ENG’15) ■
Max Condren (ENG’10) 
Peter Mancini and Gabriella Conicella ■ ■

Barden Conn (CAS’86) ■ 
Brendan Cook (ENG’16) ■ 
Evan Cooper (ENG’84) and Lisa Cooper 
Robert Cooper (ENG’65) and Joan Cooper ■
Benjamin Cootner (ENG’17) ■
Matthew Corbo (ENG’02)  

and Tina Corbo (ENG’02) ■ 
Lemil Cordero and Lidia Cordero ■ ■

Louise Corman ■ ■

William Corrigan (ENG’62) ■
Miguel Cortez (ENG’16) ■ 
Manuel Costa (ENG’84)  

and Cheryl Costa (Questrom’92) ■ ■

Max Cotler (ENG’16) ■ ■

Paul Couto (ENG’94) and Kim Fusaris ■ 
Michael Cozza (ENG’92) and Jaime Cozza ■ 
Samantha Cramer (Questrom’12, SHA’12) 
Kathleen Crates ■ 
Veronica Crichton-Rochford (ENG’95)  

and Ted Rochford 
Carleton Crockett (ENG’80)  

and Maureen Crockett ■ 
Catherine Crofts ■ ■

Brian Cruise (ENG’97) 
Ryan Cruz (ENG’13) ■ 
Nicole Cuff (ENG’02) 
Chenhuan Cui (ENG’07) 
Hengdong Cui (ENG’06,’07) ■ 
Griffin Cummings (ENG’19) ■
Michael Cunha (ENG’04,’06) ■ 
Richard Curtis (ENG’58) and Le May Curtis ■ 
Cameron Curtiss (ENG’17) ■
Kenneth Curtiss and Marcela Curtiss ■ ■

Regina Czech (CAS’17, ENG’17) ■
Megan Dacek (CAS’16, ENG’16, SAR’16) ■
Saimrunali Dadigala (ENG’20) ■
Kathryn D’Agnes (ENG’07) ■
Xingye Dai (ENG’18) ■
Robert Dalgarno (ENG’13) ■ 
Angelo D’Andrea  

and Mariacristina Tamburri ■ ■

Mohit Dangeti (ENG’17) ■
Alan Daniels (ENG’59) and Barbara Daniels ■ 
Jacob Dansey (ENG’17) ■ 
Dennis D’Antona (ENG’73)  

and Janet D’Antona ■ 
Nicholas Dargi (ENG’17) ■
Prasad Dasari and Padmaja Dasari ■ ■

Howard Dashefsky  
and Sabrina Dashefsky ■ ■

Michael Datta (ENG’05,’07) 
Neha Dave (ENG’11) ■ 

Gregory DeAngelis (ENG’87)  
and Karen DeAngelis 

Evan Deardorff (ENG’93) ■ 
Benjamin DeFrancesco (ENG’88) 
Jean Dega (ENG’17) ■
Foster DeGiacomo (Questrom’51, ENG’61) 

and Nancy DeGiacomo ■ 
Paul Joseph DeGuzman (ENG’06) ■ 
Yusef Delayeffitte (ENG’98) 
Alyson Deleeuw (ENG’14) 
Sean DeLeo (ENG’11) ■ 
Purity Dele-Oni (ENG’17) ■
Brandon Deleva (ENG’17) ■
Andrew Dellechiaie (ENG’19) ■ 
Cheryl DeLorenzo (ENG’04) ■
Christopher DeLucia (ENG’17, CGS’17) ■
Jacqueline DeMartini (ENG’83) ■ 
Michael DeMello (ENG’10)  

and Kimberly DeMello (ENG’11) ■
Marc Denner and Catherine Denner ■
Robert D’Entremont (ENG’62)  

and Ruth D’Entremont ■ 
Christopher DePalma (ENG’88)  

and Elizabeth DePalma (LAW’91) ■ ■ 

Kevan Desai (ENG’09) ■ 
William Desmarais (ENG’05) ■
Tiago De Sousa Valente Moreira Rato 

(ENG’17, CAS’17) ■
Aaron DesRosiers (ENG’08) 
Charlie De Vivero (ENG’15) ■
Ali-Zain Dhukka (ENG’12) ■ 
Arturo Diaz (Questrom’94) 
Frederick Dickinson  

and Beatrice Dickinson ■ ■

Gregory Dierksen (ENG’08,’11)  
and Bronwen Price-Dierksen (CAS’06) 

Gabriel DiFilippo (ENG’58)  
and Mary DiFilippo ■ 

Joseph DiLorenzo (ENG’84) 
Russell DiMicco (ENG’84) ■ 
An Dinh (ENG’17, SAR’17) ■
Kailyn Doiron (ENG’17, GRS’17, CAS’17) ■
Jim Dolan (ENG’65) and Carol Dolan ■ 
Brian Dolinski (ENG’98)  

and Jennifer Dolinski (CAS’98) 
Michael Donegan and Theresa Donegan ■ ■

Anthony Donnaruma (ENG’84) ■ 
Sheila Dooley (ENG’91) ■
Cathy Dorsey (ENG’83) ■ 
Weina Dorsky (ENG’03) and Jason Dorsky ■ 
Danielle Dougherty (ENG’17) ■
Donald Dougherty and Nancy Dougherty ■ ■

Gary Dougherty and Natalie Dougherty ■ ■

Gary Douglas (ENG’84) and Maria Douglas 
Timothy Dowling (ENG’82)  

and Marylynne Dowling ■ 
Brian Downey (ENG’94)  

and Shauna Downey ■ 
William Drake (COM’85) and Lisa Drake ■ ■

Connor Drummond (ENG’17) ■
Kevin Drummond  

and Donna Drummond ■ ■

Adam Martin and Julie Drzewiecki ■ 
Shengchen Du (ENG’13) ■
Rachel Dua (ENG’17, CAS’17) ■
James Duda (ENG’84, MET’11)  

and Sharon Duda 
Andrew Dudek (ENG’03)  

and Mona Dudek ■ 
Jacob DuFault (ENG’17, CAS’17) ■
Meredith Duffy (ENG’11) ■ 
Kenneth Dunn (ENG’67) and Debra Dunn 
Benjamin Duong (ENG’12,’13) 
Michaelina Dupnik (ENG’14) ■
Allison Durkan (ENG’17) ■
Timothy Durkin (ENG’09) ■ 
Wayne Duso (ENG’91) ■ 
John Duval (ENG’89) and Kathleen Duval ■
Laurence Dyer (ENG’66) 

Patrick Easter (ENG’87)  
and Kristin Easter (SAR’87) ■ ■

Peter Eberhardt (ENG’17, CAS’17) ■
Mary Economy (ENG’19) ■ 
Theodore Economy ■ ■

Gerald Eisler (ENG’72) and Rosemarie Eisler 
Charles Eliot (ENG’58) and Nancy Eliot ■ 
Paul Ellis ■ ■

Lucas Encarnacao (ENG’17) ■
Monica Eng (ENG’11) ■ 
Dennis Enos (ENG’68) ■ 
Charles Enriquez (ENG’92) 
Michael Eppihimer (ENG’90)  

and Lois Ann Eppihimer (ENG’91) 
Michael Epstein (ENG’87)  

and Alyssa Horowitz 
Sheldon Epstein (ENG’59) ■
Elijah Ercolino (ENG’10)  

and Kristine Dennery ■ ■

Aune Erickson ■ ■

David Erickson (ENG’93) and Melissa 
Erickson (CAS’92, SED’94) ■ ■

Ryan Eriksen (MET’0, CAS’10, ENG’15,’15) ■
Neil Errickson (ENG’20) ■
Murielle Errie (ENG’15) ■
Juanita Ervin (ENG’78) 
Michael Ethier (ENG’17) ■
Lauren Etter (ENG’17) 
Charles Evans (ENG’17) 
Christopher Evans and Deborah Evans ■ ■

Matthew Falcone (ENG’19, CAS’19) ■ 
Veronica Faller (ENG’13, MED’17) ■ 
Yunxiang Fan (ENG’17) ■
Jacqueline Farnsworth (ENG’17) ■ 
Caleb Farny (ENG’04,’07)  

and Natalie Farny ■ ■

John Farrell (ENG’14)  
and Andrea Farrell ■ ■ ■

Jaggen Farwell (CAS’03) ■ 
Stephen Fasano (ENG’06) ■ 
David Feldman (ENG’66)  

and Patricia Feldman ■ 
Haihua Feng (ENG’99,’02) ■ 
James Ferguson (ENG’61)  

and Patricia Ferguson ■ 
Anthony Ferraro (ENG’90)  

and Kelly Ferraro (CAS’90, GRS’93) ■ 
Jacob Ferriero (ENG’17) ■ 
James Ferriero and Linda Ferriero ■
Johanna Fifi (ENG’96, MED’00)  

and Rachel Ventura ■ 
Shiller Fils Aime  

and Marie Myrtha Fils Aime ■ ■

Shaina Fils-Aime (ENG’18) ■
Justin Fine (ENG’90) ■
Yevgeniy Finegold (ENG’04, MET’10) ■ 
Paul Finklestein (ENG’79)  

and Lisa Finklestein ■ ■

Andrew Fisher (ENG’10,’17,’17) ■
Peter Fitzgerald (ENG’15) ■
Edwin Fitzpatrick (ENG’17) ■
Justin Flammia (ENG’06) ■ 
Casey Flynn (ENG’17) ■ 
Elena Flynn (CAS’17, ENG’17) ■ 
Sean Flynn ■
James Fong (ENG’71,’74)  

and Margaret Fong ■ 
Jennifer Fong (ENG’17) ■ 
Howard Forbes (ENG’81)  

and Digna Forbes (CAS’82) ■ 
Caroline Foster (ENG’18) ■
Michael Foster (ENG’05) 
Aidan Fowler (ENG’19) ■
Liam Fox (ENG’16) ■ 
John Frassica (ENG’66)  

and Rosalie Frassica ■ 
Clark Freifeld (ENG’14) ■ 
David Freitag (ENG’91)  

and Patricia Freitag (CAS’84, SED’91) ■ 

John French (ENG’96) ■ 
Victoria Frick (ENG’17) ■ 
Stephen Fricke (ENG’91)  

and Amy Brenner-Fricke (COM’89) ■ 
Brett Fullam ■ ■

Amanda Fung (CAS’19, ENG’19) ■
Ryan Furlong (ENG’13) ■
Mohammad Ahsan Fuzail (ENG’20) ■
Roger Gagnon (ENG’68)  

and Christine Gagnon ■ 
Christine Galica (Questrom’79)  

and Michael Galica ■ ■

Donald Galley (ENG’77) and Martha Galley 
Tomas Garcia (ENG’16, SHA’16, CAS’17) ■
Sharon Garde (ENG’86)  

and Cesar A. Garde ■ 
Padric Garden (ENG’17) ■
Timothy Gardner (ENG’00)  

and Wendy Gardner (CGS’95, SAR’97) ■ 
Abhishek Gaur (ENG’17) ■
Tess Gauthier (ENG’17) ■
Nikita Gawande (ENG’17) ■
Lingxiu Ge (ENG’17) ■
Matthew Geary (ENG’81, Questrom’84)  

and Dawn Sinnigen ■ 
Gregory Genecin (ENG’16) ■ 
Yansong Geng (ENG’17) ■
Annissa Essaibi-George (CAS’96)  

and Douglas George (ENG’90) ■ 
Keith George (ENG’15) ■ 
Timothy Geraghty (ENG’16) ■ ■

George Getchell (ENG’54)  
and Veronica Getchell ■ 

Roza Ghamari (ENG’11) 
Sonam Ghosh (ENG’18) ■
Tate Gill (ENG’18) ■ 
Irving Giller (ENG’07) ■ 
Joaquin Giorgi (ENG’18) ■
Sergio Giorgi and  

Gabriela Romera de Giorgi ■ ■

Katherine Girouard (ENG’17) ■ 
Undina Gisladottir (ENG’17) ■
Mary Ann Givens (ENG’92) 
Kyle Glossy (ENG’99) and Laura Judd 
Arnab Gogoi (ENG’17) ■
Aysun Gokoglu (ENG’14) 
Larry Goldberg (ENG’86)  

and Diane Goldberg (CAS’84) ■ 
Saul Goldfarb ■ ■

Scott Goldfarb (ENG’11) ■ 
Matthew Goldsmith (CAS’94) ■ 
Ander Gomez (ENG’17) ■
Juan Mario Gomez (ENG’90,’92)  

and Jill Gomez ■ 
Daniel Goncalves (CAS’05, SED’10) ■ 
Stephen Gonzales  

and Catherine Gonzales ■ ■

Rodrigo Gonzalez Alonso (ENG’15) 
Keith Goodman (ENG’05) ■
Paul Goransson (ENG’81)  

and Helen Goransson 
Gregg Gordon (Questrom’96) ■ 
Nancy Gordon (GRS’74) and Ken Gordon ■
Jacob Goroshko (ENG’19) ■ 
Wojciech Gosk and Agnieszka Gosk ■ ■

Richard Gould (CGS’85, ENG’90)  
and Diana Stilwell ■ 

Amanda Grafilo (ENG’15) ■ 
Douglas Graham (ENG’86)  

and Janine Grauvogl-Graham ■ 
Renzo Grando and Lara Taverna ■ ■

Daniel Grasso (ENG’12,’14,’17) ■ 
James Grasso and Karen Grasso ■
Cameron Graves (ENG’17) ■
Anthony Graziano (ENG’17) ■
Michael Greaney (SED’98)  

and Katherine Greaney (ENG’00) ■ 
Salvatore Greco (ENG’68) and Janet Greco 

Michael Green (ENG’09)  
and Stephanie Teale ■ 

Daniel Greenberg (ENG’01)  
and Erica Kusnyer Greenberg (CAS’01) 

Joseph Greene (CAS’18, ENG’18) ■
Joseph Greenspun (ENG’12) 
Moritz Gripp (ENG’17) ■
Jaclyn Grode (ENG’17) ■
Frederick Groll (ENG’82)  

and Claire Groll (SAR’84) ■
Matti Groll (ENG’17) ■ 
Zachary Gruskin (ENG’17) ■
Xiaofei Guan (ENG’13) ■ 
Young Guang (ENG’16,’16) ■ 
Andres Guedez Irausquin (ENG’06) ■
Catherine Gueli (ENG’88) 
Jeraldin Guerrero (CAS’17, ENG’17) ■
Jesus Guerrero and Maria Guerrero ■
Louisa Guise (ENG’83,’87)  

and James Guise ■ 
Katarina Gullotta (ENG’18) ■
Leonard Gunawan (ENG’20) ■
Jinshan Guo (ENG’12) 
Rui Guo (ENG’07) 
Xin Guo (ENG’15) ■
Algimantas Gustaitis (ENG’59)  

and Mary Gustaitis ■ 
Alexandre Gutierrez (ENG’17)  
Micheal Gutman (ENG’17) ■ 
Spencer Haas (ENG’17, Questrom’17) ■
Ronald Haberkorn (ENG’89)  

and Phoebe Haberkorn (COM’78) ■ 
Akram Habibi (ENG’16, MED’20) ■ 
Donald Habinc (ENG’68) ■ 
Jordan Haburcak (ENG’17) ■
Marjan Hadipour (ENG’13) ■
Natasha Hagen (ENG’12) ■ 
Isabela Haghighi (ENG’15) ■ 
Yimer Wolle  

and Abebech Kassa Hailemairam ■ ■

Joseph Hale (ENG’83) and Lori Hale ■ 
Roswell Hall (ENG’72) and Gretchen Hall ■ 
Sydney Hall (ENG’20) ■
Alexander Hammerman (ENG’20) ■
Wendy Hammerman ■ ■

Chien-Jih Han and Patricia Han ■ ■

Da Han (ENG’17) ■
Elisabeth Han (ENG’18) ■
Jinzhi Han (ENG’19) ■ 
Aslam Handy (ENG’90) and Joyce Hatch ■ 
Michael Hanna (CGS’17, ENG’17) ■ 
Nael Hannan (ENG’94) and Eima Malik ■ 
Kathryn Hardin (ENG’17) 
Sasikanth Harpanahalli  

and Vardhani Harpanahalli ■ ■

Esen Harris (ENG’18) ■ 
Frank Harris (SAR’75) 
Julian Hart (ENG’12) ■ 
Makenna Hart (CAS’17, ENG’17) ■
Ashley Hartman (ENG’17) ■ 
Ali Hasan (ENG’09) 
Matthew Hastie ■ ■

Terence Hatfield (ENG’11) ■ ■

Arthur Hathaway (ENG’59)  
and Marilyn Hathaway ■ 

Rachel Haut (ENG’18) ■
Michael Hayman ■ ■ 

Mengwei He (ENG’18) ■
Edwin Heaney (ENG’86) and Carol Heaney ■ 
Hannah Hebert (ENG’17) ■
Carole Heilman (CAS’72)  

and Richard Heilman (ENG’72) ■ 
Diane Heislein and David Heislein ■ ■

Gabriella Henkels (ENG’17) ■ 
Kevin Henneman and Elena Henneman ■ ■

Dionne Henry (ENG’90) and Ena Henry 
Martin Herbordt and Ellen Herbordt ■ ■ ■

Ian Herd (ENG’17) ■
Sandra Herforth (ENG’99, MET’99) ■ 

Lori Herman (GRS’78)  
and David Herman (ENG’70) ■ 

Pablo Hernandez  
and Catherine Hernandez ■ ■

Arcadio Hernandez Butler (ENG’96) ■ 
Olivia Herrera (ENG’13) ■ 
Jacob Herrmann (ENG’12,’15) 
Ronald Herzog ■ ■

Veronica Herzog (ENG’18) ■
Alexander Heubeck (ENG’15) 
James Hickey (ENG’57) and Jean Hickey ■ 
Brian Hicks (GRS’06, ENG’12) ■
Caeleigh Higgins (ENG’17) ■ 
Ryan Hill (ENG’07,’10) ■ 
Gavin Hiroe (ENG’17) ■
Vernon Hiroe and Gwen Hiroe ■
Kelsey Hirsch (CAS’19, ENG’19) ■ 
Michael Hirsch (ENG’17) ■ ■

Andrew Hoang (ENG’18) ■ 
Loc Hoang (ENG’92) and Trang Nguyen ■ ■

Ian Hobbs and Nancy Hobbs ■ ■

Jaryd Hobbs (ENG’17) ■
Mark Hodge (ENG’99, Questrom’99) ■ 
Burt Hoffman and Laura Tyndall ■ ■

Peter Hoffman (ENG’74, Questrom’01)  
and Pam Hoffman ■ 

Samuel Hoffman (ENG’12) ■ 
Spencer Hogan (ENG’98) ■
Lawrence Hoh (ENG’88)   

and Susan Hoh (ENG’88) ■ 
David Hohrath (ENG’19, Questrom’19) ■
Benjamin Hollin (ENG’81) and Kaoru Hollin ■
Bryan Holmes and Christine Holmes ■ ■

Carly Holstein (ENG’08) and Tyler Holstein ■ 
Norman Hom and Susan Nonaka-Hom ■ ■

Tong Hong and Bich-Nga Hong ■ ■

Kenneth Hopkins (ENG’09) ■
Mossi Hosseini and Armaghan Hejazi ■ ■

Peter Houston (ENG’58) and Ann Houston ■ 
Joshua Howe (ENG’18, Questrom’18) ■
Alexandra Howton (ENG’14) ■ 
Peter Hryniewicz (ENG’86)  

and Mary Hryniewicz ■ 
Jackson Hsu (ENG’17) ■
Hengyu Hu (ENG’14) 
Yihao Hu (ENG’18) ■ 
Arthur Hughes (ENG’62)  

and Pearline Hughes ■ 
Kyle Hughes (ENG’17) ■
Nina Hughes (ENG’94) 
Lindsay Hulley (ENG’17) ■
Vanessa Hummel (ENG’83)  

and Dana Hummel ■ 
Tanatsigwa Hungwe (ENG’17) ■
Joseph Hurwitz (CFA’58, ENG’69)  

and Sandra Hurwitz (SAR’59) ■ 
David Huselid (ENG’01)  

and Alison Huselid (ENG’01) ■
Wayne Huynh (ENG’17) ■
Robert Iacovone (ENG’69)  

and Carolyn Iacovone ■ 
John Iannone (ENG’01) ■
Hany Ibrahim (ENG’93) ■ 
Maria Iennaco (CAS’18, ENG’18) ■ 
Majid Ikhwan (ENG’03) and Larisa Epshteyn 

(Questrom’06, COM’06) ■ 
Ryoshin Imai (ENG’90,’91,’93)  

and Yoko Imai ■ 
Antonio Infante and Victoria Infante ■ ■

Jason Ingram (ENG’14) ■ 
Stephen Into (Questrom’97) 
Anastasios Ioannidis (ENG’87)   

and Margarita Zega ■ 
Brandon Itkowitz (ENG’99,’08) ■ 
Rukmini Iyer (ENG’94,’98) and  

Subramanyan Balakrishnan (ENG’94) ■
Yogeshwor Rana (ENG’17) ■
Anna Jablonka (ENG’94)  

and Rafal Jablonka ■ 

■ President’s Society (AFLGS) Member | ■ Young Alumni Giving Society Member | ■ Faculty/Staff Member | ■ Parent | ■ Three-year Consecutive Giving | ■ First-time Donor | ■ Deceased
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Giving Back 
to Provide 
a Strong 
Foundation

Binoy K. Singh, MD (BME’89) and Dean Kenneth R. Lutchen at the grand opening of the Binoy K. Singh 
Imagineering Laboratory, known colloquially as the Tinker Lab, in 2011. 

Brian Jackson (ENG’91) and Cathy Jackson ■ 
Jerold Jaeger (ENG’93) and Robin Jaeger ■ 
Rishi Jain (ENG’17) ■ 
Raymond Jalette (ENG’71, MET’74)  

and Shaolin Pan ■ ■ ■

Cary James (ENG’10) ■ 
Richard Jamieson (ENG’62)  

and Jeanine Jamieson ■ ■

Haris Javed ■ ■

Thomas Jenkins and Linda Jenkins ■ ■

Richard Jenness (ENG’63) ■ ■

Roberta Jenness ■ 
Dorothy Jensen (ENG’90) ■
Archana Jeyaram (ENG’17) ■
Chen-Wen Jiang (ENG’74) and Sutai Jiang ■ 
Di Jin and Zhen Wu ■ ■

Rubing Jin (ENG’14) 
Alfred Johnson (ENG’64)  

and Rafaele Johnson ■ 
Brandon Johnson (ENG’04) 
Matthew Johnson (ENG’12)  

and Jacqueline Johnson (CAS’12) ■ 
Fritz Jolivain (ENG’17) ■
Rishi Jolly (CAS’14) 
Aleksander Jonca (ENG’10) ■ 
Austin Jones (ENG’15) ■
Caroline Jones (ENG’17) ■
Kyle Jones (ENG’13) 
Michael Jones (ENG’98)  

and Gwendellyn Jones 
Janelle Jorgensen (CAS’14, ENG’18) ■
Susan Jreige (ENG’90)  

and George Jreige ■ ■ ■

Hyun Jung (ENG’93) ■ 
Sakib Kadak (ENG’97) ■
Michael Kagan (ENG’83) and Karen Kagan 
Suleyman Kahyaoglu (ENG’15) ■
Konstantin Kalaitzidis (ENG’80)  

and Polixeni Kalaitzidis 
Lauren Kalfin (ENG’14) ■ 
Ganesh Kalimireddy (ENG’17) ■
Keith Kalinoski (ENG’97) 
Agnieszka Kalinowski (ENG’05)  

and William Michalak 
Pankaj Kamal (ENG’80) 
Khaled Kanaan (ENG’85) ■ 
Ita Kane (ENG’12) ■ 
Hyohyung Lee and Youngseon Kang ■ ■

Kiriaki-Domenica Karavitaki (ENG’92,’95)  
and Konstantinos Zafiriou (ENG’94) ■

John Kariouk (ENG’84)  
and Kathryn Kariouk ■ 

Teja Karri (ENG’17) ■
Kavon Karrobi (ENG’14,’19,’19) ■ 
Syng Karrobi ■
Elaine Kasparian ■ ■

Walter Katuschenko (ENG’60)  
and Jacquelynn Katuschenko ■ 

John Kaufhold (ENG’95,’01)  
and Elizabeth Appel (CAS’94) ■

Zhanna Kaufman (ENG’15) 
Hiroki Kawai (ENG’20) ■
Katsutoshi Kawakami (ENG’13) ■ 
Edward Kazanjian (ENG’68)  

and Mary Kazanjian ■ 
Michael Kazenel (ENG’80)  

and Susan Caplan ■ 
Askar Kazimov (Questrom’18, ENG’20) ■
Raymond Keffer (ENG’09) 
Laura Kegelmeyer (ENG’86,’88) ■ 
Paul Kelly and Laura Kelly ■ ■

Martin Kempa (ENG’89) 
Jakov Kendes (ENG’18) ■
Rayner Kenison (ENG’65)  

and Donna Kenison 
Ricardo Kenny (ENG’83) ■ 
Traci Kent (ENG’14) ■ 
Rahat Khan (ENG’17) ■
Vinay Khemlani (ENG’18) ■
Anis Khimani and Muzna Khimani ■ ■

Khalil Khouri (CGS’10, ENG’14) ■ ■

Karina Kidd (ENG’14) ■
Debra Kiger (ENG’82) and John Kiger 
Kenneth Kilborn (CGS’79, ENG’88)  

and Debora Kilborn ■
Brian Kim and Yong-Kyu Kim ■ ■

Matthew Kim (ENG’17) ■
Michael Kim (ENG’12) ■ 
Myung-Chan Kim (ENG’99,’01) ■ 
Nolan Kim (ENG’19) ■
Rachel Kinoshi (ENG’16) ■ 
Jeffrey Kittredge (ENG’15) 
Gary Kline (ENG’84,’87) and Lauri Kline ■ 
Joshua Kline (ENG’09,’12,’14)  

and Amy Kline (ENG’12) ■ 
Ethan Knight (ENG’16) ■ 
John Knollmeyer (ENG’17) ■
Sandra Kochen ■ ■

Paul Kocincki (ENG’66) ■ 
Atsumi Kondo (ENG’09) 
Benjamin Kooy (ENG’06) ■
Theresa Kosmides (ENG’18) ■
Roy Kraus and Nancy Kraus ■ ■

Graciela Kravtzov (MET’01)  
and Jose Ferreyra ■ ■

Thea Kreinik (ENG’87) ■ 
Rajesh Krishnan (ENG’96,’04)  

and Srividya Shankar 
Vinay Krishnan (ENG’17) ■ 
Kayla Kruper (ENG’12) ■ 
Peter Kuchler (ENG’92) ■ 
Isabella Kuhl (ENG’20) ■
Subi Kulla and Olimpiada Kulla ■ ■

Sparsh Kumar (ENG’17) ■
Srilalitha Kumaresan (ENG’13,’15) ■ 
Daniel Kupratis ■ ■

Meghan Kupratis (CAS’18, ENG’18) ■
Cathy Kurata (ENG’06) ■
Jayson Kurrle (ENG’07) ■
William Kurtz (ENG’60) and Ruth Kurtz ■
Stephanie Kwok (ENG’17) ■
Richard La Brecque (SED’59,’71) ■ ■

Alana LaBelle (ENG’00) ■
Rebecca LaCroix (ENG’13) ■
Kevin Lada (ENG’09) ■
Isis Laham (ENG’87) 
Richard Lally (ENG’17) and Regina Lally ■ ■ ■

Francine Lalooses (ENG’02,’03) ■
Stephen Lalooses (ENG’99) ■
Varun Manoj Lalwani (ENG’20) ■
Suzanne Lam (ENG’98)  

and Jimmy Lam (CAS’98) 
Ross Lancaster (ENG’97) ■
Erin Landry (ENG’18) ■
Li Lang (ENG’01) ■
David Languedoc (ENG’87)  

and Catherine Languedoc ■
Jesadang Laohaprasit (ENG’97) ■
Adam LaPrad (ENG’09,’11) ■
Juan Lara Mendoza (ENG’15, Questrom’15) 
Stephen Larkin and Kathryn Larkin ■ ■

Enrique Laso and Teresa Kubusch ■ ■

Ellen Latsko (SAR’17, ENG’17) ■
Wai Lau (ENG’01) ■
Joel Lavoie (ENG’18) ■
John Le (ENG’18) ■
Ian Leatherman (ENG’11) ■
Celia Leber (ENG’89) ■
Ethan LeClair (ENG’17, CAS’17) ■
Albert Lee (ENG’13, MET’17) ■
Cheryl Lee (ENG’16) ■
Kristen Lee (ENG’11) ■
Su Kyung Lee (ENG’09) 
Theodore Lee (ENG’00) 
Yon Lee (ENG’95) ■
Zheng Lee (ENG’84) ■
Kelly Lei and Jianren Lei ■ ■

D. Martin Leibold (ENG’89)  
and Kathleen Leibold ■ 

Austin Lent (ENG’17) ■

Thomas Lentz (ENG’83) and Cynthia Lentz ■
Edward Leonard (ENG’00,’05)  

and Dana Leonard 
Daniel Leonardis (ENG’04) ■
Charay Lerdsudwichai  

and Saipin Lerdsudwichai ■ ■

Max Lerman (ENG’12)  
and Paulina Lerman (COM’11) ■

Inna Leszczynski ■ ■

Donald Lewis and Jacqueline Lewis ■
Kathleen Lewis (ENG’17) ■
Carmen Li (ENG’17, CAS’17) ■
Er Li (ENG’13) ■
Jeffrey Li (ENG’09, GRS’09) ■
Jianrong Li and Yu Ci Ma ■ ■

Shaohua Li (ENG’11) ■
Yanrong Li and Meizai Zhan ■ ■

Chao-Yu Liang (ENG’86)  
and Hsiu-Ling Liang ■ 

Ho Kai To and Joanne Liang ■ ■

Yitao Liao (ENG’10,’11) ■
Mary Liau (ENG’88) 
Michael Liebsch (ENG’83) 
Alyssa Liem (ENG’16,’21,’21) ■
Matthew Lima (ENG’15) 
Hsin-Chiao Lin (ENG’15, Questrom’16) ■
Qiuxuan Lin (ENG’17) ■
Wei Lin (ENG’09) 
Yun-Te David Lin (ENG’15) ■
Erik Lindgren (ENG’14) ■
David Lindquist (ENG’82)  

and Therese Lindquist ■
Charles Lissandrello (ENG’09,’12,’15) ■
Daniel Litvack (ENG’95) 
Chenhui Liu (ENG’98,’06) ■
Jingjiang Liu (ENG’16,’18) ■ ■

Lena Liu (ENG’13,’17) ■
Manway Liu (ENG’10) 
Tiancheng Liu (ENG’18) ■
Victor Liu (ENG’10) ■
Wenyu Liu (ENG’17) ■
Yi Liu (ENG’17) ■
Yong Liu (ENG’02) and Jinou Xie ■
Brian Lo (ENG’13) 
David Loehle and Diane Loehle ■ ■

Eric Loehle (ENG’18) ■
Jennifer Logan (ENG’79,’80)  

and William Logan 
Peter Lombardozzi (ENG’09) ■
Christopher Lomenzo (ENG’14) ■
Leticia Lopes (ENG’17) ■
Eric Loreaux (CAS’17, ENG’17) ■
Venance Lorenz (ENG’03) ■
Reed Lorimer (CAS’18, ENG’18) ■
Christine Low (ENG’17) ■
Evan Lowell (ENG’16) ■
Dafei Lu (ENG’17, CAS’17, CFA’17) ■
Jeannie Lu (ENG’95,’96, MET’00) ■
Li Lu ■ ■

Minying Lu (ENG’16) ■
James Luck (ENG’93, CAS’94) ■
Margaret Lundin (ENG’73) ■
Eddy Luo (ENG’17) ■
George Luo (ENG’17) ■
Lingqi Luo (MET’12, ENG’17)  

and Huiqing Si (MED’0) ■
Chi Ly and Mai Ly ■ ■

Charles Lyang (ENG’17, COM’17) ■
Michael Lybass (ENG’17) ■
Barbara Lynch (ENG’82)  

and Gregory Sprunger ■
Ira Mabel (ENG’06) 
Lawrence Mabius and Kathy Mabius ■ ■

Richard Maccabe (ENG’58)  
and Noreen Maccabe 

Colin MacDougall (CGS’18, ENG’18) ■
Heather Macken (ENG’10) ■
Jay MacNamee ■
Harrison Macris (ENG’09, MET’11) ■

Norman MacVicar (ENG’65)  
and Nancy MacVicar 

Rangil Mada (Questrom’91) ■
Maria Christina Magno (ENG’96) ■
Henry Magnuson (ENG’78)  

and Ann Magnuson ■
Michael Magoffin (ENG’88)  

and Theresa Magoffin 
Austin Magsig (ENG’18) ■
John Maguire (ENG’17) ■
Kenneth Maguire (ENG’68) ■
Gopi Maguluri (ENG’04) ■
Atiya Mahmud (ENG’10) ■
Anthony Maita (ENG’16) ■
Jeanne Malenfant ■
Abdallah Malhi ■ ■

Michael Mallon (ENG’08, MET’13) ■
Rajiv Manchanda (ENG’89) 
Ambika Manhapra (ENG’19) ■
Charles Manning (ENG’12) ■
Andrea Mannix ■ ■

Edward Mannix and Donna Mannix ■ ■

Berj Manoushagian (ENG’76,’82)  
and Anie Manoushagian 

Edward Mansfield (ENG’64,’68)  
and Dolores Mansfield ■

John Manville ■
Mark Marano and Judith Marano ■ ■

Emelyn Maravilla (ENG’96)  
and John Maravilla 

Emily Margolis (ENG’18) ■
Jonathan Margolis (ENG’18) ■
Jordann Marinelli (ENG’18) ■
James Martin (ENG’98) ■
Jane Martin (CAS’10) ■
Kyle Martin (ENG’07) ■ 
David Martinez (ENG’17) 
Jeffrey Marx (ENG’01) ■
William Masek (ENG’90)  

and Joanne Masek (ENG’90) ■
Garth Mashmann (ENG’06) 
Donald Massett (ENG’84) ■
Sherrill Burgess (Questrom’84)  

and John Massidda ■ ■

Michelle Master (ENG’98)  
and Steven Master (CAS’00) ■

Peter Masucci (ENG’70)  
and Kathy Masucci (CAS’71) ■

Michael Matatia (ENG’82)  
and Susan Matatia ■

R. H. Mathews (ENG’65)  
and Kathleen Mathews ■

Vincent Mauro (ENG’80)  
and Michele Mauro ■

Kenneth Maxwell (ENG’66)  
and Donna Maxwell ■

Gail May and Randall May ■ ■

John Mazza (ENG’16, Questrom’17) ■
Stephen McBride (ENG’71,’72, Questrom’73) 

and Christine McBride ■
Greg McCarthy (ENG’06) ■
Kevin McCarthy and Luanne McCarthy ■ ■

Lawrence McCarthy (ENG’69) ■
Justin McClellan (ENG’04, Questrom’12) 
Shane McCormack (ENG’17) ■
Francis McDermott (ENG’62) ■
Michael McGlincy (ENG’05) ■
Alycia McGoldrick (ENG’86,’94)  

and Michael McGoldrick ■
Sean McGovern (ENG’19, Questrom’19) ■
Loretta McHugh (ENG’00)  

and Evan McHugh ■
Sean McHugh and Carmen McHugh ■ ■

John McIver (ENG’81, GRS’90) ■
Brett Mckenzie (ENG’11) 
Jody McLean (ENG’04, SPH’08) ■
Neil McManus (ENG’59)  

and Judith McManus ■
Elise McMullin ■
Michael McNally (ENG’16) ■

■ President’s Society (AFLGS) Member | ■ Young Alumni Giving Society Member | ■ Faculty/Staff Member | ■ Parent | ■ Three-year Consecutive Giving | ■ First-time Donor | ■ Deceased

A
s a cardiologist, Binoy K. Singh, MD, 
(BME’89) fills many roles—provider, 
problem solver, educator, communicator 
and manager among them. Whether he 

is educating patients about care, managing his 
team or trying to diagnose a problem, Singh 
utilizes the skills he learned and honed during 
his time as a BU ENG undergraduate.

“The biomedical engineering program is 
notably rigorous,” he says. “You weren’t just 
memorizing facts. You were analyzing data and 
solving problems, applying scientific methods 
and mathematical modeling to address 
challenges in real time. With this experience, I 
am a more effective physician. I feel that I have 
a more thorough and fundamental under-
standing of disease states and can appreciate, 
implement and utilize technology and process 
to address them. My experience at BU has 
made every other life endeavor easier.”

Singh, who spent much of his childhood 
moving around the country, liked the fact that 
when it came time to choose a college, Boston 
University offered a diverse, metropolitan 
setting and a strong biomedical engineering 
degree program to develop his skills and 
interests in math and science, and Boston was 
the perfect place to pursue his interests in the 
sciences, medicine, culture and sports. 

During his undergraduate years, Singh 
participated in an internship with Haemonetics 
in Braintree, MA. “The opportunity to work on 
quality control for one of their systems and to 
learn how the work impacted operations in hos-
pital operating rooms was incredibly rewarding. 
I developed a deep appreciation for teamwork, 
discipline and responsibility. The experience 
was one of many while at BU that served to set 
the foundation of my career,” he says. 

Another hallmark of Singh’s BU experience 
was the BME Senior Design Project, when 

he had the privilege to work with Professor 
H. Steven Colburn (BME) and his team on a 
large binaural hearing research project. Singh’s 
project focused on the effects of different 
variables—such as sound frequency, source 
position and source distance—on sound 
perception. “To work with a professional team, 
contributing to understanding and advancing 
the field of auditory research and technology, 
was invaluable. The entire experience was 
the ultimate culmination of a challenging and 
rewarding undergraduate curriculum,” he says.

Now, as he serves as associate chief of 
cardiology at Northwell Health-Lenox Hill 
Hospital in New York, Singh’s relationship with 
the College has evolved into a deeper connec-
tion over the years. He joined the Engineering 
Dean’s Leadership Advisory Board, where he 

provides support and guidance to help develop 
strategic priorities and improve the curriculum 
for undergraduates and graduates. 

In 2011, Singh made a gift to the 
College that established the Binoy K. Singh 
Imagineering Laboratory, known colloquially 
as the Tinker Lab, which provides resources 
and space for students to tackle extracurric-
ular engineering initiatives and think about 
new ways to address society’s challenges. 
Singh feels privileged to be able to give back 
to the institution that provided so much to 
him. “It’s an honor to work with Dean Lutchen, 
the Advisory Board and the Boston University 
College of Engineering to innovatively sup-
port, and positively impact, the educational 
experience of our next generation of Societal 
Engineers,” he says.  —sara cody
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Lexyne McNealy Jackson (ENG’02) ■
Alice McWade ■ ■

Armando Medeiros (ENG’85) 
Edward Medri (ENG’92) ■
Geoffrey Mei (ENG’17) 
Thomas Meier (ENG’88, MET’04) ■
Philip Melchiorre (ENG’84) ■
Lynn Mendenhall (ENG’85) 
Kenneth Mendes and Marline Mendes ■ ■

Paul Mendes and Kerrie Mendes ■ ■

Lingmin Meng (ENG’01)  
and Chenhao Yuan ■

Yan Meng (ENG’07, GRS’07) ■
Janine Mereb (GRS’84, ENG’84) 
Carolina Mesa (ENG’15) 
Thomas Metkus (ENG’03) ■
Brian Meyers (ENG’12) ■
Ragaie Michael and Grace Michael ■ ■

Nathaniel Michener (ENG’16) ■
Uri Mikhli (ENG’95) and Karina Mikhli ■
Charles Miller (ENG’17) ■
David Miller (ENG’91,’94)  

and Barbara Miller ■
Jacob Miller (ENG’08) ■
James Miller (ENG’84) ■
Alexandra Miller-Browne (ENG’17) ■
Regan Mills (ENG’99) and Isabelle Mills ■
Aladin Milutinovic (ENG’06) 
Diana Miniovich (ENG’13) 
Matthew Mirek (ENG’17) ■
Gregory Mislick and Brenda Mislick ■ ■

John Mitropoulos (ENG’56,’59)  
and Venetia Mitropoulos ■ ■

Nareg Mkrtschjan (ENG’18) ■
Andy Mo (ENG’14) ■
Zhixuan Mo (ENG’18) ■
Henry Moeller (ENG’86)  

and Karen Moeller ■
Urvashi Mohnani (ENG’17) ■
Timothy Mon (ENG’14) ■
Scott Monn and Stefani Monn ■ ■

Judith Monteith ■
Christian Montero (CAS’17, ENG’17) ■
Shawn Montgomery  

and Patricia Montgomery ■
Gabriel Montresor (ENG’17, CAS’17) ■
David Moore 
Gunnar Moore (ENG’14) 
Jeffrey Moore and Julie Moore ■
John Erik Moore (ENG’89,’92)  

and Deborah Moore (ENG’89) ■
John Moore and Barbara Moore ■ ■

Matthias Moran and Clare Moran ■ ■

Mark Moreira (ENG’84) and Gina Moreira ■
Alex Moreno (ENG’19) ■
Jonathan Morgan and Julie Morgan ■ ■

Yosuke Mori (ENG’87) and Chiharu Mori ■
Fred Morrison (ENG’62)  

and Barbara Morrison (CAS’64) ■
Sajjanam Morrison and Sarojini Morrison ■ ■

John Morrissey (ENG’88)  
and Deborah Morrissey ■

Ronald Morrissey (ENG’92,’01) ■
Robert Morse (ENG’63) ■
Joshua Mosby (CAS’17) ■
Jason Moy (ENG’05) 
Gwendolyn Moyer ■ ■

Vivek Mukhatyar (ENG’05) 
Jacobus Muller ■
Emma Mulligan (ENG’18) ■
Michael Munoz (ENG’16) ■
Elizabeth Murray ■ ■

Sarah Murray (ENG’10) ■
Timothy Murray (ENG’84)  

and Susan Murray ■
Michael Nadeau and Sylvie Nadeau ■ ■

Gail Nagle (ENG’84) and Richard Nagle ■
Masato Nakanishi (ENG’11)  

and Kirsten Nakanishi 

Lance Nakano (ENG’17) ■
Tania Nauman (ENG’17) ■
Anila Ndreu-Lamaj ■ ■

Lindsey Nelson (ENG’05) 
Stephanie Nelson (ENG’12) ■
Alexandra Nero (ENG’17) ■
Sebastian Nevarez (ENG’20) ■
Charles Newfell (ENG’79,’82)  

and Christine Newfell ■
Brandon Ng (ENG’18) ■
Carolyn Nguyen (CAS’17, ENG’17) ■
Kenneth Nguyen (ENG’89) ■
Linda Nguyen (ENG’12, SED’14) ■
Lisa Nguyen (ENG’17) ■
Minh-Thuy Nguyen (ENG’15) 
Pho Nguyen (ENG’75) and Vi Nguyen ■
Sophia Nguyen (MED’17) ■ ■

Tai Nguyen (ENG’13) 
Re-Hao Ni (ENG’15) ■
Scott Nickelsberg (ENG’17) ■
Walter Nicolson (DGE’51, ENG’64)  

and Thelma Nicolson ■
Jacob Nikolajczyk (ENG’18) ■
Wilhelm Noel (ENG’92, MET’05) ■
Jacob Noordzij (Questrom’18)  

and Corinne Noordzij ■ ■ ■

Maarten Noordzij (ENG’19) ■
Michael Norman (ENG’15) 
Brian Norton (ENG’13) ■
Elli Ntakou (ENG’17) ■ ■

Jordan Nustad (ENG’19) ■ 
Blake Oberfeld (ENG’17) ■
Mark O’Brien (ENG’14) 
Walter Obrochta (ENG’18) ■
Burt Ochs (ENG’83) and Cindy Ochs 
David Ojalvo (ENG’86) and Genie Ojalvo 
Ekaterina Oleinik (MET’0) ■ ■ ■

Isabella Olivares (ENG’17) ■
Pamela Oliver (ENG’84)  

and Mark Whittaker ■
Craig Olson (ENG’90) and Dayna Olson ■
John Olson (ENG’14) 
David Oluwadara (ENG’17) ■ 
Olivia Osbourn (ENG’20) ■
Dennis Osgood (ENG’07) 
Isabela Osorio Moran (ENG’18, 

Questrom’18) ■ 
Susan O’Sullivan (ENG’03) ■
Benjamin Owens (CAS’17, ENG’17) ■
Janice Ozguc (GRS’81, ENG’85) ■
Sean Packard (ENG’10) 
Juliet Page (ENG’86) and Gregory Page ■
Robert Paglierani (ENG’66)  

and Susan Paglierani ■
Constante Palad (ENG’19) ■
Constante Palad and Maria Palad ■ ■

Sushrut Palatkar (ENG’16) ■
Michael Paley (ENG’95)  

and Janice Paley (CGS’90, COM’92) ■
Joseph Paller (ENG’20) ■
Gunnar Palsson (ENG’10) 
Haidong Pan (ENG’04) 
Michael Paquette (ENG’84)  

and Mary Paquette ■ ■

Jan Pararas (CAS’76) and John Pararas ■
Edward Pardi (ENG’85) and Kathleen Pardi ■
Ravi Parent (ENG’18) ■
Joon Park (ENG’67) and Hyonsook Park ■
Jessica Parsons (ENG’00) ■
Ioannis Paschalidis  

and Georgia Mourtzinou ■ ■

Jes Pascua (ENG’88) and Pamela Pascua ■ ■

Joseph Passarelli (ENG’88) ■
Jangliw Passavant (ENG’89)  

and James Passavant 
Arjun Patel (ENG’17) ■
Rushi Patel (ENG’17) ■
Alexander Patow (ENG’15) ■

Chrysanthea Paul (ENG’90)  
and John Paul (CAS’90) ■

Kirsten Paulson (ENG’82)  
and Mark Paulson ■

Leonard Pauze (ENG’57) and Joan Pauze ■
Stephanie Pawlyszyn (ENG’17, CAS’17) ■
Erica Payne (ENG’00) ■
Emma Pazoff (CAS’19, ENG’19) ■
William Pearson (ENG’18) ■
Brian Pecon (ENG’57,’65) ■
Paul Pederson (ENG’90)  

and Martha Pederson ■
Jeremy Pedro (ENG’17) ■
Jiping Peng ■ ■

Lijian Peng (ENG’17) ■
Juan Peralta (CAS’18, ENG’18) ■
Sara Perez (ENG’20) ■
Samantha Perez Menendez (ENG’20) ■
Sophia Perriseau (CGS’17, ENG’17) ■
Marissa Petersile (ENG’15) ■
Nicholas Peterson (ENG’16) ■
Donna Petherbridge  

and Martin Petherbridge ■ ■

Christopher Petrik (ENG’12) 
Michael Pettit (ENG’14) 
Khai Phan (ENG’18) ■
Douglas Phillips (ENG’66)  

and Joyce Phillips ■
Zachary Phillips (ENG’09) 
John Piantedosi (ENG’61) 
Steven Picciano (ENG’97) 
Patricia Pikura (ENG’17) ■
Errol Pinkney (ENG’02,’04) 
Anthony Pirri (ENG’64) and Catherine Pirri ■
Angela Pitter-Wright (ENG’86, MET’93)  

and Richard Wright ■
Cameron Pizzo (ENG’17) ■
Muharrem Plloci and Margret Plloci ■ ■

Michael Poling (ENG’13) 
Samuel Polio (ENG’09,’12,’14) ■ ■

Matthew Pollack (ENG’14) ■
Hannah Polster (ENG’17) ■
Sneha Pradhan (ENG’17) ■
Richard Prevost (ENG’67)  

and Carol Prevost ■
Megan Priem (ENG’17) ■
Cheryl Pritchard (ENG’86) ■
Benjamin Pritz (ENG’14) ■
Michael Prospect (ENG’85, Questrom’86) 
Michael Pulliam (ENG’83)  

and Jacquett Pulliam 
Zenan Qi (ENG’12,’15) ■
Jing Qian (ENG’14) ■
Juncheng Qian (ENG’19) ■
Ruohui Qiao (ENG’14) ■
Ding Qin (ENG’17) ■
Stephen Qually (ENG’72, Questrom’73)  

and Linda Qually (SED’70) ■
Nelson Quijada Pomar (ENG’05) ■
Elena Quijano ■
Sameer Qureshi (ENG’17) ■
Sowmya Ramakrishnan  

and Rajaram Radhakrishnan ■ ■

Matthew Rady ■
Sharar Rahman (ENG’17) ■
Sruti Raja (ENG’17) ■
Rakesh Singh and Vibha Rajat ■ ■

Matthew Ramirez (ENG’17) ■
Freddie Ramos and Yvette Ramos ■ ■

Allison Ramsey (ENG’17) ■
Marc Randell (ENG’99)  

and Abigail Randell (COM’00) ■
Priank Ravichandar (ENG’16) ■
Amit Raybardhan (ENG’05) ■
Jason Raymond (ENG’99,’02) ■
Sarah Raymond (ENG’04, Questrom’13) ■
Andrei Razov (Questrom’12) ■
Christopher Reaney (ENG’87)  

and Susan Reaney ■

Herbert Redman (ENG’63)  
and Joan Redman ■ ■

Andre Joseph Reid (ENG’02) 
Roberto Reif (ENG’08)  

and Kathy Reif (LAW’09) ■
Christine Reinders-Caron (ENG’08)  

and Jeremy Caron ■
Ashley Reischman (ENG’17) ■
Abigail L. Rendos (ENG’17) ■
Nicholas Renzi (ENG’17) ■
Dorie Resnik (ENG’92) 
Sandra Reulet (ENG’86) ■
Jinara Reyes (CAS’88, Questrom’99) ■ ■

Joo Sub Rhee (ENG’06)  
and Eunice Kim (CAS’08) ■

Frederick Ribner (CAS’71)  
and Melissa Ribner (COM’71) ■ ■

Andrew Rich (Questrom’01, ENG’01)  
and Suniti Nimbkar (MED’88, CAS’88) 

Meaghan Richardson (ENG’20) ■
Rodolfo Rigor and Mildred Rigor ■ ■

Adam Riley (ENG’07) ■
Sabrina Riley (ENG’18) ■
Nae Gyune Rim (ENG’17) ■
Corey Ringhisen (ENG’01) ■
Allen Riss (ENG’84) ■
Sheryle Riss ■
Amy Robbins (ENG’17) ■
Beth Robert (ENG’89,’04, Questrom’04) ■
Holly Roberts (ENG’17, SAR’17) ■
Nicolas Robertson (ENG’19) ■
Michael Robichaud (ENG’11)  

and Natalie Robichaud (ENG’11) ■
Dewey Robinson (ENG’17) ■
Lisa Robinson Schoeller (ENG’82, 

Questrom’98) and Richard Schoeller ■
Luc Robitaille (ENG’17) ■
Brianna Rodgers (ENG’17) ■
Ignacio Rodriguez (ENG’02)  

and Nayra Romera 
Moises Rodriguez (CAS’17, ENG’17) ■ ■

Sarah Rogers (ENG’20, CAS’20) ■
Joseph Rollin (ENG’05) ■
Steven Romero and Molly Romero ■ ■

Lisa Rooker (ENG’13) ■
Robert Ropp (Questrom’74,’80, ENG’79)  

and Alexia Jacobs ■
Aidan Rose (ENG’17) ■
Ellen Rose ■ ■

Nicholas Rosenberger (ENG’20) ■
Giovannibattista Rossi (ENG’02, GRS’05) 
Michael Rothko (ENG’18) ■
Sheela Rowles (ENG’85,’89) ■
Marvin Roxas (ENG’13) 
Bradley Rufleth (ENG’04)  

and Lindsey Cimochowski (MET’13) ■
Hayden Ruiz (ENG’18) 
Michael Runci (ENG’68,’74, Questrom’74) 

and Janet Runci ■
Derek Russell (ENG’88)  

and Elizabeth Russell ■ 
Aidan Ryan (ENG’19) ■
Tyler Ryan (ENG’17) ■
John Sabourin and Lori Sabourin ■ ■

Wali Sabuhi (ENG’17) ■
Kelsey Sack (ENG’09, MED’17,’17)  

and Timothy Sack (ENG’09) ■
Nicholas Saia (ENG’20) ■
Carl Saiontz and Stephanie Saiontz ■ ■

Jeffrey Sakai (ENG’11) 
Reza Salehi (ENG’88, Questrom’04) 
Lewis Salerno and Barbara Salerno ■ ■

Donald Salmon and Jane Salmon ■ ■

Gerardo Sanabria (ENG’02) and Erin Sanabria 
Francisco Sananez (ENG’84) ■ ■

Yoko Sano (ENG’92) 
Ling Santora and Mark Santora ■ ■

Christopher Sanzo (ENG’87)  
and Roberta Groch (CAS’87) ■

Hadi Sarieddine (ENG’18) ■
Steven Saunders (ENG’89)  

and Susan Saunders ■
Arpan Savla (ENG’05) 
Paul Scheffler and Stephanie Scheffler ■ ■

Jeremy Schein (ENG’10) 
Perry Schein (ENG’12) ■
Matthew Schickler (ENG’97)  

and Vanessa Vera (ENG’97) 
Sabrina Schimoler (ENG’03) ■
Thomas Schlatter (ENG’94)  

and Tania Schlatter (CFA’90) ■
Michael Schmidt (ENG’14,’15) 
Eric Schmitt (ENG’11) ■
David Schneeweis (ENG’84) ■
Robert Schneider (ENG’79)  

and Diane Schneider ■
Christiaan Schoemakers (ENG’11) ■
William Schulkes (ENG’88) 
James Schulman (ENG’18) ■
Brian Schulz (ENG’82) ■
Vanessa Schuweh (ENG’20) ■
Frank Schwamborn (ENG’16) ■
Julia Schwartz (ENG’20) ■
Katherine Schwartz (ENG’17) ■
Fabiana Scionti (ENG’18) ■
Stephanie Sczylvian Mills (ENG’07) ■
Juan See (ENG’07) 
Albert Seeley (ENG’85, MET’95)  

and Lauren Seeley ■
Rajendranath Selagamsetty (ENG’14,’21) ■ ■

James Seluga (ENG’07) 
Matthew Seminerio (ENG’08) ■
Nicholas Serdaru (ENG’17) ■
Patrick Sexton (ENG’04,’07)  

and Rebecca Sexton (MET’05) ■
Senem Sezgi (ENG’13) ■
Daniel Shaffer (CAS’14, ENG’14) 
Nirmit Shah (ENG’16) ■
Ronak Shah (ENG’99) and Angela Shah ■
Saloni Shah (ENG’19, CAS’19) ■
Ushir Shah (ENG’98) ■
Katherine Shannahan (ENG’20) ■
Neal K. Sharma (ENG’01)  

and Logan Sharma (SAR’02) 
Saurabh Sharma (ENG’15) ■
Fiza Shaukat (ENG’17) ■ ■

Joshua Shaw (ENG’98)  
and Virginia Shaw (SAR’98) 

Connor Sheehan (ENG’17) ■
Andrew Shelofsky and Alison Shelofsky ■ ■

Kylie Shen (ENG’19) ■
Skye Shepherd (ENG’20) ■
Wei Shi (ENG’18) ■
Evi Shiakolas (ENG’17) 
Panayiotis Shiakolas and Susan Shiakolas ■ ■

Eric Shigaki and Roxane Shigaki ■ ■

Richard Shimizu and Miwako Shimizu ■ ■

Kyungsik Shin (ENG’17) ■
Syed Shabbar Shirazi (ENG’15) 
Gordon Shogren (ENG’59)  

and Frances Shogren ■
Koreen Shoham (ENG’14) ■
Da Shu (ENG’17) ■ ■

Michael George Sidhom Farag (ENG’17) ■
Joshua Siegel (ENG’11) 
Milton Sigelmann (ENG’92) ■
Mark Sika (ENG’01) ■
Mohinder Sikka (ENG’97) 
Duncan Silver (ENG’17) 
Satyajit Simhadri (ENG’19) ■
Eran Simhon (ENG’16) ■
Elena Simoncini (ENG’10) ■
Brittany Simone (ENG’09) ■
Christopher Simons (ENG’15) ■
Hannah Simpson (ENG’08) 
Avninder Singh (ENG’17) ■
Saurabh Singh (ENG’17) ■
Yaser Siraj-Eddin (ENG’05,’06) 

Elly Sirotta (ENG’01, Questrom’08)  
and Stacey Sirotta (SAR’01,’03,’08) ■ ■

Harold Sit (ENG’76) 
James Xie and Chun Siu ■ ■

Matthew Siwkiewicz (ENG’16) ■
Georgios Skoufalos (ENG’15) ■
Aaron Slamowitz (ENG’17) ■
Thomas Slinker (ENG’81) ■
Theodore Smigelski (ENG’14) ■
Blake Smith (ENG’85,’86) and Karen Smith 
Bradley Smith and Jane Smith ■ ■

Jennipher Smith ■ ■

John Smith (ENG’63) ■ 
Andrew Smolenski (UNI’09, Questrom’09) 

and Anna Smolenski (ENG’09) ■
John Snyder (ENG’17) ■
Michael Snyder (ENG’14) ■
Donald Soisson and Edwina Soisson ■ ■

Scott Solomon (ENG’91) ■
Sheldon Solow (ENG’06) ■
Kenny Song (ENG’17) ■
Zheheng Song (ENG’17) ■
James Soutar (ENG’64) and Marcia Soutar ■
Rachel Sparkes ■
Joshua Spaulding (ENG’08) ■
Nataliya Levina (CAS’94, GRS’94)  

and Vadim Spektor (ENG’95, MED’00) ■
Allison Squires (ENG’08,’14) ■ ■

Michael Stahl (ENG’00) ■
Chadham Stakutis (CGS’13, Questrom’15) ■
Anthony Stapler ■ ■

Joseph Stasiak and Elizabeth Stasiak ■ ■

Suzanne Stasiak (ENG’17) 
Laura Stefanski ■ ■

Nathaniel Steiger (ENG’09, MED’13) ■
Jane Stepak (ENG’78, CAS’78) ■
Tamara Stephen (ENG’92) ■
Mark Steranka (ENG’17) ■
Allison Stern (ENG’18) ■
Mark Stesney (ENG’91) ■
Susan Stevens (ENG’89) and Paul Stevens ■
William Stewart (ENG’89) ■
Norman Stolack (ENG’62) ■ ■

Robert Stone (ENG’82) 
Gabriella Stueber (ENG’14) ■
Henry Stueber and Deanna Stueber ■
Anna Stuhlmacher (ENG’17) ■
Timothy Styslinger (ENG’90,’92) ■
Darius Subacius and Anna Miloslavskaia ■ ■

Austeja Subaciute (ENG’20) ■
Michael Sugar (ENG’06) ■
Bharat Sukhwani (ENG’11) ■
Todd Sukolsky (ENG’13) ■
Conor Sullivan (ENG’17) ■
Shannon Sulmasy (ENG’17) ■
Anant Sultania (ENG’17) ■
Qun Sun and Hangchun Hu ■ ■

Priya Swamy (ENG’96) and Prithvi Sankar ■
Margaret Swanson (ENG’16) ■
Patrick Sweeney (ENG’85)  

and Sherri Sweeney ■
Charles Sweet (ENG’91) and Julia Sweet ■
Charles Swift (ENG’08) ■
Edward Symonds (ENG’87)  

and Cathy Symonds 
Andrea Szabo (ENG’15) ■
John Szczypien (ENG’66)  

and Diane Szczypien ■
Marcos Szydlo (ENG’88)  

and Faith Szydlo (MET’84) 
Peter Szymanski (ENG’00) 
Carlos Talavera (ENG’90)  

and Laura Talavera (CAS’90) 
Sherry Tallon ■
Nadina Talukdar (ENG’94) ■
Eric Tam (ENG’17) ■
Adrian Tanner (ENG’15) ■
Darrell Tanno (ENG’80)  

and Deborah Tanno (Questrom’81) ■

Koonlawat Tantiponganant (ENG’88) 
Raymond Taylor (ENG’08) ■
Matthew Tencza ■ ■

Emilio Teran (ENG’15, Questrom’16) ■
Lisa Theobald (MET’95) and Carl Theobald 
Matthew Thibeau (ENG’17, Questrom’17) ■
Vithusha Thirumavalavan (ENG’17) ■
Charles Thomas (ENG’03,’04)  

and Jennifer Thomas 
Jeffery Thomas and Julie Thomas ■ ■

Sarah-Grace Thomas (MET’00,’05, ENG’02) 
and Jacob Boucher (COM’99, MET’13) ■

Herbert Thompson (ENG’66)  
and Barbara Thompson ■

Ike Tingos (ENG’91,’94)  
and Artemis Tingos ■

Pichaya Tingthanathikul (ENG’16) ■
Jorge Tizol (ENG’77) and Vilma Rivera ■
Christian Tjia (ENG’15) ■
Tania To (ENG’17) ■
Tszhang To (ENG’08,’13) ■
Juan Tomas Leal (ENG’18) ■
Richard Tong (ENG’06) ■
Garo Toomajanian (ENG’85)  

and Marc Harpin ■
Alfredo Torrejon (ENG’80) ■
Courtney Torres (ENG’16) 
Emanuel Torti (ENG’79) ■
Sergio Tortora (ENG’99)  

and Michelle Tortora (COM’98) ■
Randolph Tow (ENG’66) and Susan P. Tow ■

Heather Towey (ENG’14) ■
Ian Towill (ENG’15) ■
Heather Tracey (ENG’91) ■
David Tran (ENG’17) ■
Hieu Tran (ENG’17) ■
Jeanne Tran (ENG’0,’13) ■
Michael Trank (ENG’86)  

and Ana Monica Raposo ■
John Tremblay (ENG’97) 
Peter Trevino (MET’16) ■
Alyssa Trigger (ENG’10) 
Pia Trivedi (ENG’11) 
Robert Trottier (ENG’88)  

and Robyn Trottier ■
Jeffrey Trovato (CAS’17, ENG’19) ■
Michael Tsang (ENG’02) ■
Kevin Tseng (ENG’91) ■
Gee Tso (ENG’90,’95) and Sui Tso ■
Michelle Tucker ■ ■

Michele Tudor (ENG’80,’81)  
and Timothy Tudor ■

Jillian Tullo (ENG’13) ■
Nicole Tunick (ENG’16) ■
Aykut Turkoglu (ENG’17) ■
Lukasz Turolski (ENG’07) ■
Inna Turshudzhyan (ENG’17) ■
Kerry Twibell (ENG’00) ■
Susanna Tzau (ENG’85) 
Torben Umeda (ENG’17) ■
Maxim Umnov (ENG’01) 
Marck Vaisman (ENG’97) 
Juliana Valentin (ENG’14) 
Michael Valerio (ENG’80)  

and Elizabeth Valerio (CAS’80) ■ ■

Vineet Vallam (ENG’16) ■
Robert Valtierra (ENG’10,’13) ■
Hester Van Der Laan (CAS’17, ENG’17) ■
John Van Schoick (ENG’20) ■
Guy Vandevoordt  

and Mady Vandevoordt ■ ■

Anderson Vanegas (ENG’17) ■ ■

Teena Varghese (ENG’12) 
Almir Velagic (ENG’05) and Elma Kadic ■
Ariel Velagoshti (ENG’13) 
Peter Velikin (ENG’99) ■
Katherine Vella (ENG’20) ■
Syed Naufal Bin Veqar (ENG’12) ■

Paul Viens (ENG’97)  
and Katheryn Viens (GRS’18) ■

David Villari (ENG’15) ■
Carrie Vinch (ENG’88) 
Emily Vogel (CAS’11) ■
Ami Vyas (ENG’17) ■
Gregory Wagner (ENG’96)  

and Lisa Wilsbacher ■
Hayley Walker (ENG’17) ■
Lisa Wall (ENG’81) ■ 
Edmund Walsh (ENG’83,’83)  

and Jane Walsh ■ 
Gary Walsh (ENG’11,’13) ■
Michael Walsh (ENG’96)  

and Julie Walsh (SED’96) ■
Wendy Wan (ENG’89) ■
Caoyue Wang (ENG’19) ■
Cindy Wang (ENG’16) ■
Nita Wang ■
Richard Wang (ENG’07) ■
Rui Wang (ENG’17) ■
Sen Wang (ENG’18) ■
Yan Wang (ENG’12) ■
Yu Wang (ENG’01, GRS’06) 
Yuanpei Wang (ENG’19, CAS’19) ■
Yue Wang (ENG’18) ■
Yunxiang Wang and Yingchun Chen ■ ■

Zhaoren Wang (ENG’17) ■
Michael Ward (ENG’17) ■
David Warner (ENG’60)  

and Philippa Warner ■ 
James Warren (ENG’20) ■
Peter Warren (ENG’73)  

and Pamela Warren ■
Mary Wassenberg (ENG’90)  

and Michael Wassenberg ■
Ethan Wayda (ENG’17) ■
Kellie Wayda ■ ■

Maureen Weaver ■ ■

Anne Marie Weber (ENG’12) ■
Michael Webster (ENG’17)  

and Natalie Webster ■
Brian Weden (ENG’17) ■
Paul Wehner (ENG’96)  

and Elzbieta Klimowicz (CAS’98) ■
Joel Weinberg ■
Avram Weiss (ENG’85,’91) 
Victor Weiss (ENG’17) ■ ■

Conrad Weledji (ENG’84,’84) ■
Jeannette Wellman (ENG’87) 
Hanqing Wen (ENG’16,’16) ■
Julio Werner ■ ■

Joel West (ENG’57) and Elizabeth West ■
Brian Wherry (ENG’98) ■
Bryan White (ENG’03) ■
Fabio White (ENG’95) and Theresa White 
Heather White (ENG’92) and Darwin White 
Andrew Whiting (ENG’02) 
Norman Whitley (ENG’75) ■
Barrett Whitman (ENG’56)  

and Joyce Whitman ■
Alex Whitnall (ENG’08) 
Adrian Williams (ENG’01,’07) 
Brian Williams ■
Roger Williams (ENG’68) ■
Tully Williams and Rebecca Williams ■ ■

David Wilsey (ENG’83) and Naomi Wilsey ■
Joyce Wilt (ENG’86) and Michael Wilt ■
Allison Winter (ENG’19) ■
Andres Witzke (ENG’17) ■
Rebecca Wolf (ENG’17) ■
Tara Heath (ENG’96, Questrom’02)  

and Russell Wolf (CAS’97, MET’01) ■
Timothy Wolfe (ENG’11) 
Eric Womer (ENG’12) 
Alec Wong (ENG’16,’17) ■
Alex Wong (ENG’16) ■
Edward Wong (ENG’61,’69)  

and Katherine Wong ■

■ President’s Society (AFLGS) Member | ■ Young Alumni Giving Society Member | ■ Faculty/Staff Member | ■ Parent | ■ Three-year Consecutive Giving | ■ First-time Donor | ■ Deceased
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THE ENGINEERING ANNUAL FUND 

SUPPORT THE ENG ANNUAL 
FUND AND THE BINOY K. SINGH 

IMAGINEERING LABORATORY

Established in 2011 as a makerspace for students’  
extracurricular projects, the Singh Imagineering Lab  
provides memorable learning experiences for students like 
Summer Mundon (ME’17). She took home the top prize in 
the 2017 Imagineering Competition for her creation, an 
autonomous hydroponics system that can be used to grow 
a variety of plants and was built entirely in the lab. 

“I’ve been working in the Singh Imagineering Lab since my 
sophomore year and I learned basically all of my skills that I 
put into this machine from that experience,” says Mundon. 
“As an engineer, your main job is to be a problem solver, so 
even though you have a specific major, it’s helpful to learn 
skills outside of that and you have to be able to apply it 
wherever you can.”

Hasting Wong (ENG’67,’68)  
and Josephine Wong (GRS’68) ■

John Wong (ENG’18, SAR’18) ■
Mary Wong (ENG’84, MET’88)  

and Ronald Wong ■
Ngai Tung Alysha Wong (ENG’18) ■
Sue Wong-Lee (CAS’75, ENG’89) 
Kevin Wooldridge  

and Darlene Wooldridge ■ ■

Sarah Wrenn (ENG’07) and John Wrenn ■
John Wright ■ ■

Barry Wu (ENG’18) ■
Barry Wu (ENG’86,’92) ■
Candong Wu (ENG’95) and Jinjin Gu ■
I-Hsien Wu (ENG’05) ■
Tianming Wu (ENG’07) ■
Angela Xie (ENG’12) ■
Xinyu Xing (ENG’00) ■
Yisha Xu (ENG’18) ■
Zhechen Xu (ENG’17) ■
Takao Yamada (ENG’09,’16) 
Sherry Yan (ENG’17) ■
Zhuohao Yang (ENG’18) ■
Shuoyi Yao (ENG’17) ■
Holson Yap (ENG’05,’06) ■
Michelle Ye (ENG’17) ■
Zuzhao Ye (ENG’17,’20) ■
Robert Yee (ENG’85) 
Allen Yen (MED’0,’19, ENG’13) ■ ■

Chao Yang Yen and Chiung-Yao Yen ■ ■

Jessica Yen (ENG’10) ■
Patrick Yen (ENG’08) ■
William Yen (ENG’17) ■
Ebru Yeter 
Jian Yin (ENG’10,’16) ■ ■

Anthony Yitts (ENG’88,’92)  
and Lisa Yitts (MET’93,’95) ■

Joseph Young (ENG’95) ■
Julie Young (ENG’07) 
Kelly Young (ENG’00) and Corey Young 
Pamela Young (ENG’94,’98, LAW’11,’14) ■
Gary Yu (ENG’95) and Hui Chen ■
Jeeyuen Yu (ENG’95, MET’00,’01)  

and Michelle Yu ■
Rachel Yu (ENG’12) 
Kang Yuan (ENG’13) and Xiangying Qian ■
Alberto Zacarias (ENG’89,’90) ■
Gracemarie Zambuto (ENG’90)  

and Domenic Zambuto 
Guylherme Zaniratto (ENG’98) ■
Michelle Zayas (ENG’18) ■
Joshua Zeisel (ENG’07) ■
Hannah Zengerle (ENG’17) ■
Maria Zenzola Heimbach (ENG’13) 
Matthew Zettergren (ENG’06,’09)  

and Kimberly Paci (CGS’95, CAS’97) ■
Chentian Zhang (ENG’16,’16) ■
He Zhang (ENG’15) ■
Jiang Zhang (ENG’12) 
Madeline Zhang (ENG’17) ■
Tiansheng Zhang (ENG’17,’17) ■
Wei Zhang (ENG’03) ■
Yida Zhang (ENG’17) ■
Yitao Zhang (ENG’18) ■
Yuting Zhang (ENG’15,’16) ■
Qi Zhao (ENG’12,’16) ■ ■

Zehua Zhao (ENG’17) ■

Jiefu Zheng (ENG’13) ■
Zhiqian Zhou (CAS’17, ENG’17) ■
Jialin Zhu (CAS’19, ENG’19) ■
John Ziamandanis (ENG’17) ■
Christopher Zielinski (ENG’18, CAS’18) ■
Robert Beach and Patricia Zipf-Beach ■ ■

Mohammed Zishanuzzaman (ENG’16) ■
Vanessa Zoghbi Harb (CAS’17, ENG’17) ■
Kimberly Zubris (ENG’11) and Cyril Harakal 
Jeffrey Zuccaro (ENG’05)  

and Rebecca Zuccaro (COM’05) ■
Zamir Zulkefli (ENG’05,’05) 
Steven Zysman (ENG’85) ■

CORPORATIONS & 
FOUNDATIONS

$250,000–$499,999
Biogen, Inc.
The Hartwell Foundation
Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley  

Charitable Trust
Philips Healthcare
S. D. Bechtel Jr. Foundation

$100,000–$249,999
American Cancer Society
ASELSAN
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc.
Communication Technology Services LLC
ESPCI
Grand Marquis Charitable Trust
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Lam Research Corporation
LGXK LLC
Massachusetts General Hosp.  

(Leona & Harry Helmsley Char. Trust)
One Step Forward Education Foundation
Osram Sylvania Inc.
Schlumberger-Doll Research Center
St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Yobe Inc.

$50,000–$99,999
100Kin10
Brenda Novaks Online Auction for Diabetes
Dermasensor, Inc.
eM-Tech
Focused Ultrasound Surgery Foundation
IBM Corporation
Microsoft Corporation
PharmAkea

$25,000–$49,999
The Appleby Foundation
The Argosy Foundation
David E. Hollowell Rev. Trust
DENSO Corporation
Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation
The Maccarone Family Fund of Goldman 

Sachs
NAMICS North American R&D Center
Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems
PTC, Inc.
Saint-Gobain North America

$10,000–$24,999
Accenture LLP
American Heart Association
AMETEK Foundation, Inc.
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Grainger Foundation
Insurance Services Office, Inc.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

(Weatherford International)
Northeastern Univ (Grainger Fo)
PATH (Bill & Melinda Gates Fo.)
Pfizer, Inc.
Radiation Monitoring Devices Inc.
Raytheon Company
Schwab Charitable Fund
View, Inc.
Weatherford International

$5,000–$9,999
The Elizabeth Bascom Charitable Lead 

UniTrust
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Hamamatsu Corporation
Lentigen Technology Inc.

$2,500–$4,999
Charles R. Cantor Trust
George & Nancy Savage Living Trust
Spacex
Teledyne Dalsa Inc.

$1,000–$2,499
The Beaty Family Foundation
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
Genscript USA Incorporated
H.T. Than Law Group
Invuity Inc.
Lisa W. Gill Trust
Monsanto Company
Morgan Stanley Global Impact Funding 

Trust, Inc.
Roney-Fitzpatrick Foundation
Starkey Hearing Technologies, Inc.
Vanguard Charitable

$500–$999
Novartis Institutes for BioMedical  

Research, Inc.
Sanofi Foundation for North America
TB2 Foundation

$250–$499
Bertram and Lizabeth Schmitz Trust
Frontier Central Middle School
Network for Good

$1–$249
Atlassian Software, Inc.
Battelle
Endurance International Group
The Guntersville Lions Club
Just Give
Margaret Wang Insurance Agency, Inc.
Qualified Cleaning Services
Robert H. Mathews Trust
Sanabria Family Trust.

MATCHING GIFTS
AbbVie, Inc.
Aerojet Rocketdyne
Alliance Data
Analog Devices Inc.
Apple, Inc.
ARM Inc.
Barclays Capital
BASF Corporation
Battelle
The Boeing Company
Boston Scientific
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Citrix Systems, Inc.
C. R. Bard
Eli Lilly and Company
Ernst & Young LLP
Fidelity Investments
Gartner Group
General Electric Company
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Google, Inc.
Hewlett-Packard Company
IBM
Intel Corporation
Investment Technology Group, Inc.
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Lockheed Martin Corporation
The Medtronic Foundation
Medtronic, Inc.
Microsoft Corporation
Millennium Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Nationwide
NextEra Energy Company
Northrop Grumman Corporation
Parker Hannifin Corporation
Philips Electronics North America 

Corporation
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Qualcomm Incorporated
Raytheon Company
Ryder System, Inc.
Textron Inc.
TIAA-CREF
Travelers Companies
TriPyramid Structures, Inc.
UBS
United Technologies Corporation
Verizon Communications
Waters Corporation

Your gift to the Engineering Annual 
Fund supports extracurricular initia-
tives, like the Singh Imagineering  
Lab, that enrich the experiences of 
students like Summer. 

Visit bu.edu/alumni to make your gift.

Connect with the ENG Alumni Facebook 
Group at facebook.com/BUengalumni. 



To learn more, visit www.bu.edu/eng.

Douglas P. Holmes
PHD, POLYMER SCIENCE AND 
ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF 
MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING

My research focuses on trying to 
understand how objects change 
shape. Studying how skin wrinkles, 
roots writhe in soil and leaves 
curl as they grow enables us to 
design new materials. These topics 
are connected by geometry and 
mechanics, and they all rely on 
structural instability. Not long ago, 
a structure losing stability led to 
failure and disaster; instability 
makes rigid materials useless, so 
engineers had to design around it. 

Now, the resilience of soft materials 
has enabled engineers to rethink 
the role of stability in the design of 
new materials. In the Mechanics 
of Slender Structures (MOSS) 
laboratory, I study the instabilities 
of thin structures in order to aid in 
the design of wearable electronics, 
smart needles, soft robots and 
ultra-lightweight mechanisms. 
My research is interdisciplinary, 
bringing together ideas from physics, 
mechanics, mathematics, biology 
and materials science. BU’s culture of 
collaborative research makes an ideal 
environment for my work. I often find 
myself pursuing a research question 
out of curiosity, only to realize its 
potential applications much later. I 
love that the College of Engineering 
encourages the freedom to pursue 
curiosity-driven research.

To learn more, visit bu.edu/eng.
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